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Abstract

Microaerobic (oxygen-limited) conditions are critical for inducing many important mi-
crobial processes in industrial or environmental applications. However, due to technical
difficulties the analysis of microaerobic growth and physiology is still underrepresented
in current research. At very low oxygen concentrations the process performance often
suffers from technical limitations. Available dissolved oxygen measurement techniques
are not sensitive enough and thus control techniques and strategies, that can reliable
handle these conditions, are lacking.
In this work we aim to settle this problem by employing a combination of experimental
and theoretical methods from interdisciplinary areas. By employing elements of system
biology, bioengineering and control engineering and the model organismus R.rubrum,
microaerobic process control strategies for batch and continuous cultivations are pro-
posed in this thesis. Since the presented strategies are of minor complexity, employ
conventional equipment and are independent of the growth behavior of the culture,
they should be useful for the study and industrial application of microaerobic processes
in general.
The microaerobic lifestyle of anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria like Rhodospirillum
rubrum represents such a process. When oxygen becomes limiting, the cells respond
with a differentiation process and synthesise an extensive system of light-capturing
intracytoplasmic membranes. These photosynthetic membranes harbor the photosyn-
thetic apparatus which is composed of light-harvesting and reaction center protein
complexes and catalyzes light-driven cyclic photophosphorylation for the generation
of ATP. The majority of biological interesting products these organisms offer are linked
to the expression of theses photosynthetic membranes. In fact, it is this ability to pro-
duce large amounts of inner photosynthetic membranes under microaerobic conditions
that makes R.rubrum interesting for industrial application as it allows the formation
of photosynthetic membranes and related interesting products in common bioreactors
without light.
The first part of this work focuses on the establishment of an experimental set-up
for the systematic study of physiological processes which are associated with growth
under microaerobic conditions. For this purpose a robust and reliable microaerobic
process control strategy is developed, which uses the culture redox potential for as-
sessing different degrees of oxygen limitation in bioreactor cultivations. By applying
defined steps in the culture redox potential, growth specific reaction rates that de-
scribe the microaerobic growth behaviour of R.rubrum are experimentally derived.
These rates are then used to obtain information about the metabolic activity and the
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process behaviour under microaerobic conditions by means of stationary metabolic
network analysis and dynamical modeling of the process behaviour. The metabolic
flux analysis provides an insight into the utilisation of certain metabolic pathways
which contribute to growth and photosynthetic membrane formation under microaer-
obic conditions. The dynamical process model is used to study the process dynamics,
optimise the experimental conditions and identify properties of the system which are
critical for process performance.
Based on the results of these simulation studies an optimal control strategy for the au-
tomation of continuous cultures under microaerobic conditions is developed. This pro-
cess control strategy is build on the culture redox potential dependent control strategy
and employs the unstructured process model to reconstruct inaccessible process infor-
mation and predict the process behavior. The feed-back part of this controller, which
compensates model-plant mismatch and exogenous disturbances, relies on a spectro-
scopic online measurement of the biomass concentration. The presented model-based
two-degree-of-freedom control strategy allows to access and maintain every microaero-
bic steady-state of interest and to precisely and efficiently transfer the culture from one
stable microaerobic steady-state into another. This is substantiated by showing that
the process control strategies handle various situations that under open-loop conditions
lead to a process abort. In the last part of this work we focus on the experimental in-
vestigation of the photosynthetic membrane formation in R.rubrum by employing the
process control strategies developed during this work. The derived experimental re-
sults demonstrate that the proposed strategies create an experimental platform which
allows the systematic analysis of such complex system biological challenges. The re-
sults further emphasis that by means of defined perturbations of continuous cultures, a
new quality of process information about intracellulary regulatory mechanisms, which
are involved in controlling the respective physiological processes, can be derived.
In summary it can be concluded that the proposed control strategies are a valuable
tool to study regulatory mechanisms of microaerobic phenomena in response to oxygen
limitation and have a high potential for industrial applications of microaerobic growth
processes in general.
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Deutsche Kurzfassung

Regelung und modellbasierte Analyse von mikroaeroben
Prozessen am Beispiel des Modellorganismus
Rhodospirillum rubrum

Es ist und war stets ein Bedürfnis und eine Herausforderung der Forschung natürliche
Vorgänge und Prozesse ganzheitlich zu verstehen. So ist es auch Kerngedanke der
Systembiologie, dass Teile eines biologischen Systems nicht unabhängig voneinander
betrachtet werden können, da die für ein System charakteristischen Eigenschaften
oftmals aus Interaktionen vieler biologischer Komponenten und Hierarchieebenen
resultieren. Aus diesem Grund ist es nicht ausreichend, sich bei der Analyse auf
eine Hierarchieebene des Systems zu beschränken oder einzelne Komponenten und
Mechanismen isoliert zu studieren. Für das Gelingen experimenteller systembio-
logischer Untersuchungen ist es entscheidend, dass die wesentlichen Eigenschaften
der natürlichen Umgebung im Experiment imitiert werden können. Hierfür müssen
zunächst die Schlüsseleigenschaften der natürlichen Umgebungsbedingungen, welche
das im Fokus liegenden Systemverhalten hervorrufen, identifiziert werden. Lassen
sich diese Eigenschaften in einen experimentellen Versuchsaufbau übertragen, so
kann dieses Systemverhalten durch das Einstellen definierter Bedingungen zuverlässig
und reproduzierbar abgerufen werden. Je komplexer und spezieller die natürliche
Umgebung des zu beobachtetenden Systems und je anpassungsfähiger der im Fokus
stehende Organismus, desto größer ist die biotechnologische Herausforderung, eine
geeignete und stabile experimentelle Umgebung zu schaffen. Oftmals ist die Anwen-
dung rein experimenteller Methoden hierfür nicht zielführend.

Stark sauerstofflimitierte Bedingungen, die im Mittelpunkt dieser Arbeit stehen,
stellen eine solch spezielle biotechnologische Herausforderung dar, da die für diese
Wachstumsbedingungen wesentlichen, sehr geringen Sauerstoffpartialdrücke mit
konventionellen Methoden oftmals nicht messbar und somit nicht einstellbar sind.
Genau diese mikroaeroben Lebensbedinungen sind jedoch häufig der Lebensraum
von Organismen, welche aus physiologischen, pathologischen oder biotechnologischen
Gründen von großer Bedeutung sind. Die Entwicklung von Prozessführungsstrategien,
welche das reproduzierbare und robuste Anfahren und Halten definierter mikroaerober
Zustände ermöglichen, ist daher sowohl für Forschung und Entwicklung als auch für
den industriellen Einsatz erstrebenswert.
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Deutsche Kurzfassung

Das anoxygene Photosynthesebakterium Rhodospirillum rubrum ist aus mehreren
Gründen bestens als Modellorganimsus für die Entwicklung einer solchen Her-
angehensweise geeignet. Dieses Bakterium ist als einziger Vertreter seiner Art in
der Lage, Photosynthesemembranen unter mikroaeroben Bedingungen im Dunkeln
herzustellen. Diese besondere Eigenschaft bietet großes biotechnologisches Potential,
da bei der industriellen Herstellung der mit der Bildung von Photosynthesemem-
branen einhergehenden Produkte auf den Einsatz von kosten- und energieintensiven
Photobioreaktoren verzichtet werden kann. Die hohe metabole Flexibilität, welche
es diesem Organismus erlaubt, sich in seinem natürlichen Lebensraum sehr schnell
an sich ändernde Wachstumsbedingungen anzupassen, stellt eine besondere Heraus-
forderung für das Entwickeln geeigneter Prozessführungsstrategien dar. Wichtigster
Grund ist jedoch, dass bezüglich der regulatorischen Mechanismen, welche mit dem
mikroaeroben Wachstum und der sauerstoffsensitiven Produktion der Photosynthese-
membranen verbundenen sind, noch viele Fragen offen sind. Kernursache hierfür ist
das Fehlen einer geeigneten Prozessführungsstrategie für das Einstellen definierter,
stabiler und reproduzierbarer Systemzustände und der daraus resultierende Mangel
an systematischen Datensätzen.

Erstes Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, die für die Untersuchung des im Fokus liegenden
Systemverhaltens notwendigen Kultivierungsbedingungen im experimentellen Ver-
suchsaufbau zu identifizieren und reproduzierbar einzustellen. Hierfür wird zunächst
eine geeignete Mess- und Regelungsstrategie für den mikroaeroben Bereich entwickelt
und etabliert. Desweiteren werden Prozessführungsstrategien entworfen, die das
reproduzierbare und robuste Anfahren dieser häufig stark sensiblen und instabilen
mikroaeroben Systemzustände in Batch- und Chemostatreaktoren ermöglichen und
die sowohl auf andere Organismen übertragbar als auch im Labor- und Industriemass-
stab einsetzbar sind. Die Übertragbarkeit auf andere Organismen wird gewährleistet,
indem die Prozessführungs- und Regelungsstrategien nicht auf für den Organismus
spezifischen Eigenschaften aufbauen und auch auf keine Organismus spezifischen
Prozessvariablen zurückgreifen. Um einen Upscale in den Industriemassstab zu
ermöglichen wird für den experimentellen Aufbau auf den Einsatz von Sonderanfer-
tigungen und sensiblen Messapparaturen verzichtet. Vielmehr wird auf technische
Komponenten zurückgegriffen, welche aus ökonomischer und verfahrenstechnischer
Sicht auch für den Einsatz im industriellen Maßstab geeignet sind.

Durch das Ineinandergreifen theoretischer (modellbasierter) und experimenteller Me-
thoden und Analysen werden Prozessführungs- und Regelungstrategien entwickelt,
welche die systematische Untersuchung von stationären Systemzuständen und von
dynamischen Systemantworten ermöglichen. Um neue Erkenntnisse bezüglich des mi-
kroaeroben Wachstums und der mikroaeroben Produktion von Photosynthesemem-
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branen zu gewinnen, werden die Kernkomponenten der für diesen Prozess relevanten
Mechanismen untersucht. Eine Kombination aus modellbasierten und experimentellen
Analysemethoden gestattet es, die involvierten Mechanismen und deren Interaktionen
ganzheitlich zu betrachten. Hierbei sind die zellulären Hierarchieebenen des Zentral-
stoffwechsels, der respirativen und anoxygen-phototrophen Elektronentransportkette,
des zellulären Redoxpotentials und der Genexpression von Bedeutung. Durch diese
Herangehensweise kann beispielsweise gezeigt werden, dass sich die Synthese der Pho-
tosynthesemembranen entgegen aller Erwartungen nichtlinear zur Sauerstoffverfüg-
barkeit verhält. Die modellgestützte Analyse der experimentellen Daten erlaubt unter
anderem die Schlussfolgerung, dass der Zitronensäurezyklus und dessen spezifischer
Operationsmodus unter mikroaeroben Bedingungen maßgeblich zur Regulation des
intrazellulären Redoxpotentials beiträgt und somit auch Einfluss auf das mikroaerobe
Wachstum und die Produktion der Photosynthesemembranen hat. Insbesondere sei
auf die dynamischen Datensätze hingewiesen, welche die transiente zelluläre Reaktion
auf das Überführen eines definierten stationären Systemzustandes in einen anderen
beschreiben. Aufgrund dieser Datensätze können die Reaktionen der intrazellulären
Regulationsmechanismen ganzheitlich studiert und eine Fehlinterpretation der statio-
när generierten Datensätze vermieden werden. Auf diese Weise erzeugte experimentelle
Datensätze lassen darauf schließen, dass der Redoxzustand des Quinonpools als on-off
Signal für die Induktion der Photosynthesemembran-Produktion auf Genexpressions-
ebene fungiert. Darüber hinaus deuten die Analysen der Datensätze darauf hin, dass
der Reduktionsgrad des Quinonpools in Abhängigkeit der vorherrschenden Wachs-
tumsbedingungen durch die Interaktion dreier in Verbindung stehender intrazellulärer
Mechanismen beeinflusst wird: des Zitronensäurezyklus, des Photosystem und der re-
spirativen Elektronentransportkette.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Microaerobic conditions can be found in various environments in nature, representing
the habitat of microorganisms with a versatile metabolic activity. These organisms are
involved in numerous important processes, which are of medical or industrial concern.
Examples are the production of oxygen-sensitive products [114], the expression of vir-
ulence factors of pathogens [39, 45, 59, 73, 87, 96], waste water treatment [122], and
bioremediation [56]. The oxic and anoxic areas of stagnant water, a natural environ-
ment with rapidly changing oxygen conditions, are such a habitat for anoxygenic pho-
tosynthetic bacteria like Rhodospirillum rubrum (R.rubrum). Bacteria of this species
offer a variety of interesting biological products, which are linked to the expression of
photosynthetic membranes (PM), like the heterologous expression of membrane pro-
teins [12], coenzyme Q10 [108], hydrogen [67], carotenoids, bacteriochlorophyll and
its precursors [18, 89]. In general these membranes are produced under phototrophic
conditions (anaerobic with light). Considering the highly complex setup of photo-
bioreactores and the low cell densities, which are caused by the limited light input,
the advantages of a light independent production system are obvious.
Anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria synthesise PM under respiratory conditions

without light, which constitutes a high potential for biotechnological production
processes in general. Yet, R.rubrum is the only known species of this kind, which has
been shown to produces maximum amounts of these membranes under microaerobic
and light independent cultivation conditions. Employing these bacteria as producer
organism allows to synthesise PM and associated compounds in common stirred-tank
bioreactors, at high cell densities and at large scales, which could highly simplify the
industrial production process.

If this system is so promissing, why is it not yet successfully applied in biotechno-
logical industry?

First, in the past strong efforts were made to elucidate the regulation of PM
production in response to oxygen experimentally [7, 31, 70] or by means of theoretical
modeling [14, 36, 52]. Still, the regulatory mechanisms and the metabolic events
that control the redox-sensitive formation of PM in R.rubrum harbor a lot of questions.

Second, under microaerobic conditions the process performance suffers from limita-
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1 Introduction

tions of the dissolved oxygen measurement technique and suitable control strategies.
Alternative microaerobic cultivation strategies are often only applicable for a specific
organism or require the implementation of elusive and complex equipments. Thus, a
reliable process control strategy, which allows the systematic analysis and reproducible
application of the microaerobic phenomenon of interest with a minor complexity,
would be useful for fundamental research [96], as well as for industrial application
[59].

Finally, the model based analysis of microaerobic growth and PM formation was
often impeded by the lack of systematically obtained and representative experimental
data. If experimental data is missing, models need to be derived on assumptions or
on data obtained from putatively close related species. Obviously, predictions made
on the basis of such modeling approaches may not apply for the real system.

It is the objective of this work to tackle the outlined challenges by combining inno-
vative process control strategies and modeling techniques of different complexities and
objectives, so that, new insights about the microaerobic growth and PM formation of
R.rubrum become accesible. In the following the model organism R.rubrum is first
introduced. Then, a review of modeling techniques which serve as useful tools for the
elucidation of biological phenomena like the one studied during this work is given. At
last a brief overview of methods which were proposed in the past to maintain microaer-
obic conditions without controlling dissolved oxygen directly is provided, before the
structural and main contribution of this work are summarised.

1.2 The versatile lifestyle of Rhodospirillum rubrum

R.rubrum is a facultative anoxygenic photosynthetic bacterium which belongs to the
family of purple non-sulphur bacteria (Rhodospirillacea). Bacteria of this kind find
their ecological niche in the chemocline of stagnant water, a vertical zonation in where
oxygen gradually becomes limiting, with discontinuous redox potential and low light
intensities. Pfennig et al. characterised this habitat by two features:“first, the presents
of light and second, the microbial breakdown of organic matter under conditions of
oxygen limitation or anaerobiosis” [76].
Naturally, organisms which want to survive in such an environment with changing oxy-
gen and light conditions have to adapt their energy conservation mode more rapidly
than others. Beeing a facultative anaerobic representative of these versatile bacteria,
R.rubrum is capable to derive energy in the form of ATP under very distinct growth
conditions: aerobic, oxygen-limited (microaerobic), anaerobic, fermentative, anoxy-
genic photoheterotrophic (with an organic substrate as carbon and electron source)
and anoxygenic photoautotrophic (with CO2 and an inorganic electron source such as
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1.2 The versatile lifestyle of Rhodospirillum rubrum

hydrogen). Depending on the available carbon source, electron acceptor and environ-
mental conditions the metabolic pathway with the highest energy yield is preferred.
An optimal metabolic activity under such changing environmental conditions requires
however, that the cellular redox potential is well balanced. A number of metabolic
events and regulatory mechanism are involved in the production and regeneration of
reducing equivalents. These events and mechanisms ensure the energy conservation
since a depletion of reducing equivalents would lead to a stagnation of the central
metabolism (for detailed informations about the carbon metabolism and about the
regulatory aspects of redox balancing refer to Section 3.1.3 and Section 6.1).

1.2.1 Morphology and the formation of photosynthetic membrane

In accordance to the adaptation of the cellular metabolism, the phenotype of the
culture and the cellular morphology of this species depend strongly on the prevail-
ing environmental conditions. Figure 1.1 shows impressions of R.rubrums cellular
morphology and phenotype of the culture under distinct growth conditions. As can be
seen the intensity of the spiralic shape, the cellular length and the colour of the culture
depend on the environmental growth conditions. Depending on the supplied carbon
and energy source the morphology ranges from hooks to spirals, the cells length varies
between 0.8 and 10µm and the colour of the culture changes from ivory white to deep
purple (cf., right column Figure 1.1). Cells cultured under pure aerobic conditions are
small, slightly bended and nearly white (top row). The most prominent phenotype is,
however, reflected by the name of these species. R.rubrum refers to the intensive purple
colour, the spiralic shape and the enlarged length the cells exhibit under phototrophic
or strong oxyen-limited microaerobic growth conditions (cf., central and bottom row
Figure 1.1) [80]. The purple colour is caused by the presents of highly pigmented
intracytoplasmic membranes, which are formed through invaginations of the inner cell
membrane as shown in Figure 1.2 (picture on the left) [48]. These vesicular intracy-
toplasmic membranes carry the photosystem these bacteria utilise to derive energy by
anoxygenic photosynthesis, and are therefore refered to as photosynthetic membranes
(PM).
In contrast to other anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria the photosystem of

R.rubrum is composed of only one type of light harvesting complexes, the LHC
I, and the reaction center (RC). Bacteriochlorophylla and carotenoids, mainly
spirilloxanthin, are the pigments of the photosystem. Due to their broad spectrum
of absorbance, light of a broad wavelength range can be captured (Figure 1.2).
The intensity of the red colour of the cell phenotype indicates the PM content of
the cells, e.g. reflects the expression level of the photosystem components. Due
to the presence of only one type of light harvesting complexes, the absorbance
spectra of this complex is specific, which allows to measure the amount of PM via
Vis/NIR spectroscopy (cf., picture on the right of Figure 1.2).(for detailed informa-
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tions about energy conservation trough anoxygenic photosynthesis refer to Chapter 6.)

Figure 1.1: R.rubrums cellular morphology and phenotype under distinct growth con-
ditions. R.rubrum cultures were cultivated under aerobic conditions on medium
containing succinate as sole carbon source (top row), under microaerobic condi-
tions with succinate and fructose as carbon source (central row) and under photo-
heterotrophic conditions with succinate as sole carbon source (bottom row). Cells
were stained with nil red and placed on an agar-coated slide. Pictures were taken
by differential interference contrast (left column) and fluorescence microscopy (cen-
tral column) using a Zeiss Axiovert microscope. The picture at the bottom of the
central column shows an overlay of both techniques. The right column shows the
colour phenotype of the culture as it can be seen by the experimentator without
treatments.

Inspite little is known about the regulatory mechanisms controlling the morphology
of the cells, it has been shown that the formation of PM strongly respond to oxygen
and light in anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria [7, 14, 31, 35, 70].
In the following we shortly introduce the induction of PM synthesis in response to
the oxygen tension, as this work studies mainly the growth behaviour of R.rubrum
cultures under microaerobic conditions.
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1.2 The versatile lifestyle of Rhodospirillum rubrum

Figure 1.2: The vesicular intracytoplasmic membrane system of R.rubrum. These
membranes are formed through invaginations of the inner cell membrane and carry
the photosystem for anoxygenic photosynthesis (left). Picture was taken from [19]
and slightly modified. The photosystem is composed of light harvesting complex
I (LHC I) and the PM content is therefore quantifiable via Vis/NIR spectroscopy.

Figure 1.3: PM are a phenotypic marker, allowing to monitor the metabolic state
of the cells. In cultures of R.rubrum the formation of PM can be analysed by
measuring the absorption of the photosynthetic reaction centers and light har-
vesting complexes at 880nm. The PM amount is given as 880/660 ratio. The
graph demonstrates that the visual appearance of the culture changes over the
time from nearly white to deep purple.

Figure 1.3 shows that when an aerobically grown preculture of R.rubrum is cultured
under oxygen-limited conditions in a shake flask, the amount of PM increases steadily.
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Schoen et al., who extensively studied the growth of R.rubrum in the 1960s, argued that
the cellular phenotype indicates a continuous decrease of the oxygen supply. He further
observed very early that when oxygen becomes limiting the redox active reducing
equivalents (NADH, NADPH, FADH2) can no longer be regenerated by the respiratory
chain, and thus accumulate in the cells and decrease the cellular redox potential [94].
Later several works draw the connection between the cellular redox potential and the
regulation of PM formation [14, 29, 34, 35, 85]. It is the current state of knowledge
that the level of PM reflects the redox potential of the cells. According to the latest
works it is in general assumed, that the formation of PM is regulated in response to the
cellular redox potential at the gene expression level. However, until now in R.rubrum
the experimental evidences are missing. (for detailed informations about the redox
controlled formation of PM refer to Chapter 6.)

1.2.2 The industrial potential of anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria

Due to it’s metabolic flexibility these bacteria are capable to produce a variety of inter-
esting biological products: Vitamin B12, carotenoids, coenzyme Q10 (or ubiquinone),
porphyrine, aminolevulinic acid and other bacteriochlorophyll precursors, polyhydrox-
ybutaric acid, recombinant proteins, hydrogen, succinate and other fermentative prod-
ucts [12, 18, 67, 85, 90, 108]. The direct chemical synthesis of many of these physiolog-
ical active compounds can be costly, energy inefficient and time-consuming. Moreover,
synthesising one biological active compound synthetically often requires a high number
of catalysation steps, which are each conducted under specific, defined and of often
harsh process conditions. Furthermore, due to the occurrence of undesired side prod-
ucts these chemical production processes are often hampered by low productivities
[3]. In contrast, biological productions processes are in general run under soft physical
conditions, e.g. at physiological temperatures and without the use of harsh, persistent
and pollutive solutions. Additionally, the process productivity of biotechnological ap-
proaches often simply depends on the achieved cell density [81]. In summary, applying
biotechnological processes for the industrial production of these compounds is from an
economic and environmental point of view preferrable.
Most of the products synthesised by anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria are associ-

ated with the formation of PM, which requires to cultivate the cells under anaerobic
light conditions in photobioreactores [89, 90]. Under phototrophic growth conditions
the light input becomes the limiting factor when cell density increases, due to the self
shading of the cells. Large scale applications of such processes are therefore impeded
by high energy efforts and complex cultivation setups. Using R.rubrum as producing
organism could strongly simplify the industrial production of PM due to three rea-
sons. Firstly, these bacteria allow the expression of maximum amounts of PM under
microaerobic conditions in the dark [29] in common stirred-tank reactors [35]. Sec-
ondly, these bacteria are the only phototrophic bacteria which have been successfully
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cultivated to high cell density conditions [119]. Thirdly, the presents of only one light
harvesting complex allows to monitor the amount of PM online and in-situ, which
allows to conclude about the cellular productivity during all states of the process.

1.3 Modeling of biological systems

Due to the high complexity of biological systems planning, concepting, optimising,
predicting and analysing the performance of biotechnological process are major chal-
lenges. The interaction of apparently independent regulatory mechanisms are often
elusive. In many cases process requirements and productivities can not be estimated
manually, so that a high number of trial-and-error experiments have to be performed
to characterise and analyse the biological system of interest empirically [99]. This
also applies for our model organisms R.rubrum. Such a proceeding is time-consuming
and expensive. Using a modeling framework allows to run experiments in silico,
reducing the number of experiments required and enabling the modeler to identify the
operating conditions, medium compositions, and parameter spaces where experiments
yield an optimal process performance and maximal productivity [98]. In the following
subsections, the modeling techniques, which are during this work applied -to anal-
yse and control the microaerobic growth behavior of R.rubrum- are shortly introduced.

1.3.1 Stationary modeling or metabolic network modeling

Modeling the metabolic network allows the mathematical analysis of the cellular
metabolism of the species under consideration. This can be of high benefit for
studying the central metabolism of versatile bacteria, like R.rubrum, as bacteria of
this kind typically exhibit a metabolic network of extreme complexity. In metabolic
engineering and biotechnology, metabolic modeling is frequently used for quantifying
metabolic fluxes (Metabolic Flux Analyses) and for structural (topological) network
analysis [97, 103, 116].
Metabolic networks are composed of reactions and metabolites, whereas each reaction
stoichiometrically describes the enzymatic conversion of educts (substrates) into
products. According to its flux direction, biochemical reactions are defined as either
reversible or irreversible. By means of such a network metabolic pathes an organism
may use to assimilate a certain substrate can be identified. Naturally, each irreversible
reaction, which uniquely operates in one direction, reduces the number of available
pathes of a metabolic network. Thus, the more reliable informations (data) about
regulatory mechanisms concerning the respective metabolism are introduced by the
modeler, the more likely it is that flux distributions, which are conclusive for the
real system, can be identified. Mostly, metabolic flux analysis is conducted under a
quasis steady-state assumption. According to Stephanopoulos and coworkers this is
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applicable, since metabolites of the central carbon metabolism have a relative high
turnover [82, 103]. Thus, assuming that the concentrations of metabolites are in a
dynamic equilibrium (steady-state) highly simplifies the mathematical operations.
For detailed and formal informations please refer to Chapter 3.

1.3.2 Dynamical modeling of biotechnological processes

Describing biotechnological processes by quantitative mathematical modeling is mo-
tivated by various purposes. Models can be developed and applied for the planning,
conception and prediction of process performances, for model-based control of biopro-
cesses or for the description and investigation of intracellular events and regulatory
mechanisms. Depending on the purpose and the form of the biological organisation
under observation, the modeler can choose between a variety of modeling approaches
of different complexities[78, 98]. Tsuchiya [78] established a microbial model classifi-
cation spectrum, which also can be applied for mammalian and animal cell cultures
[98]. In this classification, a model can be structured or unstructured, segregated or
unsegregated, deterministic or stochastic. According to this definition unstructured
models describe the behaviour of a cell culture without taking the inner structure
of the cell into account. In contrast structured models attempt to incorporate bio-
logical knowledge by explicitly describing intracellular processes occurring in distinct
cellular compartments [98]. The heterogeneity of the composition of the cell culture
is considered in models of the segregated type, by taking cells in different stages of
development into account. Unsegregated models describe the behaviour of an average
cell, thereby treating the population of a cellular culture as homogenous. Obviously
stochastic models take random processes into account, while in determenistic models
processes are considered to have no variability. Kitano classified system modeling ap-
proaches in accordance to the process information used for model development and
distinguishes mechanistic modeling from empirical data driven modeling [50]. Choos-
ing an appropriate modeling approach requires to balance between the time of model
development, model complexity, solution time and time needed for data derivation.
In general data can be either derived from literature or collected experimentally. If
the model is supposed to address a new question it might be necessary to run specific
experiments to obtain process informations which help to characterise the biological
systems. Due to its minor complexity the batch bioreactor is the favored cultivation
system for this purpose.
In summary it can be concluded that the quality of predictions, which can be derived

by dynamical and stationary modeling, strongly depends on the reliability, consistency
and significance of the utilised data sets and informations. To produce such data
sets, conclusive experiments which are capable to characterise the biological system of
interest need to be designed and performed.
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1.4 Microaerobic cultivation strategies

Systematically characterising the behaviour of a biological system in response to a
change in the input requires to construct experimental setups and cultivation strate-
gies, which are reliable, reproducible. If the same approaches are supposed to be
applicable for industrial production, the strategies in addition have to be transferable,
robust and of reasonable complexity. Further, direct measurement techniques are pre-
ferred to minimise process failure due to unspecific disturbances [81].
Controlling microaerobic conditions is a particular challenge since cells are cultured
under strong oxygen-limited conditions. Mostly the desired condition corresponds to
an oxygen concentration well below the measurement range of highly sensitive fiber
optic oxygen sensors (< 1µM), which outrules the option of a direct measurement. Ad-
ditionally, often the microaerobic phenomenon of interest is restricted to one unique
oxygen-limited condition which reacts highly sensitive to process disturbances. Accu-
mulation of toxic and undesired byproducts, impaired process productivity and unre-
producible conditions are the consequences [120, 122]. To compensate for this technical
limitation a number of alternative methods were proposed to maintain microaerobic
conditions without controlling dissolved oxygen directly.
For instance Grammel et al. coupled the oxygen-supply to the pH of the culture
(pH-DO stat) to balance oxidative and fermentative pathways during microaerobic
production of PM in R.rubrum [35]. This procedure is generally restricted to batch
cultures as the accumulation of fermentative organic acids is needed to indicate oxygen
limitation. Further, data obtained from this cultivation strategy suggest, that this ap-
proach results in a transient shift between different oxygen-limited states, and thus did
not produce one specific and reproducible oxygen-limited condition (cf., Figure 2.6).
Zeng et al. showed that optimal microaerobic conditions for the production of 2,3
butanediol by Enterobacter aerogenes can be achieved by controlling the respiratory
quotient (RQ) [120]. Yet, the application of this strategy requires an accurate and
sensitive on-line exit gas analyser, and the precondition that the desired microaerobic
growth mode correlates with one unique RQ which can in general not be guaranteed.
Alexeeva and coworkers established the aerobiosis scale based on the oxygen-dependent
excretion of acetate by E. coli in continuous cultures [1]. This scale allows to control
steady-states empirically, by choosing a dilution rate below the maximal growth rate
for a unique oxygen supply rate. In their approach cells are both oxygen- and carbon-
limited at the same time. However, since both factors have a strong impact on cellular
metabolism, for quantitative metabolic studies it is desirable to only have one growth-
limiting factor.
In summary, all of the above mentioned cultivation strategies require the employment
of special equipment or a detailed knowledge of the microaerobic metabolism of the
respective organism. Furthermore, the approach of Grammel et al. [35] can only be
applied to batch cultures while the approach of Alexeeva et al. [1] is solely applica-
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ble to continuous cultures. Therefore a reliable microaerobic process control strategy,
which allows the systematic analysis and reproducible application of every microaero-
bic phenomenon of interest with a minor complexity, would be useful for fundamental
research [59, 96] as well as for industrial applications.

1.5 Contribution and outline of the thesis

This thesis aims to make a contribution to the understanding of microaerobic growth
and PM formation of R.rubrum by supplying suitable process control strategies
for microaerobic bioreactor cultivations. During the thesis mathematical modelling
continually bridges the gaps between experimental data, process analysis, process
optimisation and process control. It is the purpose of the proposed control strategies
to allow the systematic analysis of these phenomena under batch and continuous
process mode and between the transition of one microaerobic steady-state into
another. As the design of appropriate control strategies requires a detailed knowledge
of the process behaviour, we applied an integrated approach which combines elements
of systems biology, bioengineering and control engineering to achieve these objectives.

In the first part of this work (Chapter 2), we establish a simple control strategy
which allows to reliably reproduce different degrees of oxygen limitation in common
stirred-tank bioreactors. We do this by applying defined steps in the culture redox
potential (4CRP) to alter the oxidative state of the culture broth. The shown
experimental setup, the proposed control strategy and the collected data sets are the
basis for the developments in the following chapters. Parts of this chapter are based
on [17].

In the second part (Chapter 3) we employ a stoichiometric model for analysing
the metabolic activity under microaerobic conditions. Based on quasi-steady state
assumptions the experimentally determined reaction rates described in Section 2.2
were used to calculate the metabolic flux ranges for every 4CRP data set. This
approach enabled us to derive informations about the utilisation of certain metabolic
pathways, which contribute to growth and PM formation under microaerobic con-
ditions in R.rubrum. The thereby established hypotheses about metabolic activity
and PM synthesis under microaerobic growth conditions are further investigated in
Chapter 6. Parts of this chapter are based on [17].

In the third part (Chapter 4) we analyse and optimise microaerobic growth of
R.rubrum by modeling the process behaviour. The data sets presented in Chapter 2
are used for derivation of a quantitative dynamic model describing R.rubrum’ s
growth behaviour under CRP-dependent microaerobic conditions. By employing
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state-of-the-art identification and validation methods the most suitable candidate
model is selected, which is then employed to study the process dynamics and optimise
the process conditions. Furthermore, this model is applied for our model-based control
approach as introduced in Chapter 5. Parts of this chapter are based on [16].

In the fourth part (Chapter 5), we develop a model-based 2-Degree-of-Freedom
(2DOF) Controller for the automation of continuous cultures under microaerobic
conditions. The process control strategy is build on the CRP-dependent control strat-
egy introduced in Chapter 2 and employes the unstructured process model derived
in Chapter 4. This advanced control strategy is later applied to investigate cellular
responses between defined transitions from one stable microaerobic steady-state into
another (Chapter 6). Parts of this chapter are based on [16].

In the fifth and final part of the thesis (Chapter 6), we analyse the regulatory
mechansims of microaerobic growth and PM formation systematically by applying
the process control strategy introduced in Chapter 5. We use the hypotheses about
metabolic activity and PM synthesis under microaerobic growth conditions formulated
in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 as starting point. The results of this chapter demonstrate
that analysing the dynamics of intracellular regulatory parameters obtained during
the transition between microaerobic steady-states delivers a new quality of process
information. Publication of these results is in progress.
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2 Cultivation Strategy for the characterisation of
microaerobic phenomena

This chapter presents a unique cultivation strategy for assessing different degrees of
oxygen limitation in common stirred-tank bioreactors. The developed cultivation strat-
egy serves as experimental tool which is required to analyse the microaerobic growth
behaviour of an organism systematically. In this chapter the cultivation strategy is
applied to batch cultures of R.rubrum, but can be also applied to continuous cultures
as demonstrated in Chapter 6. The obtained data sets are essential for analysing the
microaerobic metabolic activity by stoichiometric modeling (cf., Chapter 3) and for
deriving an adequate dynamic model of the system (cf., Chapter 4). Parts of this
chapter are based on [17].

2.1 Controlling of dissolved oxygen over the culture redox
potential

Due to technical restrictions, the degree of oxygen limitation can not be controlled
by the dissolved oxygen amount directly. Alternatively, the oxidative status of the
liquid can be monitored by measuring the reduction-oxidation (redox) potential of
the culture broth. In the past the culture redox potential (CRP) has been used to
monitor and control aerobic, microaerobic and anaerobic conditions with inconsistent
success [43, 47, 102]. Kjaergaard, who reviewed the use of the redox potential in
different biotechnological approaches, concluded that the output of a redox electrode
indeed indicates the amount of dissolved oxygen [51], and thus can be used for indirect
control of the oxygen tension. However, several restrictions regarding the chemical
significance of the redox potential measurement have to be taken into account, before
a CRP dependent control strategy can be developed and applied successfully.

In general the redox potential of a culture broth is measured by an oxidation-
reduction probe connected to a voltage transmitter. Thus, it needs to be considered,
that the redox potential of a system is influenced by all redox active couples, which
undergo the following chemical reaction:

a · oxidant + n · e− Keq←→ b · reductant. (2.1)

In words, the oxidant is reduced by n electrons (e) supplied from the electron donor
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(reductant), so that the reductant is in turn oxidized by the oxidant during this reac-
tion. The stoichiometric factors a and b refer to the number of oxidant and reductant
molecules involved in this reaction. In chemical definition this reaction is reversible.
For each redox active couple, the redoxpotential (Eh in [V]) of this equilibrium can be
calculated using the Nernst equation:

Eh = Eo′ + RT

nF
· ln c(oxidant)a

c(reductant)b (2.2)

Here, R with a value of with 8.31 denotes the molar gas constant in [J K−1 mol−1],
T the temperatur in [K], F with a value of 9.65x104 represents the the faraday
constant in [J V−1 mol−1], and Eo′ represents the standard potential of this reaction
in [V], which is measured under the physiological standard condition (298 K, 1 atm,
pH 7, where the molar concentrations of oxidant and reductant are 1 mol L−1).

According to this definition, the thermodynamic evaluation of a measured redox
potential requires the system of interest to be in an equilibrium. However, the
composition of reductants of microbial systems changes during cellular growth. From
a biological point of view, this is not surprising, since having no state of equilibrium
is a major characteric of living systems [6]. It is another important issue, that the
measurement accuracy of the absolute measured redox potential value depends on the
electrode material, the buffer capacity of the redox system and the concentration of
redox components [102]. Hence, absolute redox potential values obtained in different
microbial systems are hardly comparable.

In this chapter we develop a CRP-dependent control strategy, which aims to over-
come the aforementioned restrictions and to reliably reproduce different degrees of
oxygen limitation. In contrast to other redox potential dependent approaches, the
introduced control strategy abstains from using the absolute value of the redox po-
tential measurement. Instead, the stepsize of the CRP reduction is used to define
the microaerobic state of the culture. The CRP reduction is realised, by combining an
open-loop control, which uses the respiratory activity of the cells to drive the system in
close distance to the desired set-point, and a closed-loop control, which uses the CRP
process value and the percentage of the inlet gassing, for attaining and maintaining the
CRP set-point (Figure 2.1). The experimental setup of the cultivation system is com-
posed of a common stirred-tank bioreactor, an in-situ oxidation-reduction probe and a
gasmix station to a batch culture of R.rubrum (Figure 2.2). The introduced strategy
has been successfully applied during batch and continuous process mode [16, 17].
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of the CRP-dependent control strategy. Coming from
pO2-controlled conditions, at time point t0 the culture is transferred to oxygen-
limited conditions by reducing the amount of oxygen supplied to the culture via
open-loop control. This is done by reducing the air percentage of the inlet gassing
by the factor η (η = 1/4 CRP∗), where 4CRP∗ = (4CRP + 330 mV)/330 mV.
Through this manual manipulation of the input variable u(t), the oxygen supply
does no longer satisfy the respiratory demand of the cells, so that the oxidative
state of the culture broth is reduced. When y(t), the process value of the CRP, is
in 50mV distance of the CRP setpoint e ≤ 50mV applies and the process strategy
is switched to a closed-loop. Now, the CRP controller adjusts u(t) to attain and
maintain the CRP setpoint w(t). The proportional gain Kc = 0.4, the reset
time TN = 855 and the derivative time Tτ = 37.5 were derived by applying the
Chien-Hrones-Reswick guidelines for setting controller parameters on basis of an
experimentally derived step response function.

2.1.1 Culture redox potential dependent control strategy

In R.rubrum the expression of maximum amounts of PM under microaerobic, dark
conditions depends on the availability of two carbon sources: succinate and fructose
(medium containing these substrates is referred to as M2SF in the following) [29].
Therefore, this medium was applied for studying the growth behaviour of R.rubrum
in response to different degrees of oxygen limitation.
In the following we outline the culture redox potential (CRP)-dependent control strat-
egy, which is visualized in the block diagramm shown in Figure 2.1 in detail. In five
enumerated descriptions we explain, how the strategy is applied to ensure the reliabil-
ity and reproducibility of CRP-dependent measurement and control. In addition the
experimental results depictured in Figure 2.3 visualize the explanations. Please note,
that the circled numbers shown in the Figures refer to the enumerated description.
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2.1 Controlling of dissolved oxygen over the culture redox potential

Figure 2.2: Batch set-up of the cultivation system. Cultivations were carried out
in a darkened, stainless steel bioreactor. Process parameters were controlled with
a Simatic PCS7 automation system from a PC station. The schematic draft
depictures all components reqired for the CRP dependent cultivation strategy. The
redox potential of the culture broth was measured by an in-situ oxidation-reduction
probe and controlled by a PID controller, which adjusts the oxygen supply by
altering the gas composition via the gas mix unit. Temperature, agitation rate,
pH, pressure and gas flow rate were kept constant at their setpoint as indicated
in the table. EPT and EI refer to electropneumatic transducers and electronic
interfaces, respectively.
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2 Cultivation Strategy for the characterisation of microaerobic phenomena

t

Figure 2.3: Culture redox potential(CRP)-dependent control strategy. A: A step
in the CRP transfers the culture from aerobic to microaerobic conditions. The
timepoint of transfer (t0) is indicated by the red dashed line. The degree of oxygen
limitation is defined by the CRP stepsize (4CRP). B: Necessary side conditions
of the CRP-dependent control strategy. All process parameters (pH, stirrer speed,
gas flow rate, pressure) are kept constant throughout the process. C: Analysing
the cellular response to changes in the oxygen supply. Time course data of growth
characteristic parameter indicate, that the cells adapt to the new degree of oxygen
limitation. The numbers refer to the enumerated description in Section 2.1.1.

1. Cells are first grown under pO2 controlled aerobic conditions until an optical
density (OD) of 0.8 and a CRP of ∼0mV is reached (Figure 2.3A). Coming
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2.1 Controlling of dissolved oxygen over the culture redox potential

from these defined initial conditions, the culture is transferred to oxygen-limited
conditions by reducing the amount of oxygen supplied to the culture via open-
loop control (cf., Figure 2.1).

2. The respiratory activity (continuous cellular consumption of oxygen) of the cells
results in a rapid reduction of the CRP (Figure 2.3A). This allows to avoid
the use of pure nitrogen, which often causes strong disturbances of the cellular
metabolism. Gassing with pure nitrogen inevitably degasses oxygen and car-
bon dioxide from the gas phase of the culture broth. Thus, cells are temporar-
ily switched to completely anaerobic conditions and the missing carbon dioxide
minimizes the carboxylation reactions [85]. The longer the anaerobic period, the
higher the risk of loosing the respiratory activity of the cells completely, which
may result in an inactive culture, long lag phases and bad reproducibilities. (Fig-
ure 2.3A).

3. To attain and maintain a specific microaerobic condition the CRP is applied as
control variable and the air inlet gas as input variable (closed-loop control, cf.,
Figure 2.1). The CRP controller, which is started in 50mV distance of the desired
CRP setpoint increases the amount of oxygen supplied to the culture. Thus, the
culture is driven gently into the new microaerobic state. The difference of the
achieved CRP value and the initial CRP, hence the 4CRP, denotes the level
of oxygen limitation. Instead of using the absolute value of the CRP measure-
ment, in the present approach the stepsize of the CRP reduction (4CRP) is used
as characteristic parameter, which defines the microaerobic state of the culture
(Figure 2.3A).

4. To ensure, that the applied4CRP indeed reflects the degree of oxygen limitation,
all other redox-influencing process parameters (pH, stirrer speed, gas flow rate,
pressure, temperature) are kept constant at their respective setpoints (defined in
Figure 2.2) throughout the process. This is necessary as an oxidation-reduction
probe measures the redox voltage of the culture broth in total, thus all other
redox active components can influence the signal unspecifically. Due to sampling
a slight reduction of the liquid volume (V) can not be avoided during batch mode.
(Figure 2.3B).

5. During the time period after the CRP step, we analysed the cellular response by
collecting time course data of growth determining parameters: cell growth, PM
production, substrate consumption, production of organic acids and hydrogen
emission (Figure 2.3C).
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2 Cultivation Strategy for the characterisation of microaerobic phenomena

2.1.2 Results

Figure 2.4 shows an example of the process performance of the applied strategy during
batch mode. In the shown example, starting at an initial absolute value of +100mV
the CRP dropped during the aerobic growth phase to +30mV and was then transferred
to a new oxygen-limited condition by applying a CRP step of −330mV resulting in a
new CRP setpoint of −300mV. As can be seen in Figure 2.4A the fiber optic oxygen
sensor started to measure a pO2 of zero, when the CRP signal had dropped about
60mV. After the CRP step the R.rubrum culture adapted to the new oxygen-limited
conditions by growing slower, synthetising PM (Figure 2.4A), consuming very low
amounts of succinate (Figure 2.4B), producing the organic acids acetate and formate,
and hydrogen to balance their cellular redox potential [36].

Figure 2.4: Batch process procedure with a CRP step of−330mV.A: switch from pO2
(—)-controlled to CRP (- -) -controlled conditions, indicated by the arrow, and
the response of the OD (n) and the PM level (l). B: time course data of succinate
(u), fructose (l), acetate (s), formate (t) and hydrogen (×). tε denotes the
time interval in which the molar amount of xO2(tε) needed for maintaining the
attained CRP setpoint was calculated (cf., Table2.1).
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2.1 Controlling of dissolved oxygen over the culture redox potential

According to the described example, CRP steps in the range of 0 and −400mV
were performed during this work. The amount of oxygen xO2(tε), which was supplied
to maintain the attained CRP setpoint during the time interval tε, decreased with
an increasing CRP stepsize (cf., Table 2.1). Thus, we argue that, depending on the
stepsize, the applied CRPs resulted in different degrees of oxygen limitation. From
all CRP steps performed only the 4CRPs of 0mV and −50mV could be correlated
with a pO2 of 2 % (∼ 23.2 µM) and 0.1 % (∼ 1.2 µM) respectively, whereas in
all cultivations with a CRP step below −50mV no trace of oxygen was detected.
These results confirm that most of the oxygen-limited conditions under study are not
accessible with currently available pO2 probes (cf., Table 2.1).

Table 2.1: Action of the input of the CRP controller. cO2 represent the molar con-
centrations of oxygen, which were measured using a fiber optic oxygen sensor,
with a measurement range of 0− 20% pO2 (Fibox 3-Trace, PreSens, Regensburg,
Germany). From all CRP steps performed only 0mV and −50mV could be corre-
lated with a pO2 of 2 % (∼ 23.2 µM) and 0.1 % (∼ 1.2 µM) respectively. xO2(tε)
refers to the average molar amount of oxygen which was supplied to maintain the
attained CRP setpoint during the time interval tε (please refer to Figure 2.4).

4CRP cO2 xO2(tε)
[mV ] [µM] [mol]
0 23.2 0.271
-50 1.2 0.119
-120 - 0.077
-160 - 0.071
-210 - 0.069
-260 - 0.065
-330 - 0.039

2.1.3 Discussion

We developed a novel cultivation strategy for the control of microaerobic process con-
ditions. Our results demonstrate that most of the microaerobic conditions attained
by applying the proposed strategy, are inaccessible by measuring the dissolved oxygen
concentration directly. In contrast to other CRP dependent cultivation strategies, in
the introduced approach, an active culture is an important part of the control loop.
The cellular consumption of oxygen is employed for gently driving the system in close
proximity to the desired CRP setpoint. Thus, we avoid to disturb the metabolic ac-
tivity of the cells by avoiding, that the for the metabolism required carbon dioxide is
degassed through gassing with pure nitrogen. The introduced strategy allows to sys-
tematically analyse and characterise microaerobic phenomena in response to changes
in the oxygen supply. Furthermore, the strategy is of relative low complexity, employs
conventional equipment, is independent from the growth behaviour of the cultured
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2 Cultivation Strategy for the characterisation of microaerobic phenomena

organism and therefore could be useful for the study and industrial application of
microaerobic phenomena in general.

2.2 Experimental analysis of microaerobic batch cultures of
R.rubrum

After applying the CRP step to the R.rubrum culture we observed changes in growth
characteristic parameters, indicating that the cells adapted to the new degree of oxygen
limitation by changing the energy conversation mode. We therefore analysed the
growth behaviour of the cells in the time period after the CRP reduction by calculating
the 4 CRP-dependent extracellular reaction rates of cell growth, PM production,
substrate consumption, production of organic acids and hydrogen emission.

2.2.1 Results

In this section, the experimental results obtained by applying the CRP-dependent
control strategy to a culture of R.rubrum are shown. Figure 2.5 summarises the
4CRP response functions of all experimentally determined reaction rates r̂j, which
describe the growth behaviour of R.rubrum at different degrees of oxygen limitation,
that is at different CRP stepsizes. As PM production indicates oxygen limitation [70]
while the uptake and metabolisation/oxidation of succinate requires oxygen [72], we
used those two markers for defining the limits of microaerobic growth. Figure 2.5
shows that, according to this definition, a 4CRP of 0mV represents fully aerobic
growth of R.rubrum since no PM formation was detectable while the succinate uptake
was maximal. All other CRP steps resulted in microaerobic growth since membrane
production was accompanied by succinate uptake, hence some respiration took place.
When the CRP was highly reduced by 4CRPs below −330mV no succinate was taken
up. Hence, this data set represents pure anaerobic fermentative conditions and was
therefore not taken into account for this work.

Growth:

Figure 2.5A shows the 4CRP response function of the maximum growth rate
r̂b,CRPmax. The sigmoidal shape of this function indicates, that microaerobic growth
on M2SF medium under given conditions can be described as a cooperative mecha-
nism. Growth rates obtained from fully aerobic conditions (2 % ≤ pO2 ≤ 5 %) support
the sigmoidal description, as no higher growth rate than 0.17 h−1 ± 0.007 has been
observed in comparable bioreactor cultivations [84].
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Figure 2.5: Description of the growth behaviour of R.rubrum cultures. 4CRP re-
sponse functions of reaction rates r̂j were calculated from experimental data sets,
covering the first 10 to 15 hours of the CRP-controlled batch cultivations. Dashed
lines (A) and error bars (B-F) demonstrate the reproducibility of reaction rates
obtained from 4CRPs with the same stepsize. A: experimentally determined
maximum growth rates r̂b,CRPmax (•), and the simulated Hill kinetic derived in
Chapter 4 (-). (◦) indicates additional data points obtained from CRP steps which
were run in single performances for evaluation of the sigmoidale response function.
B: and C: substrate uptake rates of the two C-sources succinate (r̂s) and fructose
(r̂f ). D: production rates of the organic acids formate (r̂for) (white), acetate (r̂ace)
(black) and malate (r̂mal) (grey). E: hydrogen emission rate (r̂H2). F: PM amount
produced after cells were transferred to CRP-controlled conditions.
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2 Cultivation Strategy for the characterisation of microaerobic phenomena

Substrate consumption:

The maximum expression of PM under microaerobic conditions requires the parallel
consumption of succinate and fructose [35]. Comparison of the substrate uptake rates
for succinate r̂s and fructose r̂f show that this requirement is fullfilled under all ob-
served microaerobic conditions. However, the shapes of the 4CRP response functions
of both uptake rates differ:

• Succinate consumption: Figure 2.5B shows that for smaller 4CRPs an in-
creasing oxidation of the CRP results in a steadily rise of the succinate up-
take rates, from 0.3 to 1.1 mmol(g h)−1. The uptake stagnates at a value of
∼ 1.00± 0.07 mmol(g h)−1 when aerobic conditions are reached.

• Fructose consumption: The fructose uptake rate stays constant for a 4CRP
range from −330 to −160 mV and increases rapidly for smaller CRP steps (Fig-
ure 2.5C). Comparing the values of both substrate uptake rates reveals, that fruc-
tose is only preferentially consumed for 4CRP from −160 to −330mV and under
fully aerobic conditions, hence for 4CRPs∼0mV. Under all other microaerobic
conditions (4CRP from −50 to −160mV) r̂f ≤ r̂s applies.

Fermentative products:

Figure 2.5D demonstrates that the reduction of 4CRP was accompanied by a rise
of organic acid production, mainly respresented by acetate. While formate and ac-
etate were detected during all microaerobic cultivations, malate was only observed
at a 4CRP of −330mV (Figure 2.5D). The production of acetate decreased again
when the CRP was reduced below −210mV. The emission of hydrogen, measured in
all CRP steps between −160 and −330mV, confirms the assumption of an increased
fermentative activity (Figure 2.5E). However, the relatively high standard deviation
of the hydrogen measurements makes an interpretation of the trend of productivity
impossible.

PM production:

As can be seen in Figure 2.5F, PM production increases for CRP steps from 0 to
−210mV and decreases for 4CRPs below −210mV.

2.2.2 Discussion

In this section we discuss the information obtained from the described CRP-dependent
growth response functions with respect to the current state of knowledge about mi-
croaerobic growth and PM formation in R.rubrum. Further, we attempt to evaluate
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2.2 Experimental analysis of microaerobic batch cultures of R.rubrum

the obtained microaerobic states of R.rubrum by comparing the results obtained in
this work with those of other studies.

Growth: The sigmoidal shape of the CRP-dependent growth response function indi-
cates that growth under oxygen-limited condition on M2SF medium requires a coop-
erative interaction of several factors. From a metabolic point of view cellular growth
can be described as a function of ATP generation [36]. According to the current state
of knowledge under the given growth conditions energy conservation at the respira-
tory electron transport chain depends on three factors: the electron supply (reducing
equivalents), the activity of the terminal oxidases and the amount of electron acceptor
(oxygen) Figure 3.2 [105, 110, 112, 118]. Electrons, supplied by the central metabolism,
enter the ETC by NADH-dehydrogenase and the succinate-dehydrogenase. Thus the
respiratory efficiency depends as well on the metabolic activity of the cells, that is
on the pathways utilized for carbon assimilation. Since activities of key enzymes of
these pathways are regulated in response to oxygen, ATP, NADH, or other metabolic
intermediates (e.g. acetyl-CoA, citrate, oxaloacetate [25, 35, 63]), metabolic events
are indirectly regulated by the respiratory capacity of the ETC itself. From the given
experimental data sets, without further knowledge about the metabolic activity, the in-
terpretation of such complex non-linear dependencies is more than challenging. Never-
theless, several factors contribute to the observed growth rates under microaerobic con-
ditions, suggesting that the description of microaerobic growth as an oxygen-activated
cooperative mechanism might be adequate. (For detailed information and analysis of
these aspects refer to Section 3.1.3, Section 6.1.1 and Section 6.2.2).

Succinate uptake: The 4CRP response function of r̂s shows a sigmoidale charac-
teristic, which is similar to the 4CRP dependent growth function. This is plausible,
as the metabolisation of succinate through the succinate dehydrogenase strongly de-
pends on the availability of oxygen. During this reaction electrons are transferred
to ubiquinon and thus the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle is coupled to the electron
transport chain [107]. Therefore the shown data suggests, that the oxygen-activated
consumption of succinate could be one compound leading to the sigmoidal shape of
the growth rate response function.(For detailed information on this aspect refer to
Section 3.1.3 and Figure 3.2).

Fructose uptake: Grammel et al. reported, that microaerobic growth conditions
provoke the preferential consumption of fructose (r̂f > r̂s) [35]. Therefore it was ex-
pected, that the 4CRP-dependent characteristic response function of fructose to have
an countering shape to that of the r̂s response function. However, the obtained data
set demonstrates that this is not the case. Comparing the values of both substrate
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2 Cultivation Strategy for the characterisation of microaerobic phenomena

uptake rates (r̂f > r̂s) reveals that fructose is only preferentially consumed for 4CRP
from −330 to −160mV and under fully aerobic conditions. Since all CRP steps where
run with equal initial concentrations of fructose, it is unlikely that the inducible phos-
photransferase system [22] influences the shape of this response function.

Fermentative products: The shown data suggests that increasing the CRP stepsize,
that is the degree of oxygen limitation, leads to more and more involvement of the
fermentative metabolism. This finding was not suprising, since regeneration of reduc-
ing equivalents decreases when oxygen becomes limiting, leading to a reduction of the
intracellular redox potential. Thus, the cells need to use alternative redox cofacter re-
cycling mechanisms to balance cellular redox [36]. The metabolism of R.rubrum posses
several possibilities for dispensing excess reducing equivalents under strong reductive
cellular redox conditions: the excretion of fermentative products, the Calvin Benson
Cylce, the reductive TCA cycle and the production of hydrogen by the nitrogenase and
the formiate-lyase complex. The named redox sinks are of different cost intensity and,
depending on their sensitivity, they are supposed to be completely or partially down-
regulated in the presence of oxygen. Obviously, the excretion of fermentative products
seems to be a redox sink under oxygen-limited conditions. At this time point, it
can not be clarified if additional redox sink are active under microaerobic conditions.
However, the decreasing organic acid production for 4CRP steps lower than −210mV
might indicate, that additional redox sinks are activated, hence an alternative loss of
reducing equivalents takes place.

Photosynthetic membranes: In contrast to previous works, the data shown reveals
at the first time, that the synthesis of PM is correlated to the availability of oxygen
in a non-linear manner. Especially the decrease of PM production for 4CRPs below
−210mV is surprising, as in most purple photosynthetic bacteria PM expression
is strongly regulated in response to oxygen tension and cellular redox at the gene
expression level [7, 31, 49, 70]. Hence, we expected a higher amount of PM the less
oxygen is available, e.g. the more reducing the 4CRP was. However, considering
the aspects discussed in the previous paragraphs, a lack of reducing equivalents could
again offer a simple explanation for this observation. It has been suggested [14],
that reducing equivalents, provided by the degradation of fructose, might induce
the PM production by lowering the total cellular redox potential through a high
NADH/NAD+ ratio. However, the fructose uptake rates calculated in this study
remain constant at a value of 0.75± 0.04 mmol(g h)−1 over a 4CRP range from −160
to −330mV. Above, we argued, that additional redox sinks might be active at 4CRP
steps lower than −210mV. Thus the additional loss of reducing equivalents, which
leads to a slightly more oxidized cellular redox could indeed be the cause for the
downregulation of PM synthesis under these conditions. As introduced in Chapter 1.2
a number of metabolic events and regulatory mechanisms are required to balance
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2.2 Experimental analysis of microaerobic batch cultures of R.rubrum

the cellular redox under changing environmental conditions. However, the metabolic
events which balance the cellular redox in response to changes in the oxygen supply
are still unsettled.

Evaluating these data sets in respect to other works Until now no other approach
of studying the microaerobic growth behaviour of R.rubrum yielded in such systematic
data and thus allows to exactly define and reproduce the state of oxygen limitation by
process control. However, two approaches were conducted to analyse the microaerobic
growth behaviour of R.rubrum in the past.

In a recent work, the biotechnological potential and the central metabolisation of
R.rubrum was investigated under distinct growth conditions [84]. In this work mi-
craerobic conditions are obtained by manual adjustment of the culture redoxpotential
at an an absolute value of -300mV. To asses this value the CRP is decreased through
gassing with pure nitrogen until the CRP setpoint was reached [84]. This approach
resulted in a relative long lagphase ( 3h) at the beginning of the microaerobic phase,
which indicates a disturbance of the cellular activity. Unfortunately, due to very long
sampling distances, the experimental data shown in this work misses essential infor-
mation during the microaerobic exponential growth phase (the first 10 h are missing).
Thus, comparing these rates with the data shown in the present work is difficult.
We tried to evaluate the microaerobic states of both works by comparing the calcu-

lated rates (rb = 0.071±0.015, rs = 0.628±0.087, rf = 0.749±0.183 and4PM = 0.23
[84]) with the CRP-dependent response function of the present work. By doing so we
recognised, that the data of [84] might fit into a 4CRP range from -160 to -210mV
if the standard deviations, which were calulated during the present work, are taken
into account. There is, however, one major difference which rises the doubt whether
these data sets are comparable to those presented in the current work in any way:
In the approach of [84] no organic acids were detected in the culture broth at any time.

The production profile of organic acids observed in [35] is in consense to the data
obtained during the present work, as acetate and formate were detected during
the pH-DO stat controlled microaerobic cultivation of R.rubrum (Figure 2.6,[35]).
However, as can be seen in Figure 2.6 during the microaerobic cultivation phase the
pH signal fluctuated between values of 6.7 and 7.4, changing the direction of the offset
for several times. These results and the observed changes in the PM and acetate
production rates and the measured pO2 indicate that the culture is transiently shifted
between different oxygen-limited states, making the comparison of both growth modes
–based on the calculation of characteristic growth rates– difficult. For those reasons,
the microaerobic states observed in both works [35, 84] can not be arranged into the
CRP-dependent growth scale introduced in this chapter.
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Figure 2.6: Microaerobic batch cultivation of R.rubrum on M2SF medium. The im-
age was taken from [35]. Grammel and Coworkers applied a pH-DO stat strategy
to balance oxidative and fermentative pathways during microaerobic production
of PM. AER and M-AER indicate the aerobic and microaerobic growth phase,
respectively. ◦: acetate, 4: succinate, ♦: β-polyhydroxybutyrate, �: LH1 com-
plex measured at A880nm, N: formate, �: fructose, •: optical density measured at
A660nm, �: level of PM calculated by A880nm/A660nm. pH-levels are indicated by
lines without symbols.

However, the obtained growth characteristic response functions shown in Figure 2.5
demonstrate, that every CRP step resulted in one unique and reproducible growth
behaviour. Depending on the stepsize of the CRP reduction, measurements of all
states were taken in the time intervals [0, 10 h] or [0, 15 h] of the CRP-controlled
batch cultivation phase. During this time intervals the cells grew exponentially and
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beside oxygen all substrates were present in the culture broth in neither limiting nor
inhibiting amounts. Thus, the precondition for quasi-steady state assumption are met.
The calculated standard deviations, shown by dashed line in Figure 2.5A and by error
bars in Figure 2.5B-F, demonstrate the reproducibility of CRP reductions with the
same stepsize.

2.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, a microaerobic cultivation strategy, which is composed of an open-
and a closed-control loop, is presented. The control strategy employs the culture
redox potential for adjusting different degrees of oxygen limitation. The proposed
strategy is applicable to all respiratory organisms, which can be cultivated in common
stirred-tank reactors, and allows to analyse microaerobic states, which are inaccessi-
ble by measuring the dissolved oxygen concentration directly. Applying the proposed
strategy to a batch culture of R.rubrum every CRP step resulted in one unique and re-
producible growth behaviour. Therefore, it can be concluded that the applied strategy
allows to systematically analyse and characterise microaerobic phenomena in response
to changes in the oxygen supply. The derived response functions of the growth charac-
terising parameters imply, that microaerobic growth is a function of complex metabolic
events. At the first time it can be argued, that the synthesis of PM is correlated to the
availability of oxygen in a non-linear manner. Furthermore, the interpretation of the
cellular behaviour is hampered by the lack of knowledge about the metabolic activity
under microaerobic conditions. Thus, it is concluded that the observed microaerobic
growth behaviour needs to be further analysed by applying approaches from theoretical
systems biology in Chapter 3 and 4.
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3 Metabolic network analysis for studying the
metabolic activity under microaerobic
conditions

In this chapter we apply metabolic modeling to analyse the metabolic activity
of R.rubrum in dependence of the degree of oxygen limitation by calculating the
metabolic flux distributions. This approach enables us to derive new information
about the utilisation of certain metabolic pathways, which contribute to growth and
PM formation under microaerobic conditions. We use the experimentally determined
reaction rates described in Section 2.2 as constraints for Flux Variability Analysis to
demonstrate that the fluxes of the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle reorganise when
oxygen becomes limiting. The established hypotheses about metabolic activity and
PM synthesis under microaerobic growth conditions are the starting point for the
experimental investigations of cellular regulatory mechanisms shown in Chapter 6.
Parts of the present chapter are based on [17].

3.1 Metabolic modeling
The central metabolism of versatile bacteria like R.rubrum is extremely complex. Of-
ten more than one metabolic route accomplishes the formation of chemical energy
in form of ATP and the regeneration of reducing equivalents under a specific growth
condition. Analysing the metabolic flux distribution via metabolic network modeling
is a strong tool for studying such complex metabolisms. However, there are several
information which need to be available for setting up a comprehensive network model.

• The metabolic network summarises all reactions of the central metabolism of the
respective organism. Each reaction describes the enzymatic conversion substrates
into products. Thus, a detailed knowledge of the pathways of the central carbon
metabolism is required.

• The stoichiometric coefficients, which describe the number of molecules of educts
and products involved in each reaction, need to be known as well.

• Under physiological conditions, biochemical reactions may be irreversible. Know-
ing for which reactions this assumption is applicable can simplify stoichiometric
network analysis, as it reduces the number of feasible flux distributions.
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• The activity of these enzymes alters the reaction rate and the kinetic mechanism
of the reactions. If substrates and metabolites are available in a sufficient man-
ner, the law of mass action may be applied to formulate the kinetic mechanism
of each reaction step mathematically. However, considering the dynamics of
each reaction step results in a rising number of states and parameters. Often,
experimental data which is needed for the determination and investigation of
the kinetic mechanisms are missing. Thus, assumptions which simplify the
mathematic descriptions and aim to approximate the real parameter values and
system behaviour are made. Depending on the quality of these approximations
and assumptions, the resulting network may still allow to analyse the dynamic
behaviour of the metabolism. However, it remains uncertain whether the
behaviour of the network indeed represents the behaviour of the metabolism in
the living organism.

If these information are available for each reaction of the metabolic network, and
under the assumption, that the cell is mixed homogenously, the temporal change
of the concentration of each metabolite is described by differential equations of the
following form [37].

ẋi =
q∑
j=1

nijγj (3.1)

In the current case xi refers to the concentration of metabolites i (i ∈ {1, ...m})
in [mmol g DW−1] and m to the number of metabolites, q denotes the number of
reactions, nij the stoichiometric coefficient for metabolite i in reaction j and γj refers
to the net reaction rate of the reaction j in [mmol g DW−1 h−1].

If the stoichiometric coefficients are condensed in the stoichiometric matrix N , and if
the reaction rates are condensed in vector Γ(t) and the concentrations of the metabo-
lites in vector X(t), equation (3.1) can be written in matrix notation:

Ẋ = NΓ, (3.2)

N has the dimension m × q, i.e. the columns of the matrix refer to the reactions and
the rows contain the stoichiometric coefficients of each metabolite, and thus, denote
whether the respective metabolite is produced or consumed during the respective
reaction. The stoichiometric matrix conserves the structure of the metabolic network,
as it saves the connections of all metabolites involved.

We again emphasise, that the quantitative description of the actual reaction rates
Γ requires to consider the kinetic mechanisms, as each reaction rate follows a general
function
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3 Metabolic network analysis under microaerobic conditions

γj = fj(X,P ), (3.3)

and the kinetic parameters summarised in the vector P have to be known for each
reaction. Above we mentioned, that in the most cases detailed knowledge about the
kinetic mechanisms and regulations is hard to derive and thus, vague assumptions are
made. As can be seen in (3.3) each reaction rate depends on the concentrations of all
involved metabolites (and to be precise, also on the concentration of the catalysing
enzymes), which naturally change in response to the cellular growth phase or growth
conditions. We would like to point out, that this uncertain part is hidden in the
reaction rates Γ, whereas the information which is needed to built the stoichiometric
matrix N is in general available.
That means, analysing the stoichiometric matrix allows to derive information about
the cellular metabolism, also if data which would be needed for the detailed analysis
of the dynamic behaviour of the metabolism is not available. Beside pure structure
based approaches, which are not part of this work, stationary flux distribution can be
calculated without relying on the kinetic parameters. This method is closer described
in the next section.

3.1.1 Calculating the stationary flux distribution

In the exponential growth phase and under constant environmental conditions (like in
a chemostat), the cellular concentration of metabolites can assumed to be in a quasi
steady-state. This assumption is often reasonable, since the relative conversion rates
of metabolites of the central carbon metabolism were found to be quite high [103, 106].
According to this assumption, the derivates of the metabolite concentrations in the
differential equations (3.1) can be set to zero:

Ẋ = 0 = NΓ (3.4)

It follows, that the net reaction rates condensed in Γ have to be constant variables,
which highly simplifies the complexity of the mathematical problem, as in this situa-
tion, assumptions about the kinetic mechanisms or parameter values are unnecessary.
Equation (3.4) describes a homogenous system of linear equations. The resulting mass
balances are the most important side conditions of the metabolic network analysis, as
they require for each metabolite, that the sum of consuming and producing fluxes are
equal [54].

If q = Rank(N) = m would apply, N would be quadratic and invertible and only
one solution for the system of linear equations would exist. However, usually the
number of reactions q is higher than the number of metabolites m, and thus, a mul-
tidimensional solution of Γ is the consequence, whereas q − Rank(N) determines the
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3.1 Metabolic modeling

numbers of degrees of freedom. If the opposite is the case, and q < m applies the sys-
tem is overdetermined and a solution can be approximated by least squares estimation.

However, in cases of large metabolic networks of very versatile organisms like
R.rubrum, it is likely, that no unique flux distribution is identifiable for a given
scenario. (For a detailed review of these aspects refer to [54]). For overcoming these
problems Metabolic Flux Analysis (MFA) can be applied. This method uses experi-
mentally determined reaction rates, which represent a specific and defined stationary
growth condition, and additional information about enzymatic regulations to reduce
the set of solutions of the linear equation system (3.4). The most resolute approach
is to use 13C-labeled substrates for MFA [116]. Evaluating the 13C-labeled patterns
of the intracellular metabolites allows to determine a majority of all intracellular
fluxes in detail. However, applying such an elaborate and expensive method often lies
beyond the scope of the study.
There are, however, other methods which allow to obtain metabolic information for
a concrete flux scenario if the system is underdetermined and no unique solution is
identifiable. The Flux Variability Analysis described in the next section is such a
method, which we choose to reveal metabolic flux distributions which are related to
growth under microaerobic conditions.

3.1.2 Flux Variability Analysis of metabolic networks

Flux Variability Analysis deals with underdetermined systems [60]. This method,
which is based on linear programming, identifies physiologically feasible flux ranges
for each unkown reaction γj separately. Thereby, the feasible flux range F̂j is defined
by the minimal and maximal possible fluxes, γj,min and γj,max that a reaction j can
carry in any flux distribution. If the computed minimal and maximal rate of a reaction
coincide, γj,min = γj,max the reaction rate is uniquely determined. In accordance
to Metabolic Flux Analysis, the level of accuracy still depends on the number and
quality of the additional constraints. Additional constraints can be derived through
the following considerations:

• The flux of each reaction is restricted to thermodynamic constraints, which are
usually unknown. However, it is obvious, that irreversible reactions can not have
a negative flux. Thus, inequality constraints consider the presents of irreversible
reactions, while reversible reaction rates are simply restricted by biological un-
reasonable values (e.g. 100 mmol g DW−1 h−1):

0 ≤ γj ≤ 100 if the unknown reaction j is irreversible
−100 ≤ γj ≤ 100 if the unknown reaction j is reversible.

(3.5)
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3 Metabolic network analysis under microaerobic conditions

• Additional consraints arise when some reaction rates can be considered as
known. This is the case if the flux values of certain extracellular reaction rates
are measured experimentally, and, if some intracellular reaction rates, which
are known to be inactive under the respective growth conditions, can be set to
zero. In that way, some reactions rates {γj1,...,γjk

} with selected reaction indice
{j1,...,jk} are known,

γj1 = r̂j1
...

γjk
= r̂jk

(3.6)

and some of the unknown flux rates might become calculable.

The unknown flux ranges are then given by the solution of the following optimisation
problem [36]:

γj,min = min
γ
γj or γj,max = max

γ
γj (3.7)

subject to

the network model (3.4)
the reaction limits (3.5)

the known flux rates (3.6).

Metabolic Flux Analysis of R.rubrum

So far R.rubrum has been subject to many metabolic studies in the past, for exam-
ple [2, 10, 35, 55, 113]. Just recently, redox balancing of the central metabolism in
anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria was analysed theoretically by Haedicke et al. [36].
To do this Haedicke and coworkers constructed a cummulative model describing the
metabolism of the three main representative of the familiy Rhodospirillacea: Rhodobac-
ter sphaeroides, Rhodobacter capsulaturs and Rhodospirillum rubrum. This metabolic
network of the CellNetAnalyzer (CNA) toolbox for Matlab comprises 143 reactions
and 119 balanced metabolites. Still, some of these reactions are only available in one
or two of the three species. During their analysis, flux scenarios characterising defined
environmental conditions, were employed to calculate feasible metabolic flux distri-
butions of each growth mode under consideration by employing the Flux Variability
Analysis functionality of the CNA. However, due to the lack of representative exper-
imental data, a microaerobic flux scenario of R.rubrum was not included [36]. The
systematic and comprehensive data sets obtained in Chapter 2.2 enable us to apply
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3.1 Metabolic modeling

Flux Variability Analysis for analysing the metabolic flux distributions, which balance
the cellular redox under microaerobic conditions, in more detail.
In the following we shortly introduce the metabolic pathways of the central carbon

metabolism of R.rubrum.

3.1.3 Central carbon metabolism of R.rubrum

In this work R.rubrum is solely cultured on medium containing succinate and fructose
as carbon source under aerobic and microaerobic growth conditions. Thus, pathways
used by R.rubrum for assimilation of succinate and fructose under respiratory and
fermentative conditions are shortly summarised in the following.

Aerobic chemoheterotrophic metabolism: Under aerobic respiratory conditions
the metabolisation of succinate and fructose is accomplished via the Embden-
Meyerhof-Parnas-Pathway (EMP) and the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA cycle) (cf.,
Figure 3.1). Fructose, which is taken up via an inducible phosphotransferase system,
enters the cell as fructose-1-phosphate (F1P). According to Grammel et al. there are
two alternative reactions for the further breakdown of fructose available in R.rubrum.
Depending on the energy level, fructose either enters the EMP pathway through
the ATP dependent phosphofructokinase or is converted into glucose-6-phosphate
(G6P) through the PPi-phosphofructokinase (PPi-PFK). During the later reaction
pyrophosphate (PPi) is generated, which indirectly contributes to the proton motive
force (PMF) [35]. Independent of the prevailing oxygen conditions, fructose is
mainly metabolised to pyruvate through the EMP pathway according to the following
stoichiometric equation,

Fructose + 2 NAD+ + 2 ATP + 2 Pi → 2 Pyruvate + 2 NADH + 2 ATP + 2 H+.

Pyruvate enters the TCA cycle in form of acetyl-CoA (AcCoA) by oxidative
decarboxylation through the pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH). During the oxidative
TCA cycle AcCoA is degraded to CO2 and water, thereby significant amounts of
reducing equivalents (NADH,NADPH,FADH2) are produced.

AcCoA + 2 NAD+ + NADP+ + FAD+ + GDP + Pi + 2 H2O→ 2 CO2 + 2 NADH + NADPH + FADH2 +
GTP + 2 H+

R.rubrum misses the G6P-dehydrogenase, an essential enzyme of the oxidative pen-
tose phosphate pathway. Therefore only minor amounts of fructose are assimilated,
in form of F6P and GAP, via a reduced version of the oxidative pentose phosphate
pathway (PPP) (for detailed information cf., [84]). Through this reaction ribulose-
5-phosphate, a precursor required for the syntheses of DNA, RNA and enzymatic
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3 Metabolic network analysis under microaerobic conditions

cofactors, is produced.

QH
2

Figure 3.1: Sketch of the central carbon metabolism in R.rubrum. The diagram
is based on the cumulative metabolic network of the central metabolism of Rho-
dospirillacea which was presented in [36]. It was modified so that only pathways
utilised by R.rubrum are shown. The colored frames refer to pathways which
are relevant under the considered growth conditions. The bold highlighted ar-
rows and labels denote to NADPH producing mechanisms. EMP = Embden-
Meyerhof-Parnas pathway, PPP = pentose phosphate pathway, ETC = electron
transport chain, TH = transhydrogenase, ME = malic enzyme, TCA cycle = tri-
carboxylic acid cycle, ICDH = isocitrate dehydrogenase. The terminal oxidases of
the respiratory chain QH2- and Cbb3-oxidase are highlighted as well.

As intermediate of the TCA cycle, succinate is metabolised over the TCA cycle via
the succinate dehydrogenase, which couples the TCA cycle directly to the electron
transport chain [107]. Under respiratory growth conditions the produced reducing
equivalents (NADH,FADH2) are regenerated by oxidative phosphorylation at the elec-
tron transport chain.
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Respiratory electron transport chain (ETC): Under aerobic and microaerobic
dark conditions, R.rubrum derives energy from the respiration of organic compounds
[118]. The respiratory ETC consists of diffusible redox carriers (ubiquinone (Q)
and cytochrome c2 (c2)) and enzyme complexes (succinate-dehydrogenase (succ-DH),
NADH-dehydrogenase (NADH-DH), ubiquinol-oxidase (QH2-oxidase), cytochrome-
bc1-complex (bc1-complex), cytochrome-c-oxidase (Cbb3-oxidase) and ATP-synthase
complex (ATP-synthase)). Both oxidases, QH2- and Cbb3-oxidase, can be active dur-
ing respiratory growth conditions [26] in R.rubrum. They are reported to differ in
their affinity for oxygen and their gene expression levels are known to depend on the
intracellular redox potential in other purple photosynthetic bacteria. According to
published results, high affinity QH2-oxidase and Cbb3-oxidase with a lower affinity
for oxygen are contrary expressed in Rhodobacter capsulatus in response to oxygen
tensions [105]. Respiration through both oxidases depends on the redox-state of the
quinone pool, which under chemotrophic growth conditions can be reduced by the
NADH-dehydrogenase and the succ-dehydrogenase. Thus, the respiratory efficiency
depends also on the metabolic activity of the central carbon metabolism.

Figure 3.2: Processes of the electron transport chain in R.rubrum under chemotrophic
growth conditions. Black and grey arrows indicate the electron flow of possible
electron pathways, which result in different amounts of protons (H+) pumped
into the periplasm and differ therefore in their energy efficiency (ATP). Under
respiratory conditions ubiquinol (QH2) is supplied through NADH-dehydrogenase
(NADH-DH) and succinate-dehydrogenase (succ-DH). In case of an inactive Cbb3-
oxidase the electron flow follows the black path. Whereas the light grey path visu-
alises the respiration via the Cbb3-oxidase, resulting in a higher ATP generation
[17].
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3 Metabolic network analysis under microaerobic conditions

As can be seen in Figure 3.2 two different paths for the transfer of electrons from
the cytoplasmic carriers of reducing equivalents (NADH, succinate) to molecular
oxygen, which serves as terminal electron acceptor, are available. Depending on the
electron supply and the activity of the terminal oxidase each path results in different
amounts of protons pumped into the periplasm.

The following net stoichiometry of the relevant reactions were introduced in [53].
This equations demonstrate, that in dependence of the amounts of protons (H+)
pumped from the intracellular cytoplasm (H+

i ) into the periplasm (H+
p ), the energy

efficiencies of the paths differ.

• NADH-dehydrogenase (NADH-DH): NADH + Q + 5 H+
i → QH2 + 4 H+

p + NAD+

• succinate-dehydrogenase (succ-DH): Succinate + Q→ Fumarate + QH2

• cytochrome-bc1-complex (bc1-complex): QH2 + 2 H+
i + 2 c3+

2 → 2 c2+
2 + Q + 4 H+

p

• cytochrome-c-oxidase (Cbb3-oxidase): 0.5 O2 + 2 c2+
2 + 4 H+

i → 2 c3+
2 + 2 H2O + 2H+

p

• ubiquinol-oxidase (QH2-oxidase): 0.5 O2 + QH2 + 2 H+
i → Q + 2 H2O + 2H+

p

• ATP-synthase complex (ATP-synthase): ADP3− + P2−
i + 3 H+

p + H+
i → ATP4− + H2O + 3H+

i

According to Figure 3.2 under respiratory growth condition the amount of generated
ATP strongly depends on the metabolisation of the available carbon source (supplies
electron donors), the activity of the terminal oxidases (QH2- and Cbb3-oxidase) and
the available amount of oxygen (electron acceptor).

Under fully aerobic conditions, when oxygen functions as unlimited redox sink, no
other pathways for the regeneration of reducing equivalents (NAD+) are required.
However, when oxygen becomes limiting, alternative –often ATP consuming– redox
sinks have to be considered.

Anaerobic fermentative metabolism or alternative redox sinks: In case that
neither oxygen nor light are available the cells are forced to use energy inefficient
growth modes, that is fermentative or anaerobic respiratory pathways, in order to
survive. In the following we focus on fermentative metabolism, since the experimental
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results described in Section 2.2 demonstrate, that growth under strong oxygen-limited
conditions is accompanied by the excretion of fermentative products (acetate,formate,
malate and hydrogen) as flexible redox sinks [92].

Haedicke et al. reported, that from a stoichiometric point of view under fermentative
growth conditions the optimal biomass yield is only achievable without participation
of ATP-consuming CO2 fixing pathways [36]. However, it is still unclear wheather
the following additional redox-balancing mechanism are relevant under microaerobic
growth conditions:

• Calvin-Benson-Bassham cycle (Calvin cycle):

3 CO2 + 6 NADPH + 5 H2O + 9 ATP + 6 H+ → GAP + 9 NADP+ + 9 ADP + 8 Pi

Ribulose-1,5-diphosphat Carboxlase-Oxygenase (RuBisCo) is the key enzyme of
this pathway [20, 64].

• reductive TCA cycle (stoichiometric reaction was taken from [10]):

Key enzymes of the completely reductive TCA cycle are the fumarate re-
ductase, ferredoxin-dependent pyruvate synthase and ferredoxin-dependent α-
ketoglutarate synthase.

According to Buchanan et al. and Anderson et al. these key enzymes are in gen-
eral present in R.rubrum [2, 10]. Taking all reactions of the completely reductive
TCA cycle into account, the net stoichiometry reads:

4 CO2 +2 Ferredoxinred +1 NADPH+1 NADH+1 FADH+2 ATP→ Oxaloacetate+2 Ferredoxinox +
2 ADP + NADP + NADH + FAD2 + 1 Pi

• Hydrogen (H2) producing pathways:

There are several pathways to produce hydrogen in R.rubrum [58, 115]: two
nitrogenases, the nickel-deficient carbon monoxide dehydrogenase, pyruvate-
formate hydrogenase and others. In the metabolic network model the following
net stoichiometric reactions are considered:

1 QH2 = 1 Q + 1 H2

16 ATP + 1 N2(ex) + 8 Ferredoxinred = 2 NH4 + 16 ADP + 16 Pi + 1 H2 + 8 Ferredoxinox

4 ATP + 1 Ferredoxinred = 4 ADP + 4 Pi + 1 H2 + 1 Ferredoxinox
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Table 3.1: Key enzyme reactions of the completely reductive TCA cycle.
enzyme conversion stoichometric reaction

fumarate reductase Fumarate :: Succinate 1 Fumarate + 1 QH2 = 1 Succinate + 1 Q
pyruvate synthase AcCoA :: Pyruvate 1 AcCoA + 1 CO2 + 1 Fdred = 1 Pyr + 1 CoA + 1 Fdox
αKG synthase SuccCoA:: αKG 1 SuccCoA + 1 CO2 + 1 Fdred = 1 alKG + 1 CoA + 1 Fdox

NADPH producing mechanisms: The formation of biomass requires the production
of NADPH, which in most organisms is accomplished via the oxidative pentose phos-
phate pathway (PPP). As mentioned before it has, however, been shown by Grammel
et al. that the genes encoding the key enzyme of this reaction (G6P-dehydrogenase)
are not available in R.rubrum [35].

Thus it is very likely, that in R.rubrum other mechanisms for providing the essential
reducing equivalent must exist. According to this recent literature three alternative
NADPH producing mechanisms are present in R.rubrum. The malic enzyme (ME),
the isocitrate dehydrogenase (ICDH) and the transhydrogenase (TH) (cf., Figure 3.1).

• malic enzyme: malate + NADP+ → pyruvate + NADPH + CO2

• isocitrate dehydrogenase: isocitrate + NADP+ → α-ketoglutarate + NADPH + CO2 + H+

• transhydrogenase: 2 NADH + 2 NADP+ + 3 ATP→ 2 NAD+ + 2 NADPH + 3 ADP + 3 Pi

3.2 Metabolic activity of R.rubrum under microaerobic
conditions

We used the cumulative metabolic network [36] for the family of purple non-sulfur
bacteria of the CellNetAnalyzer (CNA) toolbox for Matlab to calculate the metabolic
flux distributions for every 4CRP data set (cf., Figure 3.3). A flux scenario which
characterises the microaerobic growth of R.rubrum in general was established by set-
ting all reactions to zero which are only involved in the phototrophic growth mode, or,
which are described to be highly oxygen-sensitive: photosynthesis [1], Calvin cycle [2],
fumarate reductase [3], ferredoxin (Fd)-dependent 2-oxoglutarate synthetase [4] and
nitrogenase reaction [5]. Out of [3] and [4] it follows that the TCA cycle is assumed
to operate oxidative. Additionally, all reactions required for the growth on acetate as
main carbon source [6] were neglected. As hydrogen was only measured in concentra-
tions close to the detection limit, this rate [7] was either left open or set to zero in case
of no hydrogen production.
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3.2 Metabolic activity of R.rubrum under microaerobic conditions

Figure 3.3: Cumulative metabolic network of the central metabolism of Rhodospir-
illacea [36]. rru indicates R.rubrum specific reactions. Extracellular metabolites
are framed. The experimentally determined reaction rates r̂j (maximum specific
growth rate r̂b, uptake rates of succinate r̂s and fructose r̂f , production rates of
formate r̂for, acetate r̂ace, malate r̂mal, and propionate r̂pro) were set as additional
constraints for Flux Variability Analysis . The framed numbers refer to reactions
which are assumed to be highly oxygen-sensitive. These reactions were initially set
to zero to create a flux scenario which represents the microaerobic growth mode
of R.rubrum (cf., Equation (3.8)).

The extracellular reaction rates, which were experimentally determined for each
4CRP as described in Chapter 2.2, were set as additional constraints. Thus, the
vector r̂j, j ∈ {b, s, f, for, ace,mal, pro} summarizes the following experimental
determined rates: the maximum growth rate r̂b = r̂b,CRPmax(4CRP ), the uptake
rates of succinate r̂s(4CRP ) and fructose r̂f (4CRP ), the production rates of
formate r̂for(4CRP ), acetate r̂ace(4CRP ), malate r̂mal(4CRP ), and propionate
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r̂pro(4CRP ). Further, the calculated standard deviations (σj) were considered to
define the reaction limits for the measured rates (cf., Equation (3.6)).

In that way for each 4CRP a flux scenario is defined by an optimisation problem
of the following form:

γj,min = min
γ
γj or γj,max = max

γ
γj (3.8a)

subject to

the network model: 0 = NΓ, (3.8b)
the unrequired or negligible reactions, cf. framed numbers :γj = 0, (3.8c)
the unknown irreversible reactions: 0 ≤ γj ≤ 100, (3.8d)
the unknown reversible reactions: − 100 ≤ γj ≤ 100, (3.8e)
the experimentally determined reaction rates: r̂j − σj ≤ r̂j ≤ r̂j + σj. (3.8f)

Each of these flux scenarios was first checked for feasibility. That means, we first
analysed, if there is at least one flux distribution in the network, which is consistent
with the defined constraints (3.8b)-(3.8f). Following, we calculated the feasible flux
ranges by using the Flux Variability Analysis functionality of the CellNetAnalyzer [53].

3.3 Results

Considering the constraints, the flux scenarios from 4CRPs of 0 to −120mV were
feasible, while all flux scenarios which refer to CRP stepsizes below a 4CRP −120mV
were not (Figure 3.4). That means, that for each of these unfeasible flux scenarios
no flux distribution is calculable, if the constraints (3.8b)-(3.8f) are considered.
Or, in other words, the flux scenario which was established for characterising the
microaerobic growth mode in general becomes unfeasible, when the experimentally
determined reaction rates r̂ of 4CRPs below −120mV are used as respective con-
straints. Subsequently we checked, whether one of these extracellular reaction rates
r̂j caused these inconsistencies. However, only the succinate uptake r̂s or acetate
production rate r̂ace (or a combination of both) had an impact on the feasibility.
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Assuming an oxidative TCA cycle operation mode, no feasible flux distribution 

could be identified for flux scenarios from CRP stepsizes below -120mV.

Figure 3.4: CNA based feasibility check of all established flux scenarios considering
the experimentally determined reaction rates r̂j as constraints (Equation(3.8f)).
Under oxidative TCA cycle operation, the feasibility of the established flux sce-
narios reacted sensitive to changes in the succinate uptake r̂s and the acetate
production r̂ace rate. In case of unfeasible flux scenarios, the rates of the exper-
imentally determined reactions r̂j were successively considered unknown, hence
allowed to be calculated. γj refers to the fluxes which were calculated via the Flux
Variability Analysis functionality of the CNA for obtaining feasible flux scenarios
for a completely oxidative TCA cycle operation. DEVγj represents the relative
deviation of the flux γj from the measured reaction rate r̂j, with j ∈ {s, ace},
which has to be tolerated if all other constraints (Equation(3.8)b-e) are sustained.
For 4CRPs below −160mV these deviations highly exceed the experimentally
determined standard deviations σr̂j .
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Figure 3.4 shows that the values of these rates would partially need to be changed
about more than six times of their corresponding standard deviations to obtain a
feasible solution space. Interestingly, the larger a CRP step was, the higher were
the calculated deviations from the measured rates. It is, however, extremely unlikely
(probability<2E−09) that these experimental rates were erroneous at all. Another
possibility to obtain feasible flux distributions would be to relax the irreversibility
constraint (3.8d) or the negligence constraints (cf., framed numbers of Figure 3.3) of
the general microaerobic flux scenario. In the present case, solely with relaxation of
the irreversibility constraint of the TCA cycle (the reaction from AcCoA to citrate
was allowed to be reversible) all given data sets below a 4CRP of −120mV became
feasible. Performing the Flux Variability Analysis with this modified network resulted
in the following observations.

3.3.1 Central carbon metabolism

EMP flux direction: As shown in Table 3.2 fluxes of the EMP from fructose to
AcCoA could be uniquely determined for 4CRP above −120mV. For 4CRPs be-
low −120mV the direction of the fluxes from PEP to AcCoA remains, due to the
anaplerotic reactions of the TCA, unknown. The reactions from fructose to PEP run
in an oxidative direction for all 4CRP values. As indicated by the net balance of
the reaction through which fructose enters the PPP (F16P::F6P), the major part of
fructose ( 85-90 %) is assimilated through the EMP pathway. Only very small carbon
flows could be observed for the conversation of F6P to G6P (Table 3.3).

TCA operation mode: Table 3.4 summarises the flux ranges of the TCA cycle, which
allow to determine the operative direction of the cycle. These flux ranges indicate that
the TCA cycle operates completely oxidative for 4CRP ≥ −120mV, and partially
reductive for4CRP < −120mV. Moreover, the fluxes of the reductive TCA cycle, from
succinate to succinyl-CoA, and from α-ketoglutarate via isocitrate to AcCoA could be
uniquely determined. As summarised in Table 3.4 their absolute values increased with
reduction of4CRP from −160 to −260mV (Table 3.4). Due to anaplerosis the reaction
rates for the conversion of malate to pyruvate could not be determined uniquely for any
of the 4CRP data sets but the feasible flux ranges remained oxidative and decreased
with a reduction of the CRP (Figure 3.6).

NADPH producing mechanisms: The feasible flux ranges of NADPH producing
reactions, namely the malic enzyme (ME, which catalyses the irreversible reaction of
malate to pyruvate), transhydrogenase (TH, which catalyses the reversible reaction of
NADH and NADP+ to NAD+ and NADPH and vice versa) and isocitrate dehydroge-
nase (ICDH, which catalyses the reversible reaction of isocitrate to α-ketoglutarate)
are taken into account (cf., Figure 3.1). According to the flux directions shown in
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Table 3.4 R.rubrum utilises different NADPH producing paths in dependence of the
degree of oxygen limitation. Flux ranges of the ICDH are, in consistence with the
operation mode of the TCA cycle either positive or negative uniquely determined. As
a consequence this reaction contributes to the NADPH production only under condi-
tions were the TCA cycle operates in the oxidative direction. Unfortunately, the fluxes
of the TH and ME could not be uniquely determined. However, the flux directions
indicate, that TH produces NADPH at least for 4CRP from −260 to −330mV, and
ME could produce NAPDH under all analysed growth conditions in dependence of the
anaplerotic reaction rates.

Table 3.2: Calculated flux ranges of intracellular conversion rates representing the
Emden-Meyerhof-Parnas pathway. In case of γmin(4CRP) = γmax(4CRP) re-
action rates could be uniquely determined. The reaction rates are expressed
in mmol (g h)−1. Irreversible reactions are indicated by (:) whereas reversible
reaction rates are notified by (::).

γ(4 CRP) F̂F1P :F16P F̂F16P ::G3P F̂G3P ::3PG F̂3PG::PEP F̂PEP :Pyr F̂Pyr:PEP F̂Pyr:AcCoA F̂AcCoA:Pyr

γmin(0mV) 1.16 0.99 1.85 1.52 0.25 0 1.64 0
γmax(0mV) 1.16 0.99 1.85 1.52 16.46 15.58 1.64 0
γmin(-50mV) 0.99 0.84 1.56 1.27 0.18 0 1.42 0
γmax(-50mV) 0.99 0.84 1.56 1.27 12.64 11.85 1.42 0
γmin(-120mV) 0.67 0.56 1.03 0.81 0.06 0 0.95 0
γmax(-120mV) 0.67 0.56 1.03 0.81 3.67 3.09 100 99.05
γmin(-160mV) 0.74 0.64 1.2 1 0.19 0 1.11 0
γmax(-160mV) 0.74 0.64 1.2 1 3.8 3.13 100 98.89
γmin(-210mV) 0.8 0.71 1.35 1.18 0.32 0 1.16 0
γmax(-210mV) 0.8 0.71 1.35 1.18 3.45 2.82 100 98.84
γmin(-260mV) 0.75 0.67 1.27 1.14 0.31 0 1.045 0
γmax(-260mV) 0.75 0.67 1.27 1.14 0.55 0.05 100 98.96
γmin(-330mV) 0.72 0.64 1.22 1.06 0.29 0 0.84 0
γmax(-330mV) 0.72 0.64 1.22 1.06 1.01 0.58 100 99.16

Table 3.3: Calculated flux ranges of intracellular conversion rates representing the
entry reaction of the reduced version of the oxidative pentose phosphate pathway
and PPi-PFK. All reaction rates could be uniquely determined.

γ(4CRP) F̂F16P ::F6P F̂F6P :G6P

γ(0mV) 0.17 0.027
γ(-50mV) 0.15 0.025
γ(-120mV) 0.11 0.018
γ(-160mV) 0.10 0.017
γ(-210mV) 0.09 0.015
γ(-260mV) 0.08 0.013
γ(-330mV) 0.08 0.013
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Table 3.4: Calculated flux ranges of intracellular conversion rates representing the
operation mode of the TCA cycle (left) and selected anaplerotic reactions (right).
In case of γmin(4CRP) = γmax(4CRP) reaction rates could be uniquely deter-
mined. All reaction rates, which exhibit an explicite direction and therefore refer
to an either oxidative or reductive TCA cycle are highlighted in light blue or dark
red, respectively. The reaction rates are expressed in mmol (g h)−1. Irreversible
reactions are indicated by (:) whereas reversible reaction rates are notified by (::).

γ(4CRP) F̂AcCoA:Cit F̂Cit::αKG F̂SucCoA::Succ F̂Fum:Mal F̂Mal::Oaa F̂Oaa:Pep F̂Mal:Pyr F̂Pyr:Oaa

γmin(0mV) 0.69 0.69 0.47 1.80 -9.22 0 0 0
γmax(0mV) 0.69 0.69 0.47 1.80 1.80 11.02 11.02 10.39
γmin(-50mV) 0.53 0.53 0.33 1.56 -6.95 0 0 0
γmax(-50mV) 0.53 0.53 0.33 1.56 1.56 8.51 8.513 7.90
γmin(-120mV) 0.14 0.14 -0.01 0.97 -1.60 0 0 0
γmax(-120mV) 0.14 0.14 -0.01 0.97 0.97 2.58 2.56 2.06
γmin(-160mV) -0.04 -0.04 -0.19 0.72 -1.84 0 0 0
γmax(-160mV) -0.04 -0.04 -0.18 0.72 0.72 2.57 2.57 2.09
γmin(-210mV) -0.16 -0.16 -0.27 0.40 -1.79 0 0 0
γmax(-210mV) -0.16 -0.16 -0.27 0.40 0.40 2.18 2.18 1.88
γmin(-260mV) -0.24 -0.24 -0.35 0.18 -0.05 0 0 0
γmax(-260mV) -0.24 -0.24 -0.35 0.18 0.18 0.23 0.23 0.04
γmin(-330mV) -0.16 -0.18 -0.28 0.18 -0.32 0 0 0
γmax(-330mV) -0.16 -0.16 -0.27 0.20 0.20 0.53 0.53 0.39

Table 3.5: Calculated flux ranges of intracellular conversion rates representing the
respiratory electron transport chain. In case of γmin(4CRP) = γmax(4CRP)
reaction rates could be uniquely determined. The reaction rates are expressed
in mmol (g h)−1. Irreversible reactions are indicated by (:) whereas reversible
reaction rates are notified by (::).

γ(4CRP) NADH-DH succ-DH QH2-oxidase Cbb3-oxidase ATP-synthase
F̂NADH::NAD+ F̂Succ::Fum F̂QH2:Q F̂c2,red:c2,ox F̂ADP ::ATP

γmin(0mV) 3.77 1.8 0 0 8.32
γmax(0mV) 3.77 1.8 5.35 5.35 20.65
γmin(-50mV) 3.02 1.56 0 0 6.69
γmax(-50mV) 3.02 1.56 4.38 4.38 16.49
γmin(-120mV) 1.29 0.97 0 0.57 3.69
γmax(-120mV) 1.29 0.97 1.55 2.12 6.79
γmin(-160mV) 1.19 0.72 0 0.22 2.87
γmax(-160mV) 1.19 0.72 1.57 1.78 6.08
γmin(-210mV) 1.07 0.4 0 0 2.15
γmax(-210mV) 1.07 0.4 1.35 1.35 4.93
γmin(-260mV) 0.6 0.18 0 0.66 2.06
γmax(-260mV) 0.61 0.18 0.03 0.69 2.16
γmin(-330mV) 0.57 0.18 0 0.5 2.03
γmax(-330mV) 0.69 0.2 0.29 0.79 2.61
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3.3 Results

3.3.2 Respiration

Under oxygen-limited conditions the off-gas analysis of oxygen is highly liable to leak-
ing devices and inaccuracy of measurements. Therefore we used the stoichiometrically
calculated flux ranges of the reaction rates γO2 and γCO2 to analyse the respiratory ac-
tivity under microaerobic conditions. Flux Variability Analysis calculates the amount
of oxygen, which has to be consumed by the cells to generate the amount of energy
(ATP) required to produce the observed growth rate, by taking the extracellular re-
action rates of substrate consumption and organic acid production into account.

Figure 3.5: Stoichiometrically calculated specific oxygen uptake and carbon dioxide
emission rates (γO2 and γCO2). A: uniquely determined rates (-) and the feasible
flux ranges (- -) of γO2 (black bars) and γCO2 (white bars). Additionally the
sigmoidale response function of the 4CRP dependent maximum growth rates
r̂b,CRPmax is shown (l). B: calculated RQs for every 4CRP, dashed lines indicate
the range of possible RQs resulting from the flux ranges of Figure A.
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3 Metabolic network analysis under microaerobic conditions

Oxygen uptake and respiratory quotient: According to the results shown in Fig-
ure 3.5 the oxygen uptake rate γO2 and the carbon dioxide emission rate γCO2 could
be uniquely determined for all 4CRPs with no measurable hydrogen emission. How-
ever, in case of hydrogen emission, the feasible flux ranges for all except a 4CRP of
−330mV are of insignificant magnitude, as indicated by the dashed lines. The response
characteristics of γO2 and γCO2 resemble the sigmoidal shape of r̂b and r̂s. We used
γO2 and γCO2 to calculate the respiratory quotients (RQ), which varied from about 1.2
in case of aerobic growth to 2.2 in case of strong reducing 4CRPs.

Capacity of the electron transport chain: Table 3.5 shows all significant flux ranges
of the ETC components, comprising a picture of the ETC efficiency under oxygen-
limited condition. The data indicate, that microaerobic growth in the 4CRP range
from −50mV to −210mV and at4CRPs below −210mV (-330mV to −210mV) require
the Cbb3-oxidase to be active. Only for 4CRPs > −50mV and = −210mV the fluxes
of Cbb3-oxidase can be zero. In all other cases, according to the stoichiometric net
reactions introduced in Section 3.1.3 the more energy efficient electron path is required
for energy generation. Furthermore, the feasible flux ranges of NADH-DH decreased
with an increasing CRP stepsize, as did the minimum flux of succ-DH.

3.4 Discussion

In the past different attempts were conducted to settle the metabolic pathways which
are required for the growth of R.rubrum under microaerobic conditions. Grammel et
al. analysed the metabolic activity of the central carbon metabolism by measuring the
activities of selected key enzymes in-vitro [35]. In a very recent work [84], 13Cmetabolic
flux analysis was applied for characterising the metabolism of R.rubrum under distinct
growth conditions. Inspite, under pure aerobic and anaerobic conditions significant
patterns of metabolic fluxes were derived by applying this strategy, the 13C metabolic
flux analysis of microaerobic growth failed. In the following the results obtained during
this metabolic Flux Variability Analysis are discussed in relation to these former works.
Since the cultivation conditions of both approaches are hardly comparable to those
attained during this study (cf., Section 2.2.2), only general postulations/findings can
be considered.

3.4.1 Central carbon metabolism

Flux Variability Analysis revealed that all data sets are feasible if the reversibility
constraint of the TCA cycle are relaxed. In the following the feasible flux distributions
of all pathways of the central carbon metabolism which are contained in the metabolic
model are discussed in accordance to Figure 3.6.
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3.4 Discussion

Figure 3.6: Schematic draft of the calculated metabolic flux distributions at different
degrees of oxygen limitation. Fluxes through the EMP pathway and the oxidative
and reductive branch of the TCA cycle are lumped in arrows. The arrows indicate
the directions of the calculated flux ranges. Fluxes are qualitatively visualised by
the broadness of the arrows. Relative amounts of NADH, ATP and QH2 involved
in the fluxes lumped by each arrow are indicated by the number of dots. +NADH
or −NADH refers to the net balance of the respective branch or pathway. Thus,
the drafts visualise that the metabolisation of fructose over the EMP pathway con-
tributes to the NADH and ATP yields under all microaerobic conditions, whereas
depending on the 4CRP different amounts of reducing equivalents are produced
by the TCA cycle. This indicates that the redox state of the quinone pool and
with this the respiratory efficiency (γO2), the growth rate (r̂b) and PM formation
(4PM) might be influenced by the oxygen sensitive activity of the TCA cycle.

EMP flow direction: The shown results suggests –in accordance to the works of
Grammel et al. and Rudolf et al. [35, 84]– that fructose breakdown is mainly accom-
plished through the EMP pathway. Fluxes of major parts of the EMP pathway are
positive and could be uniquely estimated. Thus, we conclude that the EMP pathway
functions in an oxidative direction under all CRP-dependent cultivation conditions.
However, for 4CRPs below −120mV the direction of the fluxes from PEP to AcCoA
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3 Metabolic network analysis under microaerobic conditions

remains, due to the anaplerotic reactions of the TCA cycle, unknown. In this context
Grammel et al. found a threefold higher PDH (pyruvate : AcCoA) activity under
microaerobic conditions, compared to aerobic conditions, indicating that this reaction
is essential for AcCoA formation under oxygen limited conditions. Further Grammel
and coworkers assumed, that under microaerobic conditions PPi-PFK contributes to
the energy conversation by producing inorganic phosphate during the conversion of
F16P to G6P. According to the shown results, this reaction does not play a signif-
icant role under the conditions studied during this work, as only very small carbon
flows into G6P could be observed. Thus, we can summarise that the metabolisation
of fructose over the EMP pathway contributes to the NADH and ATP yields under all
microaerobic conditions (cf., Figure 3.6).

TCA cycle operation mode: Analysing the obtained flux distributions it turned out
that the operation mode of the TCA cycle is an important factor for growth under mi-
croaerobic conditions, as all flux scenarios for 4CRPs below −160mV became feasible
if the reaction from AcCoA to citrate was allowed to be reversible (cf., Figure 3.6).
When the supply of oxygen is decreased (4CRPs below 0mV) the cellular redox is
reduced by the accumulation of reduction equivalents, which is accompanied by a re-
duction of the quinon pool and an increase of PM production. However, at a certain
degree of oxygen-limitation (4CRPs ≤ −160mV) the enzyme activities of the TCA
cycle allow the reductive branch of the TCA cycle to function as an additional redox
sink, while the oxidative branch still contributes to the ETC by passing electrons to
the quinon pool. When oxygen becomes strongly depleted (4CRPs < − 210mV) the
oxidative consumption of succinate and with this the oxidative branch of the TCA
cycle decreases strongly, while the fluxes through the reductive branch are slightly
enhanced. Thus, electron supply through NADH-DH and succ-DH are both strongly
reduced, resulting in a more oxidised cellular redox and quinon pool. Therefore de-
pending on the 4CRP, different amounts of reducing equivalents are produced by the
TCA cycle, indicating that the redox state of the quinon pool and thus the respira-
tory efficiency are influenced by the oxygen sensitive activity of the TCA cycle. The
results further emphasise a connection between the PM production and the TCA cy-
cle activity. Especially, the unexpected decrease of PM production for CRP stepsizes
below −210mV draw attention (cf., Section 2.2, Figure 2.5 F). As mentioned before
all reaction rates of the oxidative branch of the TCA cycle are strongly decreased un-
der these conditions (cf., Figure 3.6). We therefore hypothesise, that the minimised
activity of the TCA cycle and adjacent anaplerotic reactions (cf., Table 3.4: F̂Fum:Mal,
F̂Mal::Oaa, F̂Oaa:Pep, F̂Mal:Pyr, F̂Pyr:Oaa ), for CRP stepsizes below −210mV causes a lack
of reducing equivalents and might therefore contribute to the decreased PM formation
under this conditions. This assumption is in accordance to the work of Grammel and
coworkers, who postulated that the level of PM is connected to the reductive state of
the quinone pool which depends on the metabolic activity of the cells [34].
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In this context we recall that the key enzymes of the reductive TCA cycle have
already proofed to be present in R.rubrum in 1967 [2, 10]. Based on enzymatic mea-
surements Grammel et al. [35] predicted later that the repression of α-ketoglutarate
dehydrogenase (αKGDH) activity under microaerobic conditions forces the TCA cycle
to function partially reductive. In addition they tentatively postulated, that the TCA
cycle is permanently drifting between oxidative and reductive modes. The results of
the present work indicate, that the TCA cycle indeed switches from an oxidative to a
partially reductive operation mode between the CRP stepsizes of −120 and −160mV,
which supports the prediction of Grammel and coworkers. However, applying the
proposed CRP dependent control strategy we found, that the operation mode of
the TCA cycle remains for a defined oxygen-limited condition constantl. Hence,
depending on the degree of oxygen limitation in an oxidative or partially reductive
operation mode (cf., Figure3.6). These contrary observations might be caused by the
differences of the applied control strategies. As introduced in Section 1.4 the team of
Grammel applied a variant of the pH-DO-stat strategy for controlling microaerobic
conditions. This strategy is based on the idea to balance oxidative and fermentative
pathways by using the pH of the culture as controlled process variable and the air
inlet gas as manipulated input variable. However, the time courses of succinate and
fructose concentrations, organic acids concentrations, the PM level and the pH and
pO2 values, discussed in Section 2.2.2, indicate that the culture indeed switch between
metabolic growth modes rather than growing in one defined microaerobic state.
Furthermore, despite the flux directions of particular branches of the TCA cycle
differ in the operation modes proposed by Grammel et al. and during the present
work (cf., Figure 3.6), in both hypotheses the succ-DH plays an essential role in the
reduction of the ubiquinone pool. Both works suggest, that succ-DH contributes to
the generation of energy and the redox sensitive PM formation under microaerobic
conditions, supporting the assumption proposed in Section 2.2 which stated that
the oxygen-activated metabolisation of succinate contributes to the cooperative
shape of the 4CRP-growth rate response function. According to this considerations
the findings regarding the TCA cycle operation mode of both works are not in
contradiction at all.

In context to the minimised activity of the TCA cycle and adjacent anaplerotic
reactions the 13Cmetabolic flux analysis conducted in [84] showed that under anaerobic
growth conditions on fructose the branch from AcCoA via fumarate reductase (FRD)
to succinyl-CoA operates reductive, whereas the branch from acCoA via αKGDH to
αKG remains oxidative. Relating these findings to the results of this Chapter it can
be assumed, that the metabolic adaptation from aerobic to anaerobic growth mode
might require the TCA cycle to reorganise three times. Thus, the decreased activity
of the TCA cycle for 4CRPs below −210mV indicate that the fluxes of the TCA cycle
might be zeroed before they switch into the anaerobic completely reductive operation
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3 Metabolic network analysis under microaerobic conditions

mode described in [84].

NADPH producing mechanisms: Our results indicate that R.rubrum utilises dif-
ferent NADPH producing paths in dependence of the degree of oxygen limitation. In
this context Grammel et al. measured an increase in TH activity under oxygen-limited
conditions, whereas ICDH and ME activities showed a decreasing profile. They found
that levels of ICDH activity were detectable under aerobic, microaerobic and anaero-
bic phototrophic conditions, while the level of ME activity was highest under aerobic,
strongly decreased under microaerobic and undetectable under anaerobic phototrophic
conditions [35]. Thus they suggested, that the energy-driven TH reaction plays a major
role under microaerophilic and anaerobic conditions. These findings are in accordance
to the results of the present work which clearly state, that TH produces NADPH under
microaerobic conditions, that ICDH activity is relevant for NADPH production only
under oxidative TCA cycle operation modes and that the activities of the oxidative
branch of the TCA cycle and of the anaplerotic reactions, including the ME activity,
are minimised when oxygen becomes strongly limiting.

3.4.2 Respiration

Oxygen uptake and respiratory quotient (RQ): As expected the response charac-
teristics of γO2 and γCO2 resemble the sigmoidal shape of r̂b and r̂s, confirming that
growth and metabolisation of succinate strongly depends on the availability of oxygen
in R. rubrum (Figure 3.5A). The calculate RQs, which varied from about 1.2 in case
of aerobic growth to 2.2 in case of a strong reducing 4CRP, underlined the increas-
ing involvement of the fermentative pathways as described above. Moreover, these
results demonstrate that applying a RQ-dependent microaerobic control strategy, as
previously reported in [120], to R.rubrum culture would not lead to one defined mi-
croaerobic state, since the RQs of −120, −160 and −210mV are almost equal, i. e. in
the range 1.75 ± 0.1 (Figure 3.5B).

Capacity of the electron transport chain: In accordance to the introduced ETC
composition, we expected the alternative electron paths to offer a number of feasible
flux distributions, which require distinct amounts of oxygen as electron sink (cf., Fig-
ure 3.2). Surprisingly, several fluxes of the ETC reactions could be calculated uniquely
for a defined 4CRP range. The uniquely calculated fluxes of γO2 suggest, that the
respiratory efficiency of the ETC is limited by another source. So that having more
oxygen as electron acceptor would not result in higher ATP levels. The shown data
further indicate, that microaerobic growth at 4CRPs < −210mV requires an active
Cbb3-oxidase to generate sufficient energy for obtaining the measured growth rates, as
indicated by the unique fluxes of the ATP-synthase. Unexpectedly, the Cbb3-oxidase
can be inactive only for 4CRPs > −50mV and a 4CRP of −210mV. In all other
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cases, according to the stoichiometric net reactions introduced in Section 3.1.3 the
Cbb3-oxidase, hence, the more energy efficient electron path, is at least partially re-
quired for energy generation. These findings were quite surprising, since both oxidases
are reported to differ in their affinity for oxygen. We therefore assume, that the termi-
nal oxidases have a major impact on the respiratory efficiency depending on the degree
of oxygen limitation. From a stoichiometrical point of view the utilised metabolic path-
ways are precisely determined by the extracellular reaction rates, which suggests that
the electron supply through NADH-DH and succ-DH are the driving force of the ETC
under microaerobic conditions.
Since we found that the fluxes through QH2-oxidase might not necessarily con-

tribute to respiration under the considered growth conditions, and that the fluxes of
Cbb3-oxidase and QH2-oxidase are not uniquely determined, one could argue that the
activities of both oxidases contribute to the redox sensitive formation of PMs by in-
fluencing the redox state of the quinon pool. In this case, growth and PM formation
would be events which both depend on the supply of electrons under microaerobic
growth conditions. Only under oxygen-limited conditions, were the electron supply
is not the limiting step of energy generation (refers to 4CRP of −210mV), efficient
growth is accompanied by high PM levels, suggesting that the quinone pool is more
reduced under this conditions. We simulated this assumption by including the unlim-
ited light reaction into the described microaerobic flux scenarios, thereby supplying
additional electrons to the ETC. The obtained flux ranges indicated that energy gen-
eration is indeed limited by the electron supply under microaerobic conditions which
explained the requirement of Cbb3-oxidase in certain flux scenarios. By evaluating
these information, we have to consider that all suggestions obtained during this chap-
ter are based on the stoichiometrical reactions of the metabolic network. Especially the
assumed oxidase dependent proton-electron (H+

p /e−) stoichiometry and the proton-
energy (H+

p /P ) stoichiometry of the ATP-synthase affect the discussed connections.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we used stationary modeling to analyse the metabolic activity
under microaerobic conditions. Due to the consistency of the CRP-dependent data
sets presented in Section 2.2 and the cumulative metabolic network established
by Haedicke and coworkers [36] we were capable to derive new information about
the utilisation of certain metabolic pathways, which contribute to growth and PM
formation under microaerobic conditions in R.rubrum. The calculated flux ranges
allowed us to distinguish between at least three microaerobic growth modes, whereas
each of these modes corresponds to a certain 4CRP range. As visualised by the
maps of the flux distributions in Figure 3.6 the fluxes of the TCA cycle reorganise
when oxygen becomes limiting. Thus, the reductive TCA cycle and the excretion of
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3 Metabolic network analysis under microaerobic conditions

fermentative products function as flexible redox sinks, contributing to redox balancing
under microaerobic conditions.
Flux ranges of the respiratory ETC further indicate, that the alteration of the cellular
redox potential influences the respiratory efficiency under microaerobic conditions.
This assumption is based on the observation that under strong oxygen-limited condi-
tions energy generation is mainly limited by the electron supply through NADH-DH
and succ-DH. Thus, we argue that the oxygen related down regulation of key enzymes
of the TCA cycle are the growth determining force under microaerobic conditions.
Further, the shown results support the assumption presented in [34, 35] who suggested
that the metabolic activity is involved in the redox sensitive formation of PM under
microaerobic conditions, since all changes of the PM level discussed in Chapter 2 are
accompanied by alterations of the TCA flux distributions. Combining all observations,
we suggest that the recurring sigmoidal shape of the 4CRP response function can
be described as an oxygen-activated cooperative mechanism, which depends on the
operation mode of the TCA cycle. We argue, that the activities of the TCA cycle
enzymes, above all the succ-DH, determine the redox state of the quinone pool and
are thus the driving force of both cell growth and PM formation.

Until now, all biological hypotheses established during this work are based on ex-
perimental batch data. Using such data for model-based analysis always requires to
assume that the system is in quasi-steady state, thus the dynamics of the states and
their impact on the growth characteristic parameters are neglected. It is, however,
most likely that the dynamics of the changing substrate concentrations have an im-
pact on the intracellular redox potential and thus, on the metabolic activity and PM
synthesis under microaerobic conditions. For the detailed analysis of the involved
metabolic and regulatory mechanisms it is preferable that the cultures can be main-
tained under stationary continuous cultivation conditions which are solely limited by
the available amount of oxygen. Further, hierarchical information which indicates the
relevance of regulatory components, such as redox pools and key enzymes, can only
be obtained by defined provocations of the system. Thus, an experimental platform
has to be established which allows the analyses of R.rubrum cultures under station-
ary continuous cultivation conditions and during the transition from one microaerobic
steady-state into another.
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microaerobic growth

In this chapter we analyse and optimise microaerobic growth of R.rubrum by mathe-
matical modeling. For deriving an adequate model we employ the data sets obtained
in Chapter 2 and state-of-the-art identification and validation methods. Based on
the results of the previous chapters (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3), it is preferable for
the detailed analysis of metabolic and regulatory events that the cultures are main-
tained under stationary conditions. Therefore, we use the validated model to study the
process dynamics and optimise the process performance under continuous cultivation
conditions. During this chapter we demonstrate that process instabilities occurring in
case of an uncontrolled system make the empirical assessment of selected microaerobic
steady-states more than challenging. Thus, the results of this chapter motivates the
advanced control strategy proposed in Chapter 5, while the derived model sets the
basis for this approach. Parts of this chapter are based on [16].

4.1 Quantitative modeling of the growth process
In this chapter we analyse and optimise microaerobic growth of R.rubrum by means
of an unstructured and unsegregated deterministic model, taking only parameter
relations with significance for process control and process optimisation into account.
This kind of models are in comparison to other models of low complexity and are well
suited for model-based control of bioprocesses.
To clarify the notation in this section we consider mathematical models of the form

ẋ = f(t, x, p),
y = h(t, x, p),

(4.1)

where t ∈ R is the time variable, x ∈ Rnx denotes the states (e. g. concentrations),
p ∈ Rnp the parameters (e. g. rate constants and yield coefficients), and y ∈ Rny the
measured outputs. The vectorfields f, h are assumed to be rational functions, i. e. ,
ratios of polynomials. The initial conditions x(0) are assumed to be known.
For deriving an adequate and suitable model, process parameters and model structure
which represent the behaviour of the system have to be identified. Since more than one
structural modeling hypotheses appear to be capable to explain the data, a suitable
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candidate model is selected by employing state-of-the-art identification and validation
methods.

Figure 4.1: Flow-chart used for model development and analysis.

4.1.1 Model derivation

To study and simulate the CRP-dependent growth behaviour of R.rubrum, we es-
tablished a process model. The following equations represent the dynamics of the
concentrations of biomass (xb), succinate (xs), and fructose (xf )

ẋb = rbxb −Dxb, (4.2a)
ẋs = −rsxb +D(Fs − xs), (4.2b)
ẋf = −rfxb +D(Ff − xf ). (4.2c)
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Here, rb(4CRP, xs, xf ) is the specific growth rate of biomass, D is the dilution
rate, and rj(Yb/j), j ∈ {s, f} denote the consumption rates of succinate and fructose,
respectively. Fj, j ∈ {s, f} are the substrate concentrations of the feed solution. For
simulation of batch experiments D is set to zero.

Model hypothesis

Several model hypotheses seem to be appropriate to describe the CRP-dependend
response functions of the growth rate and the uptake of carbon sources presented
in Figure 2.5 in Chapter 2.2. To identify the most suitable model candidate we first
estimated parameters for all proposed correlations, employing Least-Square Parameter
Estimation as outlined in the next paragraph.

Least-square parameter estimation

To estimate the parameters p for all model hypotheses, we use nonlineaer least-square
parameter estimation by applying optimisation problems of the following kind to the
model (4.2):

minimise
p∈Rnp

N∑
k=0

ny∑
i=1

[
(yi(tk)− ŷi(tk))/σi

]2
(4.3a)

subject to
the system model (4.2), (4.3b)
p ∈ P , (4.3c)

with unknown parameters p and measurement data {ŷ(t1), . . . , ŷ(tN)}. The parameter
σi, i ∈ {1, ..., ny} denotes the relative standard deviation of the measurements, i.e. the
uncertainties of a specific measurement. y(tk) = h(tk, x(tk), p) is the output vector
of (4.2) at time tk and ŷ(tk) the measured output at time tk. The constraint (4.3c)
is used to facilitate, that only biologically reasonable values of the parameters p, i.e.
parameters which belong to the set P ⊆ Rnp, should be estimated. The resulting
optimisation problems were solved via a MatlabTM implementation of the scatter
search algorithm (SSM) proposed in [83].

In the next paragraph we apply this method to derive the most suited mathemati-
cal correlations for describing the growth behaviour under CRP-controlled cultivation
conditions.
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4CRP-dependent microaerobic growth kinetic

As introduced above the growth rate of the culture depends only on the degree of
oxygen limitation, if succinate and fructose are supplied in an optimal manner. In
that way, the growth behaviour can be described as a function of the applied 4CRP.
In accordance to this assumption, several growth kinetics were tested for describing
the 4CRP-dependent growth behaviour of R.rubrum.

Figure 4.2: Mathematical description of the CRP-dependent growth response func-
tion. Three different kintecis were tested for the representation of the experimen-
tally determined maximum growth rates r̂b,CRPmax(4CRP): the Blackman kinetic
(4.4) (- -) [9], the Hill kinetic (4.5) (-) [38] and the logistic function (4.6) (-).
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We employed the experimentally determined 4CRP-dependent maximum growth
rate r̂b,CRPmax(4CRP) presented in Chapter 2.2 and the optimisation problem (4.3)
to estimate the parameters p, i.e. n, vb, k, rb,min and w, for the kinetics of Blackman
[9], Hill [38] and a logistic function (cf., (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6)):

rb,CRPmax = vb ·
CRP∗
k

+ rb,min (4.4)

rb,CRPmax = vb ·
4CRPn∗

4CRPn∗ + kn
+ rb,min (4.5)

rb,CRPmax = vb/(1 + k · ew·CRP∗) (4.6)

In the current case rb,CRPmax represents the experimentally determined maximum
growth rate r̂b,CRPmax(4CRP), which is achievable under a specific oxygen-limited
condition. To simplify modeling, we used normalised4CRP values, which are denoted
by 4CRP∗ in the following. 4CRP∗ = 0 corresponds to a 4CRP of −330 mV and a
4CRP∗ value of 1 to a 4CRP of 0 mV.

Taking the constraint (4.3c) into account, the sigmoidal shape of the CRP-depedent
growth function (cf.,4.2) is best represented by a fifth order Hill equation (cf., Equa-
tion (4.7)). Thus, the parameter rb,CRPmax can be calculated via

rb,CRPmax = vb
4CRP5

∗
4CRP5

∗ + k5 + rb,min,

4 CRP∗ = 4CRP + 330mV
330mV ,

4 CRP ∈ [−330 mV, 0 mV].

(4.7)

We want to point out that the given equation is only applicable within a 4CRP
range of 0 to −330 mV, since the lack of succinate uptake below −330 mV would
lead to further reduction of the growth rate and aerobic cultivations at very high
oxygen tensions (pO2 > 10 % ) yield in growth rates which were significantly lower
than 0.160 h−1. Under the given conditions the offset rb,min, with a value of 0.078, de-
scribes the smallest possible growth rate that still corresponds to microaerobic growth,
whereas rb,CRPmax ≈ vb+ rb,min approximates the experimentally determined maximal
growth rate r̂b,CRPmax of R.rubrum obtained under fully aerobic conditions in CRP-
controlled bioreactor cultivations. The variable k = 0.705 is the CRP affinity constant
and can be transformed into a4CRP of −97 mV. Taking the offset rb,min into account,
we have

vb = rb,CRPmax(0mV )− rb,CRPmax(−330mV ) = 0.09 h−1.

Consequently, equation (4.7) allows the calculation of the theoretical maximum growth
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rate for every desired CRP step, i.e. for a CRP step of 0 mV we obtain

rb,CRPmax(0mV ) = vb ·
1n

1n + kn
+ rb,min = 0.161 h−1.

To evaluate the mathematical description of the 4CRP-response function of the
growth rate experimentally, we performed additional CRP steps of −75 mV, −105 mV
and −180 mV. Please note that the data shown from these CRP steps was obtained
from one experiment each. The obtained growth rates are indicated as white circles
in Figure 2.5A. Considering the relative standard deviation of the growth rates, the
experimentally-determined growth rates of these three CRP steps lie well within the
determined function. Therefore we argue, that the given Hill kinetic is well suited to
describe growth of R. rubrum depending on the degree of oxygen limitation.

Nevertheless, to study the growth behaviour under oxygen-limited conditions in
connection to the substrate concentration, the growth kinetic has to be extended. In
the next paragraph we propose three suitable model hypotheses.

Mixed-carbon source microaerobic growth kinetic

Table 4.1 shows three alternative model hypotheses which were developed for describ-
ing the connections between bacterial growth and uptake of carbon sources. The
growth kinetic of all three hypotheses is based on an additive Monod kinetic, e.g.
rb(rb,CRPmax, rbs, rbf ), [65], which states that only the simultaneous consumption of
succinate and fructose leads to the experimentally determined CRP-dependent maxi-
mum growth rates r̂b,CRPmax(4CRP) shown in Table 4.2.
Modeling the substrate consumption of cells grown on mixed-carbon sources requires

an adequate relation of the growth rate rb and the biomass-substrate-yield-coefficients
Yb/j, j ∈ {s, f}. For instance, in the case of succinate depletion the corresponding
substrate uptake rate is supposed to decrease to zero. In addition, the kinetic has
to be choosen such that the substrate specific growth rates rbj, j ∈ {s, f} decreases
whenever one of the carbon sources becomes limiting or inhibiting. In this case and
with rbs + rbf < 1 the maximum growth rate is no longer achievable (rb < rb,CRPmax).
Note, that all kinetics shown in Table 4.1 fulfill these conditions.
The parameters p of each of the three alternative model hypotheses were estimated
by using measurements of the state concentrations ŷi, i ∈ {x̂b, x̂s, x̂f} to solve the
optimisation problem stated in (4.3). Each of the data sets was obtained at a certain
microaerobic condition, which is defined by the 4CRP value.
To obtain suitable initial guesses for the parameter estimation, the bounds on the yield
coefficients are calculated beforehand in percentage of the total carbon consumption.
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4.1 Quantitative modeling of the growth process

Table 4.1: Correlations describing growth behaviour and uptake of carbon sources in
three alternative model hypotheses. Where rb denotes the growth rate of biomass,
rb,CRPmax denotes the carbon source independent maximum growth rate achieved
at each corresponding 4CRP, rbj, j ∈ {s, f} denote the proportionate substrate
specific growth rate, Yb/j, j ∈ {s, f} denote the biomass-substrate-yield-coefficients
and rj, j ∈ {s, f} denote the consumption rate of succinate and fructose. kl, l ∈
{1, 2, s, f} denote affinity constants. The monod inhibition constant for succinate
Ki, with a constant value of 5 gL−1, was experimentally determined as described
in [119]. This constant represents the amount of succinate which was shown to
negatively affect the growth of a R.rubrum culture on M2SF medium.

Hypothesis rb rbs rbf rs rf
[ 1
h ] [-] [-] [ g

g h ] [ g
g h ]

I rb,CRPmax
(k1 + k2) (k1 · rbs + k2 · rbf ) xs/(xs + ks) xf/(xf + kf ) rb

Yb/s
· xs
xs + 0.001

rb
Yb/f

· xf
xf + 0.001

II rb,CRPmax(rbs + rbf ) xs/(xs + ks) xf/(xf + kf ) rbs
Yb/s

rbf
Yb/f

III rb,CRPmax(rbs + rbf ) xs
xs + ks + x2

s/Ki
xf/(xf + kf ) rbs

Yb/s + Yb/f

rbf
Yb/s + Yb/f

This is done via
Ŷb/j = Ŷb/c ·

r̂c,j
r̂c

nj
MR,j

, j ∈ {s, f}, (4.8)

where r̂c denotes the experimentally determined total amount of carbon consumed by
the cells, r̂c,j is the calculated amount of incorporated carbon corresponding to a spe-
cific carbon source consumption and Ŷb/c is the total biomass-carbon-yield-coefficient.
MR,j denotes the molecular weight of each carbon source respectively, and nj is the
number of carbon molecules per mol carbon source. As constraints (4.3c) on the
parameters to be estimated in all three cases

0 ≤ Yb/j ≤ 1, (4.9a)
0 ≤ kl ≤ 10, (4.9b)
j ∈ {s, f}, l ∈ {1, 2, s, f}. (4.9c)

was considered. Where σYb/j
denotes the standard deviation of the biomass-

substrate-yield coefficients, which were calculated using the law of error propaga-
tion. Models were parameterised via data sets obtained from CRP stepsizes of
0mV,−50mV,−120mV, −160mV,−210mV−260mV and −330mV and every degree of
oxygen limitation was accessed in biological replicates. Depending on the stepsize of
the CRP reduction, measurements of all states were taken in the time intervals [0, 10 h]
or [0, 15 h] of the CRP-controlled batch cultivation phase [17]. Experimentally deter-
mined rates and standard deviations are listed in Table 4.2, whereas the results of the
parameter estimations of all hypotheses are shown in the Tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5.
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4 Model-based analysis and optimisation of microaerobic growth

Table 4.2: Experimentally determined parameter values.
4CRP r̂b,CRPmax σrb

Ŷb/s σYb/s
Ŷb/f σYb/f

[mV ] [ 1
h ] ± [gg ] ± [gg ] ±

0 0.165 0.007 0.30 0.02 0.19 0.03
-50 0.147 0.007 0.27 0.04 0.23 0.06
-120 0.113 0.007 0.20 0.02 0.30 0.03
-160 0.101 0.006 0.14 0.03 0.32 0.04
-220 0.087 0.005 0.10 0.02 0.33 0.03
-260 0.080 0.004 0.09 0.03 0.35 0.04
-330 0.074 0.007 0.08 0.02 0.38 0.03

Table 4.3: Least-Square estimated parameter values of model hypothesis I. Constant
parameters applied for estimation were Ki, k, rb,min and vb. The monod inhibition
constant for succinate Ki, with a constant value of 5 g L−1, was experimentally
determined as described in [119]. The values for k = 0.705, rb,min = 0.078 h−1 and
vb = 0.098 h−1 were estimated as described in [17].

4CRP Yb/s Yb/f k1 k2 ks kf
[mV ] [gg ] [gg ] [-] [-] [gl ] [gl ]
0 1.10 0.97 0.30 0.86 0.35 0.10
-50 0.95 0.77 0.56 0.71 1.10 0.10
-120 0.90 0.41 0.31 0.86 0.51 2.01
-160 0.81 0.50 0.54 1.36 0.44 1.88
-220 0.58 0.44 2.00 0.10 0.91 1.30
-260 0.90 0.5 0.50 0.80 0.94 1.30
-330 1.00 0.49 1.03 1.35 0.94 1.30

Table 4.4: Least-Square estimated parameter values of model hypothesis II. For a
more detailed description refer to Table 4.3.

4CRP Yb/s Yb/f ks kf
[mV ] [gg ] [gg ] [gl ] [gl ]
0 0.79 0.33 1.94 4.32
-50 0.53 0.37 1.68 4.85
-110 0.53 0.24 7.52 4.68
-120 0.55 0.37 9.89 1.67
-160 0.39 0.23 9.65 5.41
-220 0.38 0.25 5.75 3.40
-260 0.38 0.22 9.92 5.80
-330 0.37 0.23 9.99 7.62
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4.1 Quantitative modeling of the growth process

Table 4.5: Least-Square estimated parameter values of model hypothesis III. For a
more detailed description refer to Table 4.3.

4CRP rb,CRPmax Yb/s Yb/f ks kf
[mV ] [ 1

h ] [gg ] [gg ] [gl ] [gl ]
0 0.163 0.30 0.19 4.0 1.0
-50 0.147 0.27 0.21 1.0 2.0
-120 0.108 0.20 0.30 5.0 2.0
-160 0.100 0.13 0.30 1.0 1.0
-220 0.089 0.10 0.32 1.0 1.0
-260 0.080 0.09 0.35 8.0 2.0
-330 0.077 0.08 0.35 8.0 1.0
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Figure 4.3: Overlay of experimental data and simulation results of all three hy-
potheses using the examples of CRP stepsizes of −160mV(A) and −260mV(B).
Simulation results of hypothesis I (-), hypothesis II (- -) and hypothesis III (· · · )
and the offline measured state concentrations x̂b (n), x̂s (u) and x̂f (l) are shown.
Error bars indicate the confidence intervall of 95% .
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4 Model-based analysis and optimisation of microaerobic growth

Discussion

When the parameter values of the estimated biomass-substrate-yield coefficients –
summarised in the Tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5– are compared to the experimentally deter-
mined coefficients (Table 4.2), it attracts attention that model Hypotheses III produces
values which meet the experimentally calculated quite well. In contrast, Hypothesis
I and II produce values for this parameter which do not represent a realistic demand
of substrate and are therefore referred to as artificial in the following. However, at a
first glance all hypotheses are capable to describe the process behaviour in accordance
to a confidence intervall of 95%. To demonstrate this, Figure 4.3 shows an overlay of
experimental data and simulation results of all three hypotheses. According to this
results it is hard to tell whether the quality of the derived models is resilient/sound,
and if the hypotheses III, which incorperates the realistic biomass-yield-coefficients,
does indeed reproduce the process behaviour in a better quality than hypotheses I and
II.
It is noteworthy that many modeling approaches abstain from using biological reason-
able model parameters and keep their main focus on the reproduction of the process
behaviour. In the present situation the demand for biological reasonable model param-
eters may be neglected, if one of the two other hypotheses prove to be more adequate to
describe the process behaviour. Therefore, the derived model hypotheses are analysed
in more detail in the next section.

4.1.2 Model analysis and validation

In the following the qualities of the derive model hypotheses are analysed systemat-
ically by employing several analysis tools as depicted in Figure 4.1. It is the aim of
this section to identify the most adequate model hypothesis for reproducing the exper-
imental data. As a first step it is analysed whether the parameters of the models are
identifiable for the given conditions. Finally, a set-based approach that can distinguish
between models that are able to reproduce the data and those that are not is applied
.

Structural identifiability analysis

This method is based on algebraic investigations. It can be used to verify whether
measured outputs imply unique parameters. By exploiting the structure of (4.2) the
computations simplified to solving nonlinear equation systems. In accordance to [24]
for a model to be uniquely identifiable it has to hold that the output for two possible
parameterisations p and p∗ are equal, i. e., h(t, x, p) = h(t, x, p∗), if p and only if is
equal to p∗. Thus, for all model hypotheses the equation h(t, x, p) − h(t, x, p∗) = 0
for p = (k1, k2, ks, kf , Yb/s, Yb/f )T (resp. p∗ = (k∗1, k∗2, k∗s , k∗f , Y ∗b/s, Y ∗b/f )) were solved.
If p ≡ p∗, it can be concluded that the model is identifiable. Otherwise, if p is
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4.1 Quantitative modeling of the growth process

defined by a function of p∗, i. e. p = f(p∗), it is not. This way hypothesis I was
proven to be structurally unidentifiable as the parameters k1, k2 exhibit functional
dependencies. This can easily be seen by setting ks, kf , Yb/s, Yb/f = 1, as the equation
system (Table 4.1) simplifies to

(−k∗1k2 + k1k
∗
2) = 0, (4.10)

which can not be uniquely solved. We verified furthermore for hypotheses II and III
that no such dependencies exist in the case of exact measurements.

Sensitivity-based identifiability analysis

Sensitivity is typically defined by the deviation of the nominal system output to the
output with respect to changes in parameters/inputs, for instance, in the initial condi-
tions or feed concentrations, see e. g. [88]. Thus, sensitivity analysis is in general used
to determine the influences of parameters and inputs on the states or outputs. Here,
we employ this approach for evaluating the identifiability of the models [66, 77]. It
should be noted that this approach provides only a necessary condition for identifia-
bility, since identifiability is tested only for a nominal parameterisation. In the present
case the parameterisation determined by least-square parameter estimation via (4.3)
are used as nominal paramterisation p∗. The sensitivity information is stored in the
ny,nt x np dimensional sensitivity matrix S, whereas S is a block matrix that consists
of time dependent blocks s(tk) of size ny x np:

S =


s(t1)
...

s(tN)

, where s(tk) =


s1,1(tk) · · · s1,np(tk)

...
sny,1(tk) · · · sny,np(tk)

. (4.11)

The entries of s(tk) are called sensitivity coefficients. For a nominal parameter vector
p = p∗, given x0, and fixed time points of sampling tk with k ∈ {1, ..., nt}, they are
defined by

si,j(tk) = ḣi(tk, p, x0)
ṗj

, (4.12)

or its finite difference approximation

si,j(tk) = (hi(tk, x, p+ ∆p)− hi(tk, p))/∆pj. (4.13)

Here, hi denotes the i-th component of the output y, ∆p is (0, ..., 0,∆pj, 0, ..., 0)T ,
∆pj = pj − ε and ε ∈ R some disturbance. We assume that the exact time points of
sampling tk are known and calculate si,j(tk) for every time point tk. The eigenvalues
λj and eigenvectors |ϑj| of H = STS indicate which parameters are likely to be identi-
fiable with respect to the amount of available measurement data. An eigenvalue of H
which is close to zero, hence λj < ε, indicates that the corresponding parameter has no
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4 Model-based analysis and optimisation of microaerobic growth

influence on the output and is therefore unidentifiable. Application of the algorithm
described in [77] allows to order parameters from least to most identifiable, such that
λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ ...λnp. The model is identifiable with respect to the parameters pj if λ1 ≥ ε.
For both remaining hypotheses (II and III) we derived the matrix H for 20 measure-
ments in the time intervals [0, 10 h] or [0, 15 h] , depending on the 4CRP measure-
ments. This means that for both hypotheses the matrix H depends on the same infor-
mation as the corresponding least-squares optimisation problem (4.3). The eigenvalues
of both matrices are in the same order of magnitude and with λ1(HII) ∼= λ1(HIII) > ε

all parameters are locally identifiable. Therefore it was not possible to reject one of the
hypotheses based on this criterion. However, the analysis revealed that both models
were sensitive to the number of measurements available for the substrate concentra-
tions xs and xf .

Set-based model validation

In contrast to the local criterion of the sensitivity-based identification method, the
approach of set-based parameter estimation allows to obtain an exact proof of model
invalidity for a whole subset of the parameter space, cf. [86]. Therefore, we used
this approach as a final decision point. Instead of searching for an optimal parame-
terisation, this approach aims at directly classifying the parameter space into regions
that are consistent with the measurements and regions that are not. This approach
is based on a reformulation of the parameter estimation and model invalidation tasks
as a feasibility problem in discrete-time, which allows to avoid deriving the exact so-
lution of the differential equations. By solving the feasibility problem we check if
the model is able to reproduce the measurements for given parameter sets and derive
all parameterisations, that lead to a behaviour of the model which is consistent with
the available unknown-but-bounded measurement data (see also Figure 4.4a). Here,
unknown-but-bounded data Yk refers to intervals defined by the measured value ŷk
and the standard deviation σy at time tk, i. e. Yk = [ŷk − σy, ŷk + σy]. According
to this approach a model is said to be valid to describe a systems behaviour if there
exists a parameterisation p such that the model output h(t, x, p) meets the available
data, i. e. h(tk, x, p) ∈ Yk. Nonlinear feasibility problems are in general hard to solve
[46, 61], however, for rational/polynomial models such problems can be relaxed into a
convex semi-definite program which can be solved efficiently [74]. After relaxing the
problem it is possible to derive an approximation of all possible output trajectories of
the model for the considered subset of the parameter space. The obtained approxima-
tion of the output trajectories is subsequently compared to the unknown-but-bounded
experimental data. By solving the aforementioned semi-definite program a subset of
the parameter space which only produces output trajectories that are inconsistent with
the data, i. e. y(tk) = h(tk, x, p) 6∈ Yk, can be identified. Hence, it is possible to derive
an outer-approximation of all consistent parameterisations by repeating this proce-
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4.2 Process optimisation and analysis of microaerobic steady-states

dure and discarding all inconsistent subsets, cf. Figure 4.4b. We employ the freely
available Matlab Toolbox ADMIT that carries out the necessary reformulations for a
model in SBML format, cf. [104]. This toolbox also allows to derive automatically the
outer-approximation on the valid parameters. For a list of all features of this toolbox
we refer to [104].
The batch data of all 4CRPs were investigated, to derive the unknown-but-bounded
data we used the same subsets as defined in (4.9). Initially, none of the two model
hypotheses was invalidated. For hypothesis II a neighborhood around the nominal
parameterisation was proven inconsistent, i. e. , none of the parameterisations in a
neighborhood around the optimum found by the least-squares approach was able to
reproduce the measurement data exactly. Hypothesis III could not be invalidated and
was therefore used in the following.

Figure 4.4: Illustration of the set-based parameter estimation approach [86]. A:
Black vertical lines depict unknown-but-bounded measurement data. Blue dot-
ted line depicts an output trajectory h(t, x, p) consistent with the measurements.
Red dotted line depicts an output trajectory h(t, x, p) inconsistent with the mea-
surements. B: Depicts the solution of the set-based approach as provided by the
MatlabTMtoolbox ADMIT. The red area depicts the parameter region that does
contain only parameters leading to inconsistent trajectories. Parameters in the
white and Blue area might lead to consistent trajectories. If the white and Blue
area is empty it is proven that there exists no parameterisation that leads to
consistent trajectories.

4.2 Process optimisation and analysis of microaerobic
steady-states

In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 we argued that it is preferable for the detailed analysis
of microaerobic growth and PM formation that the cultures can be maintained under
stationary conditions which are solely limited by the available amount of oxygen. In the
next paragraph we introduce the idea of continous cultivation techniques to underline
this argumentation.
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4.2.1 Continuous cultivation technique

In contrast to the closed system of batch cultures, continuous cultures are open sys-
tems as they receive a constant feed of fresh nutrients while spent medium, metabolic
products and biomass are removed at the same rate [11]. Depending on the approach
several types of continuous cultures were developed during the past decades. They
differ in their operating principles and offer particular advantages. Bull et al. gives an
extensive review on this topic. In general continuous cultures allow to study the effects
of environmental parameters on a biological system unequivocally. Due to the conti-
nuity of the process time-independent steady-states can be estabilished constituting a
big advantage compared to batch cultures, which are characterised by time-dependent
changes of all states. These well defined steady-states and specified transition states
are especially desired for systems biology approaches, as the systematic pertubation
of one specific parameter enables to investigate the relationships present in a system
[111]. Further, data sets obtained under strictly defined and controlled steady-state
conditions are reproducible and statistically sustainable.
The most familiar and very frequently used form of the continuous cultures is the
substrate-limited chemostat. Usually only one substrate is growth limiting, typically
the carbon source, which is dissolved in the feeding solution Fs. The growth rate rb of
the culture is controlled by the supply of the growth limiting substrate s via the feed-
stream F . Consequently if the dilution rate D(= F/V ) is kept below the maximum
growth rate a steady-state i. e. ẋ = 0, cf. Equation (4.2) can be achieved empirically
[99] and the biomass concentration xb is proportional to the substrate concentration of
the feed solution Fs (Figure 4.5). The main characteristic of running an oxygen-limited
continuous cultivation is, that the supply of the limiting substrate occurs independent
of the feed stream. If oxygen is indeed the only growth limiting substrate, the growth
rate rb depends on the degree of oxygen limitation alone, and the dilution rate D can
be used to control the state concentrations x in the culture broth (Figure 4.5).
Thus, running an oxygen-limited continuous cultivation on excess carbon sources in one
attribute resembles another form of continous cultures: the turbidostat. In turbidostat
cultivations the culture density is as well controlled by automatic adjustment of the
dilution rate. Due to the excess of all growth influencing substrates the growth rate
is maximised in turbidostats, whereas under microaerobic conditions it is controlled
by the supply of oxygen. Therefore, process conditions of turbidostats are pereferably
used for the selection of faster growing mutants, but do not lead to steady-states in
the cellular physiology. At this point we have to emphasise, that the strong selection
pressure for mutational changes occuring under nutrient-limited growth conditions is
a critical point of all continuous cultivation approaches [68, 69]. The longer the cul-
ture is maintaind in a specific growth limiting condition, the more likely mutational
changes take place which lead to a rapid turn of microbial populations. Thus, keeping
the cultivation time as short as possible is highly recommended. In general continuous
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cultures are sampled/harvested when the process is assumed to be in its steady-state,
hence the state concentrations are constant, i. e. ẋb ≈ ẋs ≈ ẋf ≈ 0, cf. Equation (4.2).
Depending on the standard deviation of the state measurements, estimating this time
point is challenging [27]. Hence, it is an empirically established rule of thumb that sam-
pling can take place when ẋb ≈ 0 and the complete reactor volume has been exchanged
for the fifth time [79, 117]. Following this definition, the steady-state behaviour of the
system is evaluated at this timepoint, which we denote timepoint tV E.

Figure 4.5: Important properties of solely substrate and solely oxygen-limited chemo-
stat cultures. D refers to the dilution rate and Fs to the substrate concentration
of the feeding.

4.2.2 Results and Discussion

We employ the selected model, for deriving an optimal carbon source composition
which ensures that oxygen remains the only manipulated variable throughout the con-
tinuous process (Section 4.2.2.1). By means of a simulation study we further demon-
strate that microaerobic steady-states on mixed carbon sources react highly sensitive
to process pertubations/changes in the growth rate and are therefore difficult to acess
and maintain empirically (Section 4.2.2.2).
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4.2.2.1 Process optimisation

For successfully transferring the CRP-dependent control strategy presented in
Chapter 2 from batch to continuous process mode, it is necessary to ensure that
oxygen remains the only manipulated process parameter throughout the process.
This is of particular interest, as the enhanced PM production under microaerobic
conditions in R.rubrum requires the optimal supply of succinate and fructose [29].
Furthermore, we recently showed that growth of R.rubrum is strongly inhibited by
succinate concentrations above 5 g L−1, whereas fructose concentration up to 20 g
L−1 showed no inhibitory effect [119]. For this reasons we determined an optimal feed
composition that allows a constant and defined substrate concentration in the culture
broth under all considered microaerobic conditions and during the transition from
one microaerobic steady-state into another.
We used the validated process model introduced in Section 4.1 to optimise the
substrate composition of the medium for the continuous cultivations, such that the
following two constraints were met for the complete range of 4CRPs. Firstly, both
carbon sources should be present in neither limiting nor inhibiting amounts, i.e.,
2<< xs <5 and 1<< xf <20 in g L−1. Secondly, due to the sampling conditions
the steady-state concentration of biomass xb,stat should be in the range of 0.75 to
0.85 g L−1. Note that if these constraints are met, the necessary experimental
conditions are provided such that the process can in principle be operated at the
maximum growth rate rb ∼= rb,CRPmax(4CRP). It follwos, that the the dilution
rate Dstat = rb,CRPmax(4CRP) would drive the system into steady-state (ẋ = 0) at
time point tV E. The simulation results indicated that this is the case, if the feed
composition containes 4.85 ± 0.13 g L−1 succinate and 3.04 ± 0.03 g L−1 fructose. To
verify that the calculated amounts of carbon sources fulfill the constraints under all
CRP-controlled microaerobic conditions, we simulated the model for the parameter
values identified at the respective 4CRPs, cf. Table 4.5. The initial conditions were
set to xb(0) = 0.36 g L−1, xs(0) = 4 g L−1 and xf (0) = 2.8 g L−1, as these values
approximate the state concentrations at beginning of the CRP-controlled cultivation
phase, cf. Chapter 5, Section 5.2.1. Our results showed only steady-state concentra-
tions in the following optimal ranges: xb(tV E) ∈ [0.75, 0.8] g L−1, xf (tV E) ∈ [1.9, 2.2]
g L−1, xs(tV E) ∈ [4.1, 4.4] g L−1 (cf. Figure 4.6). These settings are referred to as
desired steady-state conditions in the following, as they allow to study the transition
from one microaerobic steady-state into another without changing the feed composi-
tion, while changing the CRP. Furthermore, it is guaranteed that oxygen is the only
growth influencing substrate during the experiments, since all other substrates are
supplied in their optimal range. In summary these experimental conditions allow to
study the microaerobic growth behaviour of R.rubrum in response to the degree of
oxygen limitation alone, whereas the CRP is the controlled process parameter.
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Figure 4.6: Simulation results of continuous cultivations for CRP stepsizes of -
50mV,-160mV and -260mV. Time courses of biomass, succinate and fructose
concentrations during batch and continuous process mode are shown. This graph
shows that the steady-state values meet the desired areas when the 2DOF control
strategy is started at planned initial conditions [xb(0) = 0.36 g L−1, xs(0) = 4 g
L−1 and xf (0) = 2.8 g L−1].

4.2.2.2 Process analysis

In Section 4.2.1 we introduced the particularities of oxygen-limited continuous culti-
vations on single carbon sources. However, having two carbon sources which effect the
cellular growth rate depending on the degree of oxygen limitation might change the
situation. Here we analyse the impact of mixed-carbon sources on the microaerobic
growth of a R.rubrum culture using the model derived in Section 4.1.
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Figure 4.7 illustrates the system behaviour for a CRP stepsize of -160mV at time
point tV E, hence at the time point continuous cultures are in general considered to
be in their steady-state. To demonstrate the influences of the dilution rate D on
the state concentrations x, the steady-state values x(tV E) of the process model are
depicted in dependence of the dilution rate D in the graph on the top. The red
window comprises all desired steady-states, which meet the constraints mentioned in
Section 4.2.2.1, and hence provide the experimental conditions for obtaining CRP-
dependent maximum growth rates (Dstat

∼= rb,CRPmax). The graph on the bottom
indicates that under microaerobic conditions the continuous process does not attain
the desired steady-state –within the given time span [0 tV E]– due to two reasons:
Firstly, if the dilution rate is lower than the actual growth rate (D < r̂b), hence the
actual growth rate is higher than the expected growth rate (r̂b > rb,CRPmax). In this
case cells are growing faster as they are diluted and thus, the biomass concentration
increases. Consequently, the substrate concentration in the culture broth decreases,
and eventually carbon becomes the growth limiting factor. Secondly, if the opposite
is the case, D > r̂b and r̂b < rb,CRPmax, cells are washed out due to oxygen limitation.
In this context Ferenci et al. argues, that no true steady-state can exist in chemostat
as the residual concentration of the limiting nutrient continous to drop for hundreds
of hours [27].

To analyse this process behaviour, the derivatives of all states at the timepoint
tV E are shown in dependence of the dilution rate D in Figure 4.7B. Considering the
steady-state condition i. e. ẋb = ẋs = ẋf = 0, the graph shows that three steady-states
regions are possible at this timepoint for a 4CRP of -160mV. However, only one pos-
sible steady-state meets the aforementioned constraints, cf. red window in Figure 4.7.
Clearly, the desired steady-state is sensitive to deviations between the actual growth
rate r̂b and the expected growth rate rb,CRPmax ∼= Dstat. This is a critical point since
in biological systems the growth behaviour of the cells is influenced by various factors,
such as generation time of the inoculum or other exogenous disturbances. Moreover,
variations in the growth rate often cause problems when steady-state cultivations are
run by manual adjustments of the dilution rate D. To investigate the consequences
for the system, we simulated the uncontrolled steady-states by varying the applied
dilution rate within the statistically determined error bounds of r̂b (cf. Table 4.2),
e.g., we sampled dilution rates in the range of [ D − σr̂b

, D + σr̂b
]. We calculated

ẋ(tV E) to demonstrate the steadiness of the system for all 4CRPs. In Figure 4.8 this
is exemplarily shown for the derivative of the biomass concentration ẋb. We found,
that the curves of the steady-state derivatives ẋ(tV E) with respect to D depend on the
applied CRP stepsize. Furthermore, we analysed the sensitivity of the system against
perturbations in the growth rate r̂b, respectively the dilution rate D, by calculating
the bending of the curves shown in Figure 4.8 at the timepoint tV E.
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Figure 4.7: Simulated steady-state values of the process model for a CRP stepsize
of -160mV. A: State concentrations of xb(�) , xs (u) and xf (l) at the time-
point tV E for a 4CRP of -160mV. tV E denotes the timepoint when the reactor
volume has been exchanged for the fifth time. The red frame comprises all steady-
states, which meet the constraints. B: Evaluation of the steady-state behaviour
of the model at tV E. Derivatives of the states indicate in which direction the state
x leaves the desired steady-state in case of a perturbation in the growth rate.
Dstat

∼= rb,CRPmax represents the calculated dilution rate for which the desired
steady-state, can be achieved for a 4CRP of −160mV.
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Figure 4.8: Steadiness of the biomass concentration at time point of sampling (tV E).
Derivatives of the particular steady-states with respect to deviations between r̂b
and the calculated dilution rate Dstat depend on the 4CRP. For simplification
dilution rates and growth rates were normalised around Dstat = rb,CRPmax = 0
h−1.

As can be seen in Figure 4.9 we found that the system seems to be quite insensitive
for CRP stepsizes of -120 and -160mV. This can be explained intuitively when the
sigmoidal response function of the CRP-dependent growth rate rb,CRPmax is taken into
account, as rb,CRPmax(−130mV) represents the approximated inflection point of the
function, cf. Equation (4.7). In summary these results demonstrate that microaer-
obic continuous cultures on mixed-carbon sources need to be stabilised for attaining
reproducible and defined steady-state conditions within a given time span.

4.3 Conclusion
In this chapter we derived a process model which reproduces the CRP-dependent mi-
croaerobic growth behaviour of R.rubrum on mixed-carbon sources very well. We used
this model to analyse how such a process, which reacts highly sensitive to changes in
the substrate composition and the oxygen availability in the culture broth, can be
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Figure 4.9: Sensitivity of the steady-state concentrations xb(�) , xs (n) and xf (n)
against perturbations in the growth rate r̂b, or dilution rate D respectively, at
different degrees of oxygen-limitation.

attained and maintained under continuous cultivation conditions within a given time
span. By doing so it turned out, that the empirically conduction of such experi-
ments is not very promising as the desired steady-states are difficult to access and
are depending on the CRP stepsize highly instable. Therefore, we aim for developing
a process control strategy which allows to automatically access and maintain every
CRP-dependent microaerobic steady-state of interest under reliable and reproducible
cultivation conditions, and to precisely transfer the culture from one precise microaer-
obic steady-state to another (Chapter 5). Additionally, the derived model was applied
to optimise the feed composition ensuring that oxygen is indeed the only manipulated
growth influencing substrate throughout the process.
We want to remark that this model was also applied in another project, where we
optimised the feeding of a microaerobic mixed-carbon source high-cell-density culti-
vation of R.rubrum. Thereby, we ensured that succinate and fructose were present
in appropriate concentrations during all times of the cultivations which allowed us to
study the effect of high cell density conditions on microaerobic PM formation [15].
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5 Model-based control for the stabilisation of
microaerobic steady-states

In this chapter we present a process control strategy which allows to automatically
access and maintain every CRP-dependent microaerobic steady-state of interest under
reliable and reproducible cultivation conditions, and to precisely transfer the culture
from one precise microaerobic steady-state to another. The process control strategy is
build on the CRP-dependent control strategy introduced in Chapter 2 and employes
the unstructered process model derived in Chapter 4. Here, we introduce the strategy,
demonstrate the process performance by showing example cultivations and provide
experimental evidence for the robustness of the presented approach. In Chapter 6
the proposed strategy is than applied as experimental platform for investigating the
regulatory mechanisms of microaerobic growth and PM formation in detail. Parts of
this chapter are based on [17].

5.1 Controlling continuous cultures under microaerobic
conditions

In the previous chapters we argued that the detailed analysis of microaerobic growth
and PM formation requires that the cultures can be maintained under steady-state
conditions which are solely limited by the available amount of oxygen. The simulation
studies of Chapter 4 showed that the desired microaerobic steady-states are very sen-
sitive and need to be stabilised to obtain reproducible experimental conditions. Reli-
ably attaining and maintaining such a microaerobic state under continuous cultivation
conditions is challenging and requires a feedback-control strategy which copes with un-
desired disturbances. Furthermore, process information, which are needed for optimal
process performance, are often not directly accesible and must be reconstructed from
other measurements. In this chapter we solve these problems by employing a model-
based two-degrees-of-freedom (2DOF) controller [4]. In essence this controller consists
of two components: a model-based feedforward part, and a PID controller which com-
pensates for model-plant mismatch and exogenous disturbances and relies on a spec-
troscopic online measurement of the biomass concentration (cf., Section 5.1.4). In the
following, firstly, we give a brief introduction on 2DOF controllers in general, secondly,
we present the routine of the model-based 2DOF controller, thirdly, we demonstrate
the experimental set-up for monitoring the biomass concentration online and in-situ
and, finally, we show how these components were implemented in the process control
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5.1 Controlling continuous cultures under microaerobic conditions

system to convert the batch set-up presented in Chapter2 into a continuous cultivation
set-up.

5.1.1 Two-Degree-of-Freedom controller

In this section Two-Degree-of-Freedom (2DOF) controllers are shortly introduced
in general. For the sake of simplicity, here 2DOF controlers for linear systems are
reviewed. In 1963 Horowitz et al. already stated that,...

“... The degree of freedom of a control system is defined as the number of closed-loop
transfer functions that can be adjusted independently. ... , so a

two-degree-of-freedom (2DOF) controller system naturally has advantages over on
one-degree-of-freedom (1DOF) control system. ” [40].

Traditionally, feedback controllers are tuned by using the responses of the controlled
variable y to the unit change of the set-point variable w and to the unit step disturbance
d, hence the set-point response and the disturbance response, as performance measures.
The closed-loop transfer function of a 1DOF PID control system from w to y and that
from d to y are, respectively given by

Gw,y(s) = P (s) · C(s)
1 + P (s) · C(s) ·H(s) , (5.1a)

Gd,y(s) = P (s)
1 + P (s) · C(s) ·H(s). (5.1b)

Both of these transfer functions include C(s) as tuneable element. Due to this Gw,y(s)
is uniquely determined if Gd,y(s) is given and vice versa and an independent tuning
is impossible. If the disturbance response is optimised, the set-point response is often
found to be pour and reverse, so that the applier has to decide between disturbance
optimal and setpoint optimal parameters [4].

The general form of a 2DOF controller conists of two compensators C(s) and Cf (s)
(cf., Figure 5.1). Accordingly, the transfer functions are changed to :

Gw,y(s) = P (s) · (C(s) + Cf (s))
1 + P (s) · C(s) ·H(s) , (5.2a)

Gd,y(s) = P (s)
1 + P (s) · C(s) ·H(s), (5.2b)

Since we have now two tuning elements –the conventional PID element C(s) and
Cf (s), the tuning element of the feedforward path– the feedforward 2DOF PID
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controller makes it possible to tune both performance measures optimal.

A feedforward 2DOF controller allows to use knowledge of the system –in form of a
model– to drive the process over a known path into the aimed state. When a feedfor-
ward path from the controlled variable y to the manipulated variable u is added to the
conventional feedback controller (PID), the classical model-based 2DOF controller is
obtained (cf., Figure 5.1). 2DOF controllers can be generalised to nonlinear systems
[32, 33]. It has, however, to be taken into account, that depending on the proper-
ties of the nonlinear system, obtaining the feedforward input which ensure set-point
transition is in general significantly more complex [28].

Figure 5.1: Feedforward type expression of the Two-degree-of-freedom control system
according to [4]. w denotes the set-point variable, e the error, u the manipulated
variable, y the controlled variable, d the disturbance, C(s) is the conventional
PID element and Cf (s) some appropriate tuning element of the feedforward path,
hence the second control loop.

5.1.2 Model-based Two-Degree-of-Freedom control strategy

The 2DOF controller, which we designed for the present tasks consists of an model-
based feedforward part for the set-point transitions handling the nonlinear behavior
of the system, and a feedback PID controller accounting for process disturbances as
shown in Figure 5.2. We used the parametrised model (4.2) derived in Chapter 4
(Hypothesis III, cf. Table 4.1 and Table 4.5) to compute feedforward pathes, hence
feasible transition trajectories (Dref (t)), which drive the system from a known state
(xb,0) over a known path (xb,ref (t)) into the desired steady-state (xb,stat). Since we
monitor the biomass concentration online, i.e. ŷ = xb (cf. Section 5.1.4), the state of
the system as well as the feedforward trajectories of the measurable output yref and
the input of the controller uref can be calculated at any time point of the cultivation.
The feedforward control D, is obtained by solving the dynamic optimisation problem
shown in (5.3).
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Figure 5.2: Block diagramm of the model-based 2DOF control strategy for microaer-
obic steady-states. At time point t0 the model-based feedforward part solves
the dynamic optimisation problem (5.3) for a specific initial condition xi(0) and
obtains an optimal solution Dref (t) as well as the optimised output reference tra-
jectory yref (t) = xb,ref (t) such that the nominal output trajectory yref (t) leads
close to the desired setpoint xb,stat within a given time interval. The feedback
part (PID controller), which relies on a spectroscopic online measurement of the
biomass concentration (biomass sensor) is designed for disturbance attenuation
along the output reference, by using Dref = uref as input signal.

minimise
D(·)

∫
0

T
q(xb(T )− xb,stat)2 + r(D(T )−Dstat)2dt (5.3a)

subject to
the system model (4.2), (5.3b)
xi(0) = xi,0, i ∈ {b, s, f} (5.3c)
∀t ∈ [0, T ] : 0 ≤ xi(t) (5.3d)
∀t ∈ [0, T ] : 0 ≤ D(t) ≤ 30. (5.3e)

This optimal control problem expresses the idea to steer the biomass xb(t) during
the time interval [0, T ] to its desired steady-state reference value xb,stat. Problem (5.3)
is solved with values of q = 400 and r = 0.01 via the freely available ACADO toolbox
[41] for dynamic optimisation. This means the difference between the final value of
the biomass xb(T ) and the reference value xb,stat should be as small as possible. Since,
we are only interested in biologically reasonable solutions, we considered the state
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constraint (5.3d). To ensure that the feedback part of the control scheme can coun-
teract disturbances within the given experimental set-up of the feeding, we consider
a constraint on the input (5.3e). The input profile of D are computed as a piecewise
constant function. Solving this problem for a specific initial condition xi(0) we obtain
an optimal solution Dref (t) of (5.3) which is defined for the time span [0, T ] as well
as the optimised output reference trajectory yref (t) = xb,ref (t) such that the nominal
output trajectory yref (t) leads close to the desired value xb,stat, cf. Figure 5.2. For
t ≥ T the value of the reference trajectory yref (t) = yref (T ), and the feedforward input
uref (t) = uref (T ) ∼ Dstat are kept constant. As aforementioned in the feedback part
the 2DOF controller relies on a spectroscopic online measurement of the biomass con-
centration, cf., Figure 5.3. The PID feedback is designed for disturbance attenuation
along the output reference, by using Dref = uref as input signal. This means that the
controlled variable is the error between the predicted output trajectory yref (t) and the
measured output ŷ(t). The PID controller is designed in discrete-time for the sake of
attenuation of measurement noise and simplified implementation. The action of the
PID controller is calculated according to the following discrete controller equation:

uc(t) = uc(t− 1) +Kp · (e(t)− e(t− 1)) + Kp ·KD

Ki
· e(t). (5.4)

Here uc(t− 1) denotes the controler input of the previous time point (t− 1), e(t) =
yref (t) − ŷ(t) and e(t − 1) = yref (t − 1) − y(t − 1), and Kp = 25, Ki = 1000 and
KD = 60 refer to the gain of the proportional, integral and differential controller
parts, respectively. The PID parameters were tuned empirically during the process.
When the model used for feedforward design predicts the true system behavior well,
the actions of the feedback part are small. Small deviations between the actual growth
rate and the model predicted growth rate (r̂b 6= rb) results in a drift of the biomass
concentration yref (t) 6= ŷ(t). In this case the PID controller adjusts the feedforward
input, so that the dilution rate u(t) = uref (t) − uc(t) is applied to the process, and
thus, the controller prevents the process of leaving the desired steady-state.

5.1.3 Online Monitoring of the biomass via UV-Vis spectroscopy

We use the online monitored biomass concentration as a feedback signal for the PID
controller. To do so we measured the online absorbance of the culture by means of
a self-constructed two-component-system represented in Figure 5.3. This system is
composed of a fiber optic transflexion probe with a light path of 5mm and a UV-Vis
spectrometer. The spectrometer consists of a halogen light source and a multichan-
nel UV-Vis fiber optic spectrometer. The data is processed online and recorded via
the history channel function of the Avasoft software. The biomass concentration is
represented by the optical density (OD) at 660nm, whereas the formation of PM is
analysed by measuring the absorption of the photosynthetic reaction centers and light
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harvesting complexes at 880nm. Online data is correlated with spectroscopic offline
measurements using a 1-cm-path-length cuvette with a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (V-
560, Jasco, Tokyo, Japan) at 660nm and 880nm and cell dry weight determination.
According to the obtained results the biomass concentration can be approximated by
the following correlation

xON = ODON(660nm) · 2.4 · 0.37 g L−1. (5.5)
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Figure 5.3: Setup of the devices used to monitor the biomass concentration online
and in-situ. This spectroscopic biomass sensor is employed as a feedback signal for
the PID controller. The online absorbance of the culture is measured by means of a
two-component-system, which is composed of a fiber optic transflexion probe with
a light path of 5 mm (661.682-UV; Hellma, Mühlheim, Germany) and a UV-Vis
spectrometer (Ocean Optics, Ostfildern, Germany). The spectrometer consists of
a halogen light source (HL-2000,Ocean Optics) and a multichannel UV-Vis fiber
optic spectrometer (Q2j055, Ocean Optics, Ostfildern, Germany). To monitor the
whole absorbance range two channels with ranges of 300−700nm and 650−1000nm
(slit sizes of 50 microns and the resolution approximately 2.5nm) are employed.
The data is processed online and recorded via the history channel function of
the Avasoft software (SpectraWin 5.0-Full version (now AvaSoft), Avantes BV,
Apeldoorn, The Netherlands, Europe).
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5.1.4 Implementation of the control strategy

Figure 5.4 shows how the equipment required for the model-based 2DOF control strat-
egy is implemented in the process control system to convert the batch set-up presented
in Chapter 2 into a continuous cultivation set-up. To maintain a global view only sys-
tem components which are especially required to run continuous cultivations under
CRP-controlled microaerobic conditions are depictured.

Figure 5.4: Setup of the continuous cultivation system. The redox potential of
the culture broth is measured and controlled as described in Chapter 2 (red-
shaded area). The infrastructure of the model-based 2DOF control strategy, which
employes the online monitored biomass concentration as feedback signal, is shown
in the blue-shaded area. For keeping the liquid volume of the culture constant,
the harvest is accomplished by a proportional(P)-integral(I) controller, which uses
the weight of the bioreactor as controlled variable (green-shaded area). EPT and
EI refer to electropneumatic transducers and electronic interfaces, respectively.

The red-shaded area summarises the devices of the CRP controller as described
in Chapter 2, cf. Figure 2.2. The green-shaded area depictures the control loop of
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the harvesting, which we employe to keep the liquid volume of the culture constant.
The infrastructure of the model-based 2DOF control strategy, which employes the on-
line monitored biomass concentration as feedback signal, is shown in the blue-shaded
area. The signal obtained by the online absorbance spectroscopy are processed via
the Avasoft software installed on an peripheral PC station in the wet lab. This soft-
ware was programmed to save OD and PM amount every 10 seconds into a history
channel .txt file. In that way the information of the actual biomass concentration is
permanent accesible for the 2DOF controller, which is executed in Matlab on the same
peripheral PC station. The main file of the Matlab routine –the experimental suite–
ensures that the sequences of the 2DOF control strategy are executed in chronological
order and thus realises the automation of process control. After loading all required
information into the workspace, this program starts the main-opt function. This func-
tion firstly, calculates the initial conditions by using the model equation (4.2), the
CRP-specific model parameters (cf., Table 4.5) and the current biomass concentra-
tion. Secondly, the main-opt function starts the ACADO bioreac OCP file, which
solves the dynamic optimisation problem (5.3) for the specific initial condition xi(0)
and obtains an optimal solution Dref (t) as well as the optimised output reference tra-
jectory yref (t) = xb,ref (t). The feedforward trajectory of the dilution rate is executed
as a piecewise function with a steplength of 30min, which means that according to
the feedforward part of the 2DOF controller the pump flow rate is actualised every
30 min. The values of the simulated biomass concentration is compared with the ac-
tual biomass concentration by means of the PID controller every 2 minutes. For this
purpose the experimental suite continuously accesses the history channel.txt file of the
biomass sensor and calculates the actual biomass concentration from the average of
the last six OD measurements according to (5.5). In accordance to the actual course
of the biomass concentration the PID controller adjusts the pump rate –predicted by
the ACADO programm– to stirr the process along the calculated biomass setpoint
trajectory into the desired setpoint. Every two minutes the PID controller, which is
implemented in the experimental suite, writes the actual pump flow rate, which realises
the calculated dilution rate –in dependence of a defined pump and tube diameter–,
in the pump rate.txt file on the intranet. The PCS7, which is run from the main PC
station, accesses this file every minute and transforms the calculated pump rate into an
electronic signal (EI= electronic interface), which triggers the pump to the respective
feeding rate. In that way no additional controller for calculation of the feed rate is
required.

5.2 Results and Discussion

We applied the automatised process control strategy to access microaerobic steady-
states which are of interest for studying microaerobic growth and PM formation of
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R.rubrum (cf, Chapter 6). Thus, automatised continuous cultures of multiple 4CRPs
were sucessfully conducted by applying the 2DOF controller. In the following some
experimental results, which demonstrate the performance of the automatised microaer-
obic cultivation strategy, are shown and discussed.

5.2.1 Experimented steady-state controlled cultivations

In the first example (Figures 5.5) we transferred the culture from a microaerobic
steady-state at 4-50mV CRP to a stronger oxygen-limited microaerobic steady-state
at 4-100mV CRP.
For obtaining comparable initial conditions for all CRP-controlled continuous
cultivations, the batch phases of R.rubrum cultures were performed as described
in Chapter 2. In a short summary, cells are grown under pO2-controlled aerobic
conditions until an OD of ∼ 0.8, which corresponds to a biomass concentration of
x̂b = 0.3 g L−1, and a CRP of ∼ 0mV are reached. Then the process is transferred to
microaerobic conditions by applying a step in the culture redox potential, where the
stepsize, i.e. the 4CRP denotes the level of oxygen limitation. The 2DOF controller
is started immediately after the process has reached its new CRP setpoint.
When the 2DOF controller is started at t(0) the program calculates the initial
conditions of the substrate concentration using the actual biomass concentration
supplied by the biomass sensor and the derived model. Then the optimal control
sequence of the dilution rate Dref , that drives the model from this initial condition
x̂(0) to a steady-state set-point value of xb,stat = 0.8 g L−1 within a time span of
[0, 20] h, was calculated via (5.3). Note that after t = 20 h the feedforward input
is kept at its constant value corresponding to the desired set-point of xb,stat. The
computed input sequence Dref = uref is applied to the real process, whereas the
biomass concentration computed for the model yref is compared with the actual
biomass concentration ŷ, obtained from the spectroscopic online measurement of the
optical density. To ensure that disturbances do not lead to a large difference between
computed concentrations and the real process the feedback part, a PID controller, is
used to regulate the error between the predicted biomass concentration yref and the
actual biomass concentration ŷ by means of the dilution rates D).
At t = 36 h – indicated by the red line– the process wis shifted to 4-100mV CRP.
To demonstrate that the controller can cope with such a switch in the CRP, in the
example shown in Figure 5.5 this was done without calculating a new feedforward
signal, i. e. , a new optimal control sequence uref .
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Figure 5.5: Example of an automatised microaerobic steady-state cultivation with a
CRP stepsize of -50mV which was later switched to -100mV CRP, as indicated by
the red dashed line. Time courses of the offline measured state concentrations x̂b
(n) , x̂s (u) and x̂f (l) and the experimental dilution rate D̂ (· · · ), calculated
from balance signals, are compared with computed data (- -). The online data of
the CRP (-), the biomass concentration xb,on (-) and the level of PM (-) are shown
as well. δ refers to the time needed for setpoint transition.
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Figure 5.6: Example of an automatised microaerobic steady-state cultivation with a
CRP stepsize of -160mV which was later switched to -250mV CRP, as indicated
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x̂b (n) , x̂s (u) and x̂f (l) and the experimental dilution rate D̂ (· · · ), calculated
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shown as well. δ refers to the time needed for setpoint transition.
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The experimental data shows that the new microaerobic steady-state was achieved
without any adjustments by the user. The shown time-course data of the dilution
rates indicates that the process is indeed in a continuous and stable steady-state.
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Figure 5.7: Example of an automatised microaerobic steady-state cultivation, in
which a feedforward trajectory was employed to execute a large setpoint transition
of the CRP. The graph shows how the culture was transfered from a CRP stepsize
of -110mV to -250mV CRP (as indicated by the red dashed line). Time courses
of the offline measured state concentrations x̂s (u) and x̂f (l), the experimental
dilution rate D̂ (· · · ) and the online data of the CRP (-), the biomass concentration
xb,on (—) and the PM level PMon (—), indicate that the culture adapted quickly
to the new oxygen-limited conditions. The computed data are shown as well (- -
-). δ refers to the time needed for setpoint transition.

As can be seen in all figures (Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7) simulation
and experimental time-course data -with some exceptions- fit together well and the
interventions of the PID controller were rather slight (cf., Dref (- -) and D(· · · )). Fur-
ther, Figure 5.5 indicates, that small deviations of the succinate concentrations in the
medium do not necessarily lead to a process failure. Such small inaccuracies might be
caused by the operator preparing the medium or feed solutions. The dilution rates fur-
ther demonstrate that the actual steady-state growth rates r̂b coincide very well with
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5 Model-based control for the stabilisation of microaerobic steady-states

the aforementioned CRP-dependent growth scale which has been derived in Chapter 4
(cf., Table 4.2).

5.2.2 Impact of the feedforward part on large set-point transitions

In the second example, shown in Figure 5.6, we transferred the culture at hour 70
from a microaerobic steady-state at 4-160mV CRP to a microaerobic steady-state at
4-250mV CRP.
Again, this transfer was executed by the feedback controller without calculating a
new feedforward signal. The reaction of the culture indicates, that coming from these
stronger reduced micraerobic conditions, the cells need significant more time to reduce
the culture redoxpotential and achieve the new CRP setpoint (cf., Figure 5.6D). The
time courses of the biomass, substrate and fructose concentration suggests, that the
cells enter a lag phase to adapt to the new oxygen-limited conditions (Figure 5.6A, B
and C). Considering the reduced oxygen consumption rates, which prevail under these
CRP stepsizes (cf., Section 2.2), we expected a slower reduction of the CRP, however,
the time needed for adaption was surprisingly long (δ = ∼ 5 h) . We assumed that a
more gentle transition of the diulution rate could reduce this effect.
In the next experiment the transfer from a microaerobic steady-state at4-110mV CRP
to a microaerobic steady-state at 4-250mV CRP was accomplished by applying a new
feedforward signal. Figure 5.7 shows, that the time needed to achieve the new CRP
setpoint was reduced (δ = ∼ 2.5 h), and that the cells did not enter a lag phase during
the transfer. Therefore, in the following CRP reductions with a 4CRP≥|100|mV are
executed by applying a new feedforward signal.

5.2.3 Stabilisation of microaerobic steady-states

Based on the simulation studies we concluded in Section 4.2 that microaerobic cultures
on mixed carbon sources need to be stabilised in order to attain the desired steady-
states in a robust and reproducible manner. Here, we show experimental data which
support this conclusion.
Figure 5.8 demonstrates that the process leaves the desired steady-state in case of

an open-loop control with a constant input D, as indicated by the increasing biomass
concentration xb,on. During the open-loop controlled period –indicated by the red lines–
the dilution rate D was kept constant at its calculated CRP-dependent optimum of
Dstat = rb,CRPmax(−140mV) = 0.105 h−1. The increase of the biomass concentration
xb,on indicates that in this situation Dstat < r̂b applies. The process stabilises when the
2DOF controller is reseted in hour v87. This graph shows, that due to the interaction
of both control concepts – the CRP controller and the 2DOF controller– the setpoints
of CRP and xb,on can be maintained.
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5.2 Results and Discussion

Figure 5.8: Automatised process control strategy stabilises microaerobic steady-
states. Experimental evidence which demonstrates that the process leaves the
desired steady-state in case of a missing feed-back signal for the 2DOF-controller,
as indicated by the increasing biomass concentration xb,on. Time courses of the
CRP process values (—), the biomass concentration xb,on (—), the oxygen supply
xAIR,in (—) and the dilution rate D (· · · ) are shown.

5.2.4 Controller handles process disturbances

Here we demonstrate, that the presented automatised process control strategy handles
process disturbances and technical failures which would lead to a process breakdown
in case of an open-loop control strategy.

Figure 5.9 demonstrates that the control strategy maintains the CRP setpoint at
−250mV and the steady-state value of the biomass at 0.75 g L−1, inspite a mailfunc-
tioning harvest pump led to a strong increase of the culture volume from 3.6 to 7 liter.
When the harvest pump was reactivated the PID controller of the harvest brought
the volume rapidly back to its setpoint. The volume indirectly affects both control
loops the CRP controller and the controller part of the 2DOF strategy, as indicated
by the reaction of the process values (CRP and xb,on) and by the actions of the
controller outputs. The CRP controller maintained the CRP setpoint by increasing
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5 Model-based control for the stabilisation of microaerobic steady-states

the oxygen supply xAIR,in, while the 2DOF controller increased the dilution rate D so
that biomass concentration is maintained. After the fermenter volume was reduced in
hour 136, the process proceeded as before the pertubation. Thus, the graphs shows
that the interaction of both control loops –the CRP control and the PID part of the
2DOF controller– allows to continue the process also in case of such fatal disturbances.

PMon

Figure 5.9: Automatised process control strategy handles heavy technical failure.
Time courses of the online measured CRP process values (—), biomass concen-
tration xb,on (—), PM level PMon (—), oxygen supply xAIR,in (—), dilution rate
D ((· · · ) and culture volume V (· · · ) are shown.

Figure 5.10 shows that the present approach is capable to cope with rapid process
disturbances such as large sampling volumes. The graph shows that the CRP con-
troller assess and maintains the CRP setpoints inspite large volumes of the culture
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Figure 5.10: Automatised process control strategy handles large sampling volumes.
Time courses of the CRP process values (—), the oxygen supply xO2,in (—) and
the culture volume V (· · · ) are shown.

broth were sampled during the CRP step and afterwards. High sampling volumes
are often required to analyse the cellular responses on transcriptomic, proteomic or
metabolic levels. However, in case of open-loop control of the dissolved oxygen con-
centration these high sampling volumes cause inevitable the abortion of the process,
making it impossible to take multiple samples of a specific steady-state during one
cultivation. As a direct consequence the process has to be completely rerun under the
same experimental conditions for several times to obtain resilient results and calculate
variances, implying an extensive work load and remaining uncertainties.
Figure 5.11 shows the performance of the automatised process control strategy in case
of a delayed start of the Matlab routine. The graph shows that inspite the initial
condition differ highly from those originally planned (time points are indicated by the
arrows), the 2DOF controler predicts the behavior of the system precisely and thus
assesses and maintains the desired microaerobic steady state.

In summary these figures show that the closed-loop control strategy allows to obtain
robust, reproducible and defined cultivation conditions even if the biological system
behaves slightly different as expected or the process is disturbed by large sample
volumes or technical failure.
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Figure 5.11: Performance of the automatised process control strategy in case of a
delayed start of the Matlab routine. Time courses of the offline measured state
concentrations x̂s (u) and x̂f (l) and the experimental dilution rate D̂ (· · · ),
calculated from balance signals, are compared with computed data (- -). The
online data of the CRP (—), the biomass concentration xb,on (—) are shown as
well. δ refers to the time needed for setpoint transition.
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5.3 Conclusion

5.3 Conclusion
In this chapter we propose an advanced process control strategy for the automatisation
of continuous cultivations which are conducted under growth conditions which react
very sensitive to small deviations in the process performance. The 2DOF control strat-
egy was designed to stabilise the microaerobic steady-states of R.rubrum. We choose
a model-based control strategy since such an approach allows to tune every control
component specifically for its respective task so that the tradeoff between set-point
tracking and disturbance rejection can be avoided. The obtained results show, that
the combination of the CRP-controller and the 2DOF controller allows to reach the
desired steady-state without undesired oscillations while reducing the time require-
ments with respect to the retention time. Most important, it stabilises the process by
reducing its sensitivity against pertubations of the cell growth. Further, employing a
feedforward 2DOF controller allows to apply large set-point transitions of the culture
redox potential for studying the behavior of the culture between the transition of two
very distinct degrees of oxygen limitation. Finally, we demonstrated that the presented
control concept handles various situations which would lead to a process abort under
open-loop conditions. It should be noted that the good performance achieved with
2DOF control schemes depends on the availability of an adequate model describing
the process dynamics [23]. However, if a good model is available this strategy can be
easily adapted to other processes and organisms [21].
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6 Experimental investigation of photosynthetic
membrane formation in R.rubrum

It is the current state of knowledge, that in R.rubrum the level of PM expressed under
a certain growth condition represents the redox potential of the cell. In Chapter 3
we identified the metabolic events, which balance the cellular redox potential under
microaerobic conditions on M2SF medium. Based on the calculated metabolic flux
distributions we argued, that the TCA cycle activity is the driving force of both
microaerobic cell growth and microaerobic PM formation. Finally we concluded,
that the hypotheses established during this previous chapter need to be investigated
by analysing regulatory components, such as redox pools, gene activities and ETC
components experimentally. In the present chapter, we establish an experimental
platform which allows the systematic analysis of this complex system biological
challenge by employing the process control strategies introduced in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 5. By applying defined provocations to continuous cultures of R.rubrum
we obtain hierarchical information about the intracellulary regulatory mechanisms,
which indicate the relevance of the respective components.

6.1 Redox-sensitive formation of PM

In Chapter 3 we formulated hypotheses about the metabolic events and regulatory
mechanisms which could lead to the recurring cooperative shape of the CRP response
functions presented in Chapter 2. In the following enumeration we summarise the
hypotheses and findings of Chapter 3:

1. Fluxes through the TCA cycle reorganise when oxygen becomes limiting. At
least three microaerobic growth modes can be distinguished. Each of these modes
corresponds to a certain 4CRP range (cf., Figure 3.6).

2. TCA cycle operation mode and excretion of fermentative products function as
flexible redox sinks, and thus contribute to redox balancing under microaerobic
conditions.

3. In summary, the redox state of the quinone pool, and with this the respiratory
efficiency, the growth rate and PM formation are influenced by the operation
mode and the activity of the TCA cycle.
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6.1 Redox-sensitive formation of PM

4. Microaerobic PM formation and growth depend on the supply of electrons under
microaerobic conditions.

5. Under strong oxygen limited condition (4CRPs < − 210mV) fluxes through the
ETC are limited by the electron supply through NADH-DH and succinate-DH
and not by the activities of the terminal oxidases.

6. Simulation studies indicate that the addition of light to microaerobic cultures
could tackle this bottleneck by supplying additional electrons for ATP generation
and reduction of the quinone pool.

In this chapter these hypotheses are investigated by performing a number of
target-oriented biotechnological experiments. During these experiments the cellular
responses are carefully analysed by collecting time course data of parameters which
are either involved in cellular redox balancing in general or are supposed to be
controlled in response to the cellular redox potential: the cellular redox pools and the
expression levels of selected genes.

In the following we give a short overview about the cellular network of redox bal-
ancing and PM formation in R. rubrum.

6.1.1 Network of redox balancing

For the family of Rhodospirillacea molecular oxygen and light are the prominent
regulatory impulses, which are integrated by the cells for choosing the growth mode
for energy conversation in accordance to the prevailing environmental conditions
[7, 110]. There are, however, other external factors which are known to have an
impact on the cellular growth mode as they are capable to influence the cellular
redox potential as well [14, 85, 91–95]. In accordance to the influence of oxygen,
most of these factors interfer with a number of metabolic events and regulatory
mechanisms, which in most cases can not be investigated independently in-vivo.
Unfortunately, until now the global players and the key factors of these regulatory
mechanisms are not yet identified. Redox sensing proteins, response regulators,
activator or repressor components which fulfill these tasks in related species are
either not present in R.rubrum or seem to exhibit a different, even opposing, function
[13, 14, 34]. Obviously, the control of microaerobic PM formation is subject to a
complex redox balancing network. Figure 6.1 depicts a simplified map of this net-
work, visualising that a number of redox pools (QH2/Q,GSH/GSSG,NADH/NAD+)
and interdependent hierarchical layers (central metabolism, respiratory and pho-
totrophic electron transport chain, gene expression) are involved in balancing the
redox potential of R.rubrum. We here abstain on including the putative regulatory
proteins as the experimental analysis of the proteom lays beyond the scope of this work.
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Figure 6.1: Simplified map of the network of redox balancing which determines the
level of PM in dependence of the prevailing growth conditions. GSH, O2, CO2,
carbon source and light are external factors. These factors are capable to influ-
ence cellular growth and PM synthesis in R.rubrum, as they interfer with cellular
events (ETC, PS, central carbon metabolism, gene expression) and cellular redox
potential balancing (GSH/GssG, QH2/Q, NADH/NAD+, NADPH/NADP+). By
integrating the signals from these external factors the growth mode the cells choose
for energy generation and the expression level of PM associated genes is adjusted.

In the next paragraphs the most important aspects of this network, which need to be
considered for the investigation of the redox sensitive formation of PM in R.rubrum,
are introduced. At first a short overview of external factors, which are integrated by
the cells for choosing the best suited growth mode in accordance to the prevailing
environmantal conditons, is given.

External factors

• Oxygen: In R. rubrum, as in the most anoxygenic bacteria, the formation of PM
is completely repressed under aerobic growth conditions. If a culture is exposed
to oxygen-limited conditions the amount of PM increases. It is, however, still
unclear whether the gene expression of photosynthetic compounds is regulated
solely in response to the cellular redox potential, which is indirectly affected
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6.1 Redox-sensitive formation of PM

through the oxygen tension, or, if a direct mechanism for the down regulation
exists which senses the presence of molecular oxygen, thus avoiding the formation
of reactive oxygen species which could cause fatal damage to the cell [30].

• Light: The phototrophic PM formation reacts sensitive to the light intensity
of the available light source [34]. Grammel and coworkers observed that cul-
tures, which were grown under high light intensities produced significantly lower
amounts of PM than cultures exposed to low light intensities. Klamt et al theo-
retically analysed these findings by modeling the phototrophic ETC as depictured
in Figure 6.2. In their work they argued, that high light intensities evolve high
electron transfer rates and a high 4p, and thus allow high energy conservation
even with a lower amount of photosystems. In contrast, in case of low light in-
tensities a higher number of photosystems, hence PM, is required for an efficient
energy conservation [52]. In contrast to other anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria
R.rubrum does not posses a light sensor to integrate the light signal and switch
the growth mode. Until now we do not know on which basis the cells realise that
they can grow phototrophically.

• Carbon source: Ghosh and Grammel demonstrated, that the amount of PM is
influenced by the available carbon source under microaerobic conditions. They
showed that under microaerobic conditions maximum amounts of PM can be
obtained on medium containing succinate and fructose as sole carbon sources.
Cultivation on organic acids as single carbon sources yielded significantly lower
PM levels in dependence on the oxidative state of the substrate [29, 35]. Pho-
totrophically grown cultures on M2SF showed the opposite effect and produced
less membranes compared to cultures grown auxotrophically or on succinate as
sole carbon source. (Unpublished results of the working group).

• GsH: The PM level of microaerobic cultures grown on succinate as sole car-
bon source can be drastically elevated by external supplementation of reduced
gluthatione (GSH) [14]. The authors of this work demonstrated, that this effect
is correlated with the redox status and the concentration of the cytosolic glutha-
tion pool (GSH/GSSG). When reduced glutathione was added to microaerobic
cultures on succinate and fructose no significant effect could be observed.

• Carbon dioxide: A recent study of Rudolf and coworkers revealed that am-
bient carbon dioxide has a strong influence on the fermentative break-down of
fructose and increases the formation of pigmented PM when cells are grown un-
der microaerobic conditions on fructose as sole carbon source [85]. Until now it
is assumed, that the additional supply of carbon dioxide fills the anaplerotic re-
actions of the TCA cycle, so that carbon dioxide fulfills the function of succinate
or an alternative organic acid. This assumption is supported by the fact that the
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addition of carbon dioxide to cultures grown on succinate and fructose did not
show any significant effects.

In the next paragraph we focus on the similarities and differences of energy conver-
sation under respiratory and photosynthetic conditions, since the metabolic pathways
R. rubrum uses for the assimilation of succinate and fructose under respiratory and
fermentative conditions were already introduced in Chapter 3.

Energy generation under respiratory and anoxygenic photosynthetic growth
conditions

Respiration and anoxygenic photosynthesis are the most energy efficient growth modes
of R. rubrum. It is intruiging that major parts of these prominent metabolic regi-
mens are located in the same spot: in the cytoplasmic membrane which separates
the cytoplasm from periplasm. Furthermore, to some extend both mechanisms are
sharing a membrane-linked chain of electron carriers for the conversation of energy
[101, 112]. Namely, the NADH-dehydrogenase, succinate-dehydrogenase, cytochrome-
bc1-complex, ATP synthase and ubiquinone (refer to Figure 6.1). Driven by differences
in the redox potential, this electron transport chain (ETC) couples respiratory and
photosynthetic electron transfer to the generation of the proton-motive force (4p) by
pumping protons (H+) from cytoplasm to periplasm. The 4p can be considered as
fuel of the ATP-synthase system, which generates chemical energy in form of ATP
in dependence of the attained 4p [110] (cf., label “electron transport chain” in Fig-
ure 6.1).

• Respiratory Electron Transport Chain: The respiratory ETC consists of
diffusible redox carriers (ubiquinone and cytochrome c2) and enzyme complexes
(succ-DH, NADH-DH, QH2-oxidase, cytochrome-bc1-complex, Cbb3-oxidase and
ATP synthase complex). As mentioned the QH2-oxidase and Cbb3-oxidase are
reported to differ in their affinity for oxygen and their gene expression levels are
known to depend on the cellular redox potential in other purple photosynthetic
bacteria [105]. Respiration through both oxidases depends on the redox-state of
the quinone pool, which under chemotrophic growth conditions can be reduced
by the NADH-dehydrogenase and the succinate-dehydrogenase. Thus, the res-
piratory efficiency depends also on the metabolic activity of the central carbon
metabolism. As can be seen in Figure 6.2 (top) several paths for the transfer
of electrons from the cytoplasmic carriers of reducing equivalents (NADH, succi-
nate) to molecular oxygen are available. Depending on the electron supply and
the activity of the terminal oxidase each path results in different amounts of ATP.
In Chapter 3 we exploited in detail how the energy efficiencies of the paths differ.
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6.1 Redox-sensitive formation of PM

Figure 6.2: Processes of the electron transport chain in R. rubrum under respiratory
and phototrophic growth conditions. Black and grey arrows indicate the electron
flow of possible electron pathways, which result in different amounts of protons
(H+) pumped into the periplasm and differ therefore in their energy efficiency
(ATP). Top: Under respiratory conditions ubiquinol (QH2) is supplied through
NADH-dehydrogenase (NADH-DH) and succinate-dehydrogenase (succ-DH). In
case of an inactive cbb3-oxidase the electron flow follows the black path. Whereas
the light grey path visualises the respiration via the cbb3-oxidase, resulting in a
higher ATP generation [17]. Bottom: Under photoheterotrophic conditions QH2
is mainly supplied through the Q-cycle and partially through the NADH-DH and
succ-DH.
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• Anoxygenic photosynthesis: The purple nonsulfur bacteria are capable to use
light for the generation of chemical energy in form of ATP (cf., Figure 6.2(bot-
tom)). If the LHC I of the photosystem (PS) captures light, the energy is trans-
ferred to the bacteriochlorophyll a molecules of the reaction center (RC), which
is placed in the center of the PS. The energy of the photon is used to promote an
electron to a higher molecular energy level of bchl a. The free energy is then used
to reduce the next pigment bacteriopheophytin, which serves as primary electron
acceptor in the phototrophically electron transfer chain. In R. rubrum the elec-
tron enters a cyclic electron transport (Q-cycle) as it is repeatedly transfered
to quinone and passed back to the RC of the PS. Analogous to the respiratory
electron transport, the reduced quinon transfers the electron to the cytochrome-
bc1-complex, whereby the 4p is builded up and chemical eneregy in form of ATP
is generated by ATP synthase [42]. However, phototrophical growth also requires
reducing equivalents for CO2 fixation and biosynthesis [44]. Thus, anoxygenic
photosynthetic bacteria assimilate a variety of compounds which function as ex-
tern electron donors for the generation of reducing power in form of NADPH
and NADH [76]. However, in case of high TCA cycle activities the electrons are
transfered into the ETC by succ-DH. In this situation NADP+ and NAD+ can
be reduced by quinone to get rid of the additional electrons and avoid a bottle-
neck. Since the redox potential of the quinone is to high for the direct reduction,
this so called reverse elctron flow is accomplished by using the energy of the 4p,
resulting in lower ATP yields [52]. Under photoheterotrophic growth conditions
redox and carbon balance are tightly coupled and thus, the generation of ATP
and NADPH / NADH generation need to be well balanced to obtain optimal
growth.

The next paragraph introduces all redox active components which are involved in
balancing the cellular redox potential in R.rubrum.

Redox active pools

We mentioned before that the balance of the cellular redox potential is essential for a
smooth functioning of the metabolism, and stated that a number of metabolic path-
ways and regulatory mechanism are involved in this process. Here, we focus on the
description of the redox active pools which represent the cellular redox potential as
shown in Figure 6.1.

• NADH/NAD+: Schoen et al. observed very early that the redox state of the
NADH pool gets reduced when oxygen becomes limiting and the redox active
reducing equivalents (NADH, NADPH, FADH2) can no longer be regenerated
by the respiratory chain. He also noticed that the NADH pool becomes again
oxidised if an alternative electron sink, such as DMSO or light, becomes available.
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6.1 Redox-sensitive formation of PM

This statement was supported as he measured the most oxidised NADH pool in
aerobic cultures in the light and the most reduced in anaerobic cultures in the
dark [94]. Therefore, he proposed that the formation of PM is regulated in
response to the cellular redox potential which is indirectly affected through the
oxygen limitation. In addition Grammel and Ghosh showed a connection between
the reductive state of the NADH pool and the redox state of the supplied carbon
source, as they measured a more oxidised NADH pool in cultures grown on
succinate as sole carbon source compared to cultures cultivated with succinate
and fructose.

• NADPH/NADP+: As described in more detail in Chapter 3, the formation of
biomass requires a reduced state of the NADPH - pool. To ensure this, electrons
are transfered from NADH to NADP+. In R.rubrum this can be accomplished by
three alternative enzymatic reactions: the TH, ME and IDH. The most efficient,
but ATP consuming reaction is the one through the TH which connects the
catabolism to anabolism or vice versa. Clearly, optimal growth depends on a
reductive state of the NADPH pool, and thus depends on the availability of
energy in form of ATP [71, 94].

• GsH/GssG: Glutathione is one of the most important antioxidative molecules
of living organisms in general and of photosynthetic organisms in particular.
That is, since the presents of light and oxygen in phototrophic organism result
in the production of the very harmful reactive oxygen species. To avoid this so
called photooxidative effect, the enzyme glutathione reductase ensures that the
intracellular glutathione pool is almost exclusively present in its reduced form
[62] (cf., Chapter 3). Like NADPH, GSH can also be used as electron source
for metbolic reactions in R.rubrum, since the additionally required enzymes are
present in bacteria of these species [5].

• QH2/Q: The quinone pool couples anoxygenic photosynthesis and respiration.
Thus, the redox state of this pool depends on all of the introduced external factors
and metabolic events. Grammel and coworkers tried to connect the metabolic
events that determine the cellular redox and thus might initiate redox signaling
to the level of PM in R. rubrum. According to them, the level of PM is connected
to cellular redox potential via the reductive state of the quinone pool [34]. Klamt
et al. supported this idea as he postulated that according to his model analysis,
the redox state of the quinon pool could indeed be a potential signal for the
regulation of PM expression on a genetic level [52].
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Expression of genes related to PM formation

The production of PM requires the expression of genes encoding proteins of the pho-
tosystem and of the pigment synthetising pathways. While the genetic regulation of
these genes is well studied in Rb.capsulatus and Rb.shpaeroides, which are close related
species of R.rubrum, and key factors of the regulatory mechanisms are identified, little
is known about the regulation of photosynthetic gene expression in R.rubrum. Due to
their close relation in the past it was often assumed that control and organisation of
these photosynthetic genes have to be almost identical in this three species. However,
during the last decades significant differences were identified disproving this assump-
tion. So are, for example, in Rb.capsulatus and Rb.shpaeroides, a large number of these
genes organised in a small region of the genome which is refered to as photosynthetic
gene cluster. Whereas in R. rubrum, the operons of the pigment biosynthesis are as
well organised in superoperons, but these regions are spread over a large section of the
genome as depictured in Figure 6.3, instead of beeing organised in a conserved gene
region.

bchI…D Rru_A0485f   PPIX magnesium-chelatase, Mg-chelatase subunit bacteriochlorophyll

bchJ…P Rru_A0619ff   Mg-PPIX methyl transferase,… geranylgeranyl reductase

bchZ-E Rru_A3548     bacteriochl. reductase, Mg-PPIX-mme anaerobic oxidative cyclase bacteriochlorophyll

crtI Rru_A0493     phytoene desaturase carotenoids

cydA Rru_A0560 cytochrome bd ubiquinol oxidase, subunits respiration

ccoN Rru_A3332     cbb3-type cytochrome c oxidase subunit I respiration

puf operon Rru_A2975ff   puf M, L, A, B, W photosynthetic reaction center subunits photosystem

pyCL Rru_A1121     pyruvate carboxylase TCA cycle

sucDH Rru_A1203     succinate dehydrogenase subunits TCA cycle

nifJ Rru_A2398     pyruvate-ferredoxin (flavodoxin) oxidoreductase

ppsR Rru_A0626     Fis family transcriptional regulator of PM related genes regulator protein

fnrL Rru_A3322     CRP/FNR family transcriptional regulator                        regulator protein

bphP Rru_A2235     multi-sensor signal transduction histidine kinase                  sensor protein

tspO Rru_A2272     TspO/MBR-like protein; tryptophan-rich sensory protein sensor protein 
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Figure 6.3: Physical map of the “photosynthesis gene cluster” of R.rubrum. The
arrows indicate the direction of transcription of the labeled genes and the colours
refer to the pathway or regulatory mechanism the gene products are associated
with. This map contains selected information and does not claim to be complete.
The numbers of bp denote the gene locus and are given to indicate the size of the
gaps (/).
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Additionally, the set up of the regulatory mechanisms, which control the expression
of photosynthetic genes in, have to differ. That is, since the redox sensing proteins,
response regulators, activator or repressor components which are known to fulfill this
task in related species are either not present in R.rubrum or seem to exhibit a different,
even opposing, function [13, 14, 34]. In the present work we analyse mRNA levels
of genes which are either associated with the PM synthesis or with the aerobic or
photosynthetic electron transport chain, or are candidates which might contribute to
the regulatory mechanism of PM expression. In a very recent work [13] a draft of the
genetic regulation of photosynthetic genes in R.rubrum was postulated as follows: The
redox sensitive PpsR protein activates photosythetic gene expression under reduced
cellular conditions. The author further hypothesised the presents of another regulatory
protein, which senses the reductive state of the quinone pool. A number of experiments
shown in her work indicate, that the conformation, and thus the activity, of the PpsR
protein depends on its own degree of reduction. She further demonstrated, that the
degree of reduction can be adjusted in-vitro, if heterologous expressed and purified
PpsR proteins are incubated in GSH/GSSG buffers of defined redox potentials. Until
now it is, however, unclear if in-vivo the activity of this protein is controlled by the
cellular redox potential in general, or specifically by the redox potential of one redox
active component, and/or by oxidation through pure oxygen. Further, to confirm the
theory about the quinone-dependent sensory protein experimental evidence needs to
be obtained.

6.2 Results and Discussion

In this section we try to verify the hypotheses postulated in Chapter 5 by showing
experimental data obtained during two experiments.
Figure 6.4 depicts the results of an automatised continuous cultivation, which started
with a CRP reduction of −120mV during batch mode. The continuous process mode
was started at hour 25 and at hour 60 -after the first steady-state was reached-
the culture was transferred to a new microaerobic steady-state at 4-210mV CRP.
To analyse if growth and PM formation are events which both depend on the
supply of electrons under microaerobic growth conditions this continuous culture was
illuminated with light of a low intensity at hour 110.
Figure 6.5 shows the results of another automatised continuous cultivation. This
cultivation started with a 4CRP of −210mV during batch mode and was transferred
into continuous cultivation mode at hour 25. To analyse if the decrease of PM
formation for 4CRPs < − 210mV are indeed caused by a more oxidised cellular redox
potential and quinone pool, the culture was transferred to a highly oxygen-limited
steady-state at 4-330mV CRP at hour 175.
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Figure 6.4: Time courses of intracellular parameters during an automatised microaer-
obic steady-state cultivation with a CRP stepsize of -120mV (I) which was later
first switched to -210mV CRP (II) and then exposed to illumination with light of
a low light intensity (III), as indicated by the dashed lines. The online data of
the CRP (—) and the level of PM (—) are shown. (—) refers to the calculated
dilution rate D. Time courses of the offline measured extracellular substrate and
organic acid concentrations (n) and the intracellular redox pools (u) and mRNA
amounts (l) are shown as well. The colours and gene abbreviations are used as
assigned previously (cf., Figure 6.1 and 6.3).
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Figure 6.5: Time courses of intracellular paramters during an automatised microaer-
obic steady-state cultivation with a CRP stepsize of -210mV (I) which was later
switched to -330mV CRP (II), as indicated by the dashed lines. The online data
of the CRP (—) and offline data of the level of PM (—) are shown. Time courses
of the offline measured extracellular substrate and organic acid concentrations
(n) and the intracellular redox pools (u) and mRNA amounts (l) are shown
as well.The colours and gene abbreviations are used as assigned previously (cf.,
Figure 6.1 and 6.3).
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6 Experimental investigation of photosynthetic membrane formation in R.rubrum

6.2.1 Intracellular responses on stepwise reductions of the CRP

In this section the following statement is discussed on the basis of the experimental
results shown in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5.

Fluxes through the TCA cycle reorganise when oxygen becomes limiting.
At least three microaerobic growth modes can be distinguished. The redox
state of the quinone pool, and with this the respiratory efficiency, the
growth rate and PM formation mainly depend on the supply of reducing
equivalents through the TCA cycle.

We do this by describing the intracellular responses for CRP stepsizes representing
the three microaerobic growth modes (cf., Figure 3.6):

4CRPs ≥ -120mV: In Chapter 3 we described that the cellular redox potential
is reduced by the accumulation of reduction equivalents when the supply of oxygen
is decreased (4CRPs < 0mV). We hypothesised that the reduction of the cellular
redox potential is accompanied by a reduction of the quinon pool which initiates the
expression of PM related genes and finally increases the PM production.
Figure 6.4 shows that all observed redox pools are promptly reduced when the culture
is transferred to the microaerobic growth mode which corresponds to a 4CRP of
−120mV. The GSH concentration shows the greatest reaction, as the amount of GSH
increases to a 3 fold of its initial value. The reductive state of the quinone pool, which
firstly increases from 60 to 70 % drops during the continuous cultivation phase to a
reductive level of 50%, hence to a redox level which is lower as the initial aerobic level.
In contrast, the other redox pools stay on their higher levels. Interestingly, the redox
pools of NADH and NADPH show a momentary drop of their redox level between
hour 20 and 35, while the other redox pools do not. If these data is compared with
the substrate concentrations, this behaviour can be attributed to the time courses
of succinate and fructose. Caused by the process failure discussed in Chapter 5 (cf.,
Figure 5.11) the continuous process mode was started in delay, so that the substrate
concentrations left their proposed tracks during the mentioned time period. The
excretion of organic acids might be a reaction of the reduced cellular redox potential,
or might be subject to genetic regulation, as an increase of the extracellular acetate
concentration was firstly detected ∼ 3 hours after the new redox setpoint was attained.
The transcript of the pufL gene shows a sudden 5 fold increase during the CRP
reduction, but the expression drops to a level of ∼ 2 fold during the first continuous
phase. Thus, the pufL expression somehow follows the behaviour of the quinone pool,
as do the mRNA levels of the hypothetical redox sensitive regulatory proteins BphP,
PpsR and TspO. The reaction of the mRNA levels of both oxidases differ, as during
the 4CRP of −120mV the gene expression of the Cbb3-oxidase (ccoN) increases 2.5
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6.2 Results and Discussion

fold, while the gene expression of the ubiquinol oxidase (cydA) drops to a level of
∼0.3 fold of its initial value.
In summary these results support the statement, as the cellular redox potential, which
is represented by all redox active pools, becomes indeed reduced when the supply of
oxygen is decreased. In addition this reduction is accompanied by the accumulation of
the reducing equivalents NADH and NADPH and followed by an increase of the pufL
expression level. However, in accordance to these data sets it can not be clarified
if the quinone pool is the signal which initiates PM expression under microaerobic
conditions, since all redox active pools were reduced during this CRP step.

4CRPs < -120mV: In Chapter 3 we further argued, that at a certain degree of
oxygen-limitation (4CRPs ≤ −160mV) the activities of the TCA cycle enzymes allow
the reductive branch of the TCA to function as an additional redox sink, while the
oxidative branch still contributes to the ETC by passing electrons to the quinon pool.

The experimental results of Figure 6.4(II) and Figure 6.5(I), indeed show that a
CRP reduction of −210mV does not result in an increased reduction of the NADH
and NADPH pools. In contrast, in both experiments the NADH pool becomes slightly
more oxidised during the CRP step. Thus, it could be concluded that additional redox
sinks are active under this conditions. The fact, that the quinone and glutathione pool
still become more reduced during this CRP step indicates, that another metabolic
event is responsible for the reduction of the quinone pool under this conditions. In
Chapter 3 we argued that the inactivation of the Cbb3-oxidase could contribute to
such a behaviour. Unfortunately, we can not answer this question as the mRNA data
of the ccoN gene suggests that this potential inactivation has to happen on the protein
level and is not a matter of genetic regulation. The measured mRNA level of pufL,
ppsR, tspO and bphP match the behaviour described for the CRP stepsize of −120mV.
However, if the redox potential of all redox active pools are summarised, the cellular
redox potential becomes slightly more reduced during this reduction.
In summary these results match the aformentioned statement as they support the idea
that the TCA cycle fluxes are reorganised under this conditions. We also want to point
out that solely the pools of GSH and quinone become more reduced during this CRP
step, while the mRNA levels of the PM related gene pufL and the genes encoding for
BphP, PpsR and TspO inrease again. Hence, it could be concluded that the genetic
regulation of these genes is initiated by one of these redox active pools.

4CRPs < -210mV: In Chapter 3 we described the third growth mode as follows:
when oxygen becomes strongly depleted (4CRPs << − 210mV) the oxidative con-
sumption of succinate and with this the oxidative branch of the TCA cycle decrease
strongly, while the fluxes through the reductive branch are slightly enhanced. Thus,
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6 Experimental investigation of photosynthetic membrane formation in R.rubrum

under these conditions the electron supply through NADH-DH and succ-DH would
be strongly reduced, resulting in a more oxidised cellular redox potential and a more
oxidised quinon pool which could explain the observed decrease of PM production for
4CRPs < − 210mV.
The experimental results of Figure 6.5(II) demonstrates that reducing the culture
redox potential to a 4CRP of -330mV does not lead to a further reduction of the
cellular redox potential or the quinone pool and is indeed accompanied by a decrease
of the PM level. In contrast, all measured redox pools become more oxidised under
these conditions, while the acetate concentration increases slightly. The NADH pool
shows the strongest response. Accordingly, the expression level of the pufL gene
drops to an aerobic level, while the mRNA amounts of ppsR, tspO, ccoN and cydA

decrease as well.
In summary all discussed results support the idea that depending on the degree of
oxygen limitation the TCA cycle reorganises to balance the cellular redox
potential. In contrast to the postulated statement, the shown data indicate that
the reductive states of the GSH and quinone pool have to be influenced by
more than one metabolic event. That is, since the degree of reduction of these re-
dox active pools differ from those of the NADH and NADPH pools. Thus, the redox
state of the quinone pool can not solely depend on the supply of reducing
equivalents through the TCA cycle. In the next section this aspect is inves-
tigated in more detail by applying an alternative provocation to the continuous culture.

6.2.2 Intracellular response to the provocation with light under
microaerobic conditions

In this section the following statement is discussed on the basis of the experimental
results shown in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5.

Under microaerobic conditions growth and PM production depend on
the redox state of the quinone pool.

We do this, by describing the intracellular responses of a microaerobic continuous
culture at a 4CRP of -210mV to the provocation with light:
In Chapter 3 we assumed that under oxygen-limited conditions

(4CRPs < − 210mV) the proton motive force (4p), and with this energy gen-
eration, is limited by the electron supply through NADH-DH and succinate-DH, and
not by the activities of the terminal oxidases or the amount of oxygen as electron
acceptor. In the previous section we argued contrary, as we found that the reductive
state of the quinone pool can not solely be explained by the supply of reducing
equivalents to the electron transport chain. In that context, we wondered if the
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6.2 Results and Discussion

respiratory efficiency might indeed be limited by the activity of the terminal oxidases,
or by the availability of oxygen as terminal electron acceptor. Thus we questioned,
how the additional availability of electrons supplied by a light source would alter
the behaviour of the cells? From Section 6.2 we know that light contributes to the
proton motive force 4p if a photosystem is present. Thus we argued, that under
microaerobic conditions the light input results in higher 4p which might constitute
higher ATP levels. Higher ATP levels could lead to an enhanced growth rate, or
enable the usage of cost intensive redox sinks and with this result in more oxidised
redox pools and less PM formation. Alternatively, the high 4p could lead to a reverse
electron flow, which would be indicated by the production of additional reducing
equivalents in form of NADH, or it simply leads to a reduction of the quinone pool
and thus, to an increase of PM expression. In Chapter3 we analysed the statement
of this paragraph theoretically, by including the unlimited light reaction into the
described microaerobic flux scenarios. The obtained metabolic flux distributions
suggested, that under strong oxygen-limited conditions energy conversation is limited
by the supply of electrons, since Cbb3-oxidase was no longer required for the energy
generation when the light reaction was included in flux scenarios corresponding to
a 4CRPs < -120mV. However, assuming that the cells are capable to utilise both
energy sources, light and oxygen, in parallel is progressive, since from Section 6.1.1 we
know that reactive oxygen species, which could cause fatal damage to the cells, are
produced under such conditions. Here, we investigate this question by adding light to
a continuous R.rubrum culture, which is cultivated at a 4CRP of −210mV on M2SF
medium.
The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 6.4(III). After we started the
illumination in hour 108, we firstly recognised a decrease in the dilution rate which
indicates the stagnation of cell growth. However, after ∼2 hours the dilution rate
increases to a value of 0.09 h−1. This constitutes an increase of the growth rate about
one tenth and indicates that after a lag phase for adaptation, the cells are capable to
generate more energy under the new cultivation conditions. Interestingly this rise of
the growth rate corresponds with a reduction of the quinone pool, an increase of the
pufL expression level and a slight increase of the PM level. All other redox pools
stayed constant or became more oxidised. The amount of oxygen which was supplied
to maintain the CRP setpoint of −210mV stayed at a constant value of 0.06 mol
during this provocation (data not shown). Thus, the reduction of the quinone pool
seems to be triggered by the Q-cycle of anoxygenic photosynthesis and can indeed
be assigned to the additional input of light. These results indicate, that the increase
of the pufL expression level is indeed induced by the reduction of the quinone pool.
Hence, our results match the results of Grammel et al [34] in this point.

In summary, the bacteria use the additional light supply via the already
exisiting photosystems of the PM to feed electrons in the electron transport
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chain. Thus, the light input indeed contributes to the proton motive force.
We want to emphasise, that these are the first experimental results which show that
under microaerobic conditios R.rubrum is capable to use light and oxygen as parallel
sources for the generation of energy. We further conclude, that these electrons
lead to a reduction of the quinon pool, and with this, to an increase in
the PM amount. Additionally, the thereby increased 4p seems to result in
an increased ATP production, yielding in an enhanced growth rate. These
findings demonstrate, that growth under strong oxygen-limited conditions is
not only dependend on the reductive state of the quinone pool. In contrast,
these results clearly indicate, that the activities of the terminal oxidases
must have a strong influence on the growth rate, since a higher 4p resulted in
an enhanced growth rate and a more reduced quinone pool. Thus, if the fluxes through
the terminal oxidase were not already at their limits, they could simply contribute to
the4p by oxidising the quinone pool. Unfortunately we do not know if the fluxes of the
terminal oxidases are limited by the available amount of oxygen as electron acceptor or
by downregulation of the enzymatic activities of the oxidases themself. Nevertheless,
it remains tempting to argue, that under strong oxygen-limited conditions in the dark,
which correspond to all growth mode of4CRPs< -120mV, the respiratory activity and
with this the generation of energy is limited by two metabolic events: the TCA cycle
operation mode and the fluxes through the terminal oxidases. To clarify this hypothesis
additional analytical measurements have to be performed, since both events seem to
be subject to enzymatic activities which are controlled in repsonse to molecular oxygen
at the protein level.

6.3 Conclusion

In this chapter we demonstrated, that investigating cellular responses to defined provo-
cations during batch and continuous process modes delivers a new quality of process
information. We further showed, that our setup can serve as an experimenal platform
for stimulus or induction experiments. In summary, our results demonstrate that this
kind of experiments have a high potential for investigating biological hypotheses in a
systematic manner. In combination with the results of the previous chapters, the data
derived in the present chapter allows us to establish the following conclusions.
Growth under microaerobic conditions is accompanied by a lack of ATP and an excess
of reducing equivalents, which in general results in a reduction of the quinone pool and
the formation of PM. Depending on the degree of oxygen limitation, the TCA cycle
and the production of fermentative products serve as additional redox sink. These two
events have a strong impact in balancing the cellular redox potential. In combination
with the activity of the terminal oxidases, they also contribute in the adjustment of
the reductive state of the quinone pool. By provocating a continuous microaerobic cul-
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ture with light we generated data suggesting, that out of all redox active components
observed in this study, the redox state of the quinone pool is the only candidate which
serves as signal for the induction of the photosynthetic gene expression independent
of the prevailing environmental conditions. Further, the data shown in this chapter
shows that the PM expression of R.rubrum is indeed controlled on a genetic level, since
the responses of the pufL expression level correlate with the responses of the PM level
during all experiments performend. However in contrast to existing results, the levels
of PM could not be correlated to certain degrees of reduction of the quinone pool.
Therefore, we conclude that the response of the quinone pool functions as an on-off
signal for PM expresssion, while the PM level itself has to be subject to an alternative
regulation. The degradation of the pufL mRNA levels are a potential candidate for
such an alternative process, as in accordance to the responses of the quinone pool the
level of specific mRNA dropped down to its intial level during the process. Thus,
one could argue, that in response to the applied step in the CRP the pufL mRNA

synthesis is initiated through a reduction of the quinone pool. When the quinone pool
becomes again oxidised, the synthesis of mRNA stagnates and the level of produced
PM is subject to the degradation time of the specific mRNA. While the decay of the
reductive state of the quinone pool seems to be caused by the aformentioned metabolic
events. Our results further indicate, that the gene expression levels of the hypothetical
redox sensitive regulator proteins PpsR, TspO and BphP correlate with the cellular
redox potential.
In this chapter we further demonstrated experimentally, that R.rubrum is capable to
use light and oxygen as parallel sources for energy generation under certain microaero-
bic conditions. We showed, that these bacteria use the additional light supply via the
already exisiting photosystems of the PM to feed electrons in the electron transport
chain. These results suggest, that the light input contributes to the proton motive
force and the reductive state of the quinone pool. In summary, the data obtained
during these experiments allows us to conclude, that depending on the degree of oxy-
gen limitation and the prevailing experimental conditions, the reductive state of the
quinone pool, and thus the expression of PM is mainly influenced by three events: the
supply of electrons via the TCA cycle, the photosystem and the fluxes through the
terminal oxidases.
However, to nail these hypotheses, additional measurements regarding the responses
of the hypothetical regulatory proteins TspO, BphP and PpsR and of the enzymatic
activites of the TCA cycle key enzymes and terminal oxidases are essential. Unfor-
tunately, such measurements layed beyond the analytical scope of the current study.
Nevertheless, we want to point out, that samples for such analysis can be derived by
applying the experimental platform presented in this chapter.
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7 Conclusion and Summary

Analysis and control of microaerobic processes are special biotechnological challenges
as the measurement of the required very low oxygen concentrations can not be
accomplished by conventional oxygen sensors. Yet growth under such oxygen-
limited conditions often implies microbial processes which are due to physiological,
pathological or biotechnological reasons of great importance. In the past, research
and industrial application of these interesting processes was often hampered by
the unavailability of process control strategies allowing the reproducible and reli-
able adjustment of defined microaerobic conditions. The microaerobic lifestyle of
R.rubrum is a process of high biotechnological interest, as a variety of interesting
biological products are linked to the formation of the photosynthetic membrane
these bacteria are capable to produce under microaerobic conditions. This thesis
aimes at making a contribution to the understanding of microaerobic growth and
microaerobic photosynthetic membrane formation of R.rubrum, by supplying suitable
process control strategies for microaerobic bioreactor cultivations. To achieve this
aim an integrated biotechnological approach combining elements of systems biology,
mathematical modeling, bioengineering and control engineering, is developed.

The is the first objective of this work identifies the microaerobic growth conditions
required for the investigation of microaerobic photosynthetic membrane expression
in R.rubrum under experimental conditions. This requires the development of a
microaerobic process control strategy allowing the robust and reliable assessment of
defined experimental conditions.
In Chapter 2 we introduce our process control strategy enabling the systematic char-
acterisation of microarobic growth regimes in bioreactor cultivations. By employing
the redox potential of the culture broth, the respiratory acitivity of the cells and a
common stirred-tank bioreactor, we ensure that the presented strategy is applicable
to all respiratory organisms that can be cultivated in such an experimental set-up.
Applying culture redox potential (CRP) reductions of defined stepsizes (4CRP),
aerobically grown starting cultures are transferred to different degrees of oxygen limi-
tation. Throughout this work we show that employing this CRP-dependent process
control strategy we are capable to distinguish between several microaerobic growth
modes of R. rubrum and that each of these modes can be reproduced. In the course
of this work the developed strategy is employed to study the microaerobic growth
behaviour and photosynthetic membrane production during batch and continuous
cultivation mode. In a recently published work we show that this strategy is as well
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applicable to control microaerobic growth conditions during fedbatch cultivations [15].

The holistic investigation of the processes involved in microaerobic growth and
photosynthetic membrane formation is accomplished by applying a combination of
experimental and model-based methods and analysis techniques.
Accordingly, the systematic and comprehensive data sets presented in Chapter 2
enable us to apply Flux Variability Analysis for analysing metabolic flux distri-
butions which balance the cellular redox potential under microaerobic conditions
(cf., Chapter 3). The calculated flux distributions indicate, that the fluxes of the
tricarboxylic acid cycle reorganise when oxygen becomes limiting and that at least
three microaerobic growth modes can be distinguished, while each of these modes
corresponds to a certain 4CRP range.

Using experimental batch data for metabolic network analysis implicitely assumes
the quasi steady-state. It is however most likely that the dynamics of the changing
substrate concentrations have an impact on the cellular redox potential and thus, on
the metabolic activity and photosynthetic membrane synthesis under microaerobic
conditions. Therefore, we argue that for analysing the involved metabolic and regula-
tory mechanisms in more detail, the cultures have to be cultivated under stationary
continuous cultivation conditions and during the transition from one microaerobic
steady-state into another.

Consequently, in Chapter 4, we proceed by deriving an adequate dynamic model
of the system to study the process dynamics under continuous cultivation conditions.
Further, this model is applied to optimise the feed composition, thus ensuring that
oxygen is indeed the only manipulated growth influencing substrate throughout the
process. By demonstrating that the process reacts highly sensitive to changes in the
substrate composition and the oxygen availability in case of an uncontrolled system,
the results of this chapter motivate the development of a process control strategy
which allows to automatically access and maintain every CRP-dependent steady-state
of interest. This model was also applied in another project, where we optimised the
feeding of a microaerobic fedbatch cultivation of R.rubrum [15].

The simulation studies of Chapter 4 show that the desired microaerobic steady-
states are in general very sensitive and need to be stabilised to obtain reproducible
experimental conditions.
Chapter 5 solves this problem by developing a model-based two-degrees-of-freedom
(2DOF) controller, which consists of a model-based feedforward part and a PID
controller. While the model-based feedforward part is used to reconstruct process
informations needed for optimal process performance, the feedback control compen-
sates for model-plant mismatch and exogenous disturbances. This advanced control
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strategy relies on a spectroscopic online measurement of the biomass concentration
and on the dynamic model derived in the previous chapter. By showing example cul-
tivations we demonstrate that the combination of the CRP-controller and the 2DOF
controller allows to reach the desired steady-state without undesired oscillations while
reducing the time requirements with respect to the retention time. Most importantly,
this combination of controllers stabilises the process by reducing its sensitivity against
pertubations of the cell growth. Finally, we provide experimental evidence for the
robustness of the presented approach, by showing that the combination of both
control strategies handles various situations which would lead to a process abort
under open-loop conditions. We want to emphasise that the introduced 2DOF control
strategy can be easily adapted to other processes and organisms if adequate process
models of these systems are available.

The last chapter brings together the results of the previous chapters. Based on the
introduced process control strategies an experimental platform is established, which
allows to investigate cellular responses to defined perturbations during batch and
continuous process mode and during the transition from one microaerobic steady-state
into another. The obtained results demonstrate that this kind of experiments have
a high potential for investigating biological hypotheses in a systematic manner as
hierarchical information indicating the relevance of regulatory key components,
such as redox active pools, gene expression levels and key enzyme activities can be
obtained. Employing the experimental platform we analyse the three microaerobic
growth modes proposed in Chapter 3 in more detail by applying CRP reductions of the
corresponding stepsizes. Additionally, a continuous microaerobic culture is exposed
to light to investigate if R.rubrum is capable of simultaneously using light and oxygen
as parallel sources for the generation of energy. In accordance to the obtained results
we come to the conclusion that growth under microaerobic conditions is accompanied
by a lack of ATP and an excess of reducing equivalents, which in general results in
a reduction of the quinone pool and the formation of the photosynthetic membrane.
By exposing a continuous microaerobic culture to light we demonstrate that these
bacteria use the additional light supply via the already exisiting photosystems of
the photosynthetic membrane to feed electrons into the electron transport chain.
The generated data suggest that out of all redox active components observed in
this study, the redox state of the quinone pool is the only candidate serving as
signal for the induction of photosynthetic membrane formation on the level of gene
expression. In contrast to existing results, the levels of photosynthetic membrane
could not be correlated to certain degrees of reduction of the quinone pool. Therefore,
we conclude that the response of the quinone pool functions as an on-off signal for
photosynthetic membrane expresssion, while the photosynthetic membrane level itself
has to be subject to an alternative regulation. Furthermore, based on the presented
data we come to the conclusion that depending on the degree of oxygen limitation
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and the prevailing experimental conditions, the reductive state of the quinone pool,
and thus the expression of photosynthetic membrane is mainly influenced by three
events: the supply of electrons via the tricarboxylic acid cycle, the photosystem
and the fluxes through the terminal oxidases. However, we want to point out that
additional measurements regarding the responses of regulatory proteins and the
enzymatic activites of the tricarboxylic acid cycle key enzymes and terminal oxidases
are essential. Samples for such analysis could be derived by applying the experimental
platform presented in this chapter.

In summary, this thesis demonstrates that the proposed biotechnological approach
enables a systematic and holistic systems biological analysis of microaerobic phenom-
ena. The developed process control strategies allow the reproducible and robust at-
tainment of these strongly sensitive and unstable microaerobic conditions in batch
and continuous bioreactors. Furthermore, the strategies employ conventional equip-
ment and are independent of the properties of the cultured organism. Therefore, they
are suitable for research and industrial application of microaerobic regimes.
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A.1 Methods

A.1.1 Bacterial Strain, Media and Cultivation Conditions of the
Pre-culture

R. rubrum S1 (ATCC 11170) was cultured on the minimal mediumM2SF at pH 6.8 and
at 30◦C in the dark. The M2SF medium was developed on the basis of the M medium
introduced by Sistrom [100] and contains 40mmol L−1 succinate and 16.6mmol L−1

fructose as carbon sources [29]. As pre-culture a microaerobic shake flask culture in
its exponential growth phase was used. When cells are harvested at an OD ∼ 2.5
oxygen limitation is indicated by the formation of photosynthetic membranes. To
obtain oxygen limitation the gas volume of the flask was reduced by increasing the
filling volume of the flasks to 50%(v/v), which is five times as much compared to
aerobic cultures. Shake-flask cultures were conducted in Erlenmeyer flasks, which
were equipped with four baffles, on a rotary shaker (100rpm), as described previously
[35, 119].

A.1.2 Bioreactor Cultivations and Peripheral Components

For bioreactor cultivations 3.5L of sterile-filtered M2SF medium were inoculated with
5% inoculation volume. Cultivations were carried out in a darkened, stainless steel
bioreactor (Biostat C; B. Braun Biotech, Melsungen, Germany) with a 5L working
volume. Process parameters were controlled with a Simatic PCS7 automation system
(PSC7-V6.0, Siemens, Munich, Germany) from a PC station. All peripheral system
components related to the automation system were as reported previously in [119]. The
temperature was kept constant at 30◦C, and the agitation rate was 250rpm. The pH,
measured with a glass electrode (405-DPAS-SC-K8S/325, Mettler-Toledo, Langenfeld,
Germany), was kept at pH 6.8 using 1M KOH or 0.66M H3PO4. Dissolved oxygen was
monitored using a fiber optic oxygen sensor, with a measurement range of 0−20% pO2
(Fibox 3-Trace, PreSens, Regensburg, Germany) and controlled during the first phase
of the process at 2% pO2. The oxygen supply was adjusted by varying the inlet gas
composition (in-house construction based on a gasmixstation module of Bronkhorst
Maettig, Kamen,Germany) with N2 and air as inputs. The flow rate was kept constant
at 1L min−1 (0.272vvm). The production of hydrogen was analyzed online with an
off-gas chromatograph (MicroGC CP4900, Varian, Middelburg, Netherlands). For con-
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tinuous cultivation the feed rate was adjusted by the model based approach presented
in Chapter 5, whereas the harvest was accomplished by a proportional(P)-integral(I)
controller, which used the weight of the bioreactor as controlled variable.

Culture Redox Potential - Control For CRP control, during the second phase
of the process, the oxygen portion of the inlet was varied by a controller of the
proportional(P)-integral(I)-differential(D) type. The CRP was measured by an in-situ
oxidation-reduction probe (Pt4805-DPAS-SC-K8S, Mettler-Toledo, Urdorf, Switzer-
land) connected to a voltage transmitter (pH-2100 transmitter, Mettler-Toledo, Ur-
dorf, Switzerland). This sensor contains a Ag/AgCl reference anode (in 3M KCl
solution) and a platinum cathode as working electrode. Accuracy of the CRP probes
was tested before and after every usage with a redox buffer solution at a redox poten-
tial of +240mV at 25◦C(HI 7021, Hanna Instruments, Szeged, Hungary). Additionally
the redox potential of the freshly prepared medium with a pO2 of 2% at 250rpm was
expected to have a CRP value of +100mV in every preparation. A discrepancy of
±5mV was accepted, otherwise the electrode was replaced. In the following CRP
refers to the measured redox voltage of the culture broth (also stated as E in liter-
ature [51]), and 4CRP refers to the stepsize of CRP reduction, which we applied
to transfer the process from aerobic to the desired oxygen-limited condition. Hence
a 4CRP of −120mV, refers to a CRP stepsize of −120mV. CRP stepsizes of 0mV,
−50mV, −120mV, −160mV, −210mV, −260mV, −330mV were performed in dupli-
cates. The measured CRP values can be compared with those of other systems if
they are converted into standard reduction potentials (Eh), according to the following
equation.

Eh = CRP + Eref (A.1)

Here Eref denotes the redox potential of the reference electrode with respect to the
standard hydrogen electrode, which amounts +234mV for the used reference system
under stated process conditions.

A.1.3 Offline UV-Vis Spectroscopy

Levels of optical density (OD) were measured at 660nm using a UV-Vis spectropho-
tometer (V-560, Jasco, Tokyo, Japan) and a 1-cm-path-length cuvette. All samples
were measured in triplicates with a maximal dilution of 1:20. Formation of PM was
analyzed by measuring the absorption of the photosynthetic reaction centers and light
harvesting complexes at 880nm. The PM amount is given as 880/660 ratio. 4PM
refers to the amount of PM produced after cells were transfered to CRP-controlled
conditions. Cell dry weight was determined in triplicates with a relative standard
deviation of 5% as described previously [119].
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A.1.4 Online UV-Vis Spectroscopy

Optical density (OD) and formation of photosynthetic membranes (PM) were mea-
sured online and in-situ with a two-component-system composed of a fiber optic trans-
flexion probe with a light path of 5mm (661.682-UV; Hellma, Muellheim, Germany)
and a UV-Vis spectrometer (Ocean Optics, Ostfildern, Germany). The spectrometer
consisted of a halogen light source (HL-2000,Ocean Optics), a multichannel UV-Vis
fiber optic spectrometer (two channels with ranges of 300-550nm and 530-900nm. The
slit size was 50 microns and the resolution approximately 2.5nm. Q2j055, Ocean Op-
tics, Ostfildern, Germany). Data were processed and recorded via the history channel
function of the Avasoft software (SpectraWin 5.0-Full version (now AvaSoft), Avantes
BV, Apeldoorn, The Netherlands, Europe). Online data were correlated with spec-
troscopic offline measurements using a 1-cm-path-length cuvette with a UV-Vis spec-
trophotometer (V-560, Jasco, Tokyo, Japan) at 660nm and 880nm. Formation of PM
was analyzed by measuring the absorption of the photosynthetic reaction centers and
light harvesting complexes at 880nm. The PM amount is given as 880/660 ratio. 4PM
refers to the amount of PM produced after cells were transfered to CRP-controlled con-
ditions. Cell dry weight was determined as described previously [119].

A.1.5 Analysis of organic acids via High Performance Liquid
Chromatography

Concentrations of acetate, fumarate, succinate, malate and propionate in culture su-
pernatants were determined on an Agilent 1100 high performance liquid chromatogra-
phy (HPLC) system as reported previously [119]. 10µL filtered sample was loaded on
C18 reversed-phase column (Inertsil 100A ODS-3, 5µm pore size, 250x4.6mm, VDS
Optilab, Berlin, Germany) column and eluted isocratically with 1mL min−1 and 0.1M
NH4H2PO4 at pH 2.6 at 24◦C. Peaks were detected with a photodiode-array detector
(G1330B, Agilent, Waldbronn, Germany) at 210nm.

A.1.6 Enzymatic assays for substrates and excreted organic acids

Concentration of fructose and formate were determined using enzymatic test kits
(10139106 and 10979732, R-Biopharm AG, Darmstadt, Germany).

A.1.7 Analysis of mRNA levels

Cell samples were directly treated with RNA protect (RNAprotect Bacteria Reagent,
Quiagen, Hilden, Germany). RNA was isolated according to the NucleoSpin RNA II
protocol from Macherey-Nagel (5.3 Support protocol NucleoSpin RNA II, Machery-
Nagel, Düren, Germany) and stored at -80◦C. For cDNA synthesis of the target genes,
500ng total RNA of each sample was transcribed applying the reverse primers (for
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primer sequences see supplemental material Table 1). Each primer contained a 20bp
match to the target gene. The reverse transcriptase step was performed in triplicates
(RevertAidTM H Minus M-MuLV Reverse Transcriptase, Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Vilnius, Lithuania). RNA was tested for DNA contamination prior to cDNA synthesis
by using the total RNA isolate as template for the real time PCR. Real time PCR of
the pooled cDNA preparations was conducted using the SYBR R© Green PCR master
mix from Life Technologies (SYBR Green 1 Dye, AmpliTaq Gold R© DNA Polymerase,
Life Technologies, Carlsbad, USA). The real-time PCR was performed in triplicates.
mRNA amounts were estimated using the experimentally determined efficiencies ac-
cording to Pfaffl et al. [75].

A.1.8 Analysis of redox active components

To analyse intracellular metabolites and redox active components the cellular
metabolism has to be stopped in miliseconds at a defined timepoint. This is done
to avoid that enzymatic reactions with a high turnover rate continue to catalyse their
reaction and thus alter the metabolite concentration in the sample [57].

A.1.8.1 Analysis of NADH, NAD+, NADPH and NADP+ amounts

To analyse the concentration of reducing equivalents, 12 x 2mL of freshly harvested
culture broth were aliquoted in frozen eppendorf tubes on ice and directly centrifuged
at 13000rpm and 4◦C for 10min (Thermo Scientific, HERAEUS Fresco 17). After care-
fully removing the supernatant cell pellets were stored at -80◦C until further processed
(maximum storage time of 14 days).
NADPH and NADH samples were extracted alkaline with 0.2M NaOH, whereas
NADP+ and NAD+ were extracted sour with 0.2M HCl. In both cases the volume of
lye and acid supplied to the pellet is calculated from the cellular dry weight concen-
tration at time point of sampling. 500µL of each extraction solution were added to
a culture broth density of 1 g dry weight per liter. Samples were cooked for 1 min
at 95◦C and then cooled on ice and again centrifuged at 4◦C and 13000rpm for 10
min. The supernatant was transfered into an new eppendorf tube and 400µL 0.2 M
NaH2PO4 buffer were added to each aliquote. Then, samples were neutralised with
1M HCl and 1M NaOH, respectively. The concentration of reducing equivalents were
measured in microtiterplates.
NADH and NAD+ concentrations were determined by using the alkohole dehydroge-
nase mediated conversion of ethanol into acetaldehyde. During this reaction NAD+ is
reduced to NADH. The complete NAD+ is then regenerated by oxidising NADH with
oxidised PESoxid (5-Ethylphenazinium-ethyl-sulfat). The thereby reduced PES reacts
again with an oxidised form of 3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol- 2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium
bromid (MTT). During this reaction the colour of the suspension changes from yellow
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(MTToxid) into black (MTTred) which can be photometrically monitored at 570nm.
Concentrations of NADPH and NADP+ were measured via the glucose-6-phosphate-
dehydrogenase reaction. In this reaction NADP+ is reduced to NADPH by G6P-DH
(Roche, 140 Units/mg). The subsequent reaction steps are analogues to the deter-
mination of NADH and NAD+. This applied method is a modified version of those
described in [8] and [121]. The following tables clarify the details of the procedure.
The reaction buffer contained 0.1M HEPES and 2mM ETDA was adjusted with NaOH
at pH = 7.6. MTT (3.48 mg/mL), PES (11.1 mg/mL) and alkohol dehydrogenase (300
Units/mg) were added in the reaction buffer so that a master mix solution was pre-
pared. After pipetting the master mix solution (80 µL) to the sample/blank/standard
(100µL), the microtiterplate was incubated in a thermo mixer at 30◦C and 650rpm for
5min. Subsequently the reaction was started by adding 20µL of ethanol (10% v/v) to
each well. The increase of absorption was detected at 570nm exitation wave length
(Biotek, PowerWave XS).
Rudolf et al. analysed very recently if the storage of the pellets at -80◦C effects the
quantitative determined amounts of the reducing equivalents compared to directly ex-
tracted samples and came to the conclusion that the storage leads to a loss of NADH
and NADPH [84]. Since it is likely that the duration of storage has an impact on the
absolute concentrations as well, we analysed all samples of an experiment in one batch.
Thus, we avoided that the time of storage alters the qualitative dynamics of the redox
potential of reducing equivalents during each experiment. Concentrations of reducing
equivalents were measured sixfold for each timepoint of sampling.

A.1.8.2 Analysis of GSH amounts

To analyse the concentration of glutathion, 3 x 10mL of freshly harvested culture
broth were aliquoted in frozen falcon tubes on ice and directly centrifuged at 5 000
x g and 4◦C for 10 min (Thermo Scientific, HERAEUS Biofuge Stratos). After care-
fully removing the supernatant cell pellets were stored at -80◦C until further processed
(maximum storage time of 14 days).
The GSH amounts were determined in accordance to the method described by Carius
et al. [13]. The original method can be traced back to the DTNB dependent method
of [109]. The method is based on the reaction of 5,5’-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid)
(DTNB, Ellmans reagent) with the thiolgroup of the GSH. During this reaction the
disulfide bounds of GSH are split and GSNTB and 2-nitro-5-thiobenzoate (NTB) are
produced. NTB has a yellow colour and can be photometrically monitored at 412nm.
In the second step GSSG is again recycled into GSH by GSHreductase, so that the total
glutathion amount can be calculated. This reaction requires the addition of NADPH.
Cell pellets from 10ml culture broth were resuspended in 5 ml sulfosalicylic acid (10 %,
v/v). The homogenized cellular suspension was then exposed to 3 freeze-thaw cycles
(-80◦C to room temperature) to lyse the cells. Cell lysate were centrifuged for 10 min
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at 13000rpm to remove the cellular debris (Thermo Scientific, HERAEUS Fresco 17).
Extraction was repeated with half of the acid volume. Both cell extracts were pooled
and stored at -80◦C until measurement.
Prior to the measurement cell extracts were thawn and diluted with assaybuffer
(100mM HEPES, 5mM EDTA, pH 7.5 adjusted with HCl) so that a final concen-
tration of 1% sulfosalicylic acid (v/v) was reached. Samples were stored on ice. GSH
standards were treated as samples during all steps of extraction and measurement.
Freshly prepared Mastermix (dilute 10mM DTNB in assay buffer 1:12) and
NADPH/GSH-Reductase (3.3mM NADPH, GSH reductase 6.6 Units/ mL) were kept
on ice during the sample preparation. The concentration of GSH was measured in
microtiterplates. First extinction at 412nm was measured after 120µL Mastermix and
50µL sample/standard were pipetted in the microtiterplate and carefully mixed. Then
30µL of the NADPH/GSH-reductase mix were added to each well. After gently mixing
the suspension again by pipetting, the increase of extinction at 412nm was monitored
until saturation (Powerwave XS, Biotek). Temperature was controlled at 30◦C.

A.1.8.3 Analysis of Quinone pools

For analysis of the quinone redox potential, 10mL culture broth were pured in 30mL
quenching buffer (60% methanol, 40% Tricin (10mM) ) at -50◦C directly at the sam-
pling port. After inverting the suspension several times, the samples are centrifuged for
10min at 10000 x g and -20◦C (Thermo Scientific, HERAEUS Biofuge Stratos) [57].
Samples were taken in triplicates. Ubiquinol (QH2) and Ubiquinon (Q) were mea-
sured by applying the HPLC method described by Grammel and Ghosh [34]. After
centrifugation the supernatant was directly removed and cell pellets were weighed and
extracted twice in 2mL dichloremethan/methanol (2:1, v/v) on ice. The pooled ex-
tracts were concentrated under a continuous flow of nitrogen until complete dryness.
Residues were resupended 1mL methanol/isopropanol (4:1, v/v) filtered (0.2 µm).
Samples were measured on an Agilent 1100 high performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) system. 0.128 mg/mL quinone were dissolved in methanol/isopropanol (4:1,
v/v) as standard of the oxidised form and stored at -20◦C gelagert. For the ubiquinol
standard, the ubiquinone standard was completely reduced by adding a small amount
of KBH4 to 1mL of the oxidised standard solution. 350µL sampling volume was loaded
onto a Zorbax C8 Eclipse column (4.6 x150mm, 5µm) and eluted isocratically with 1mL
min−1 and MeOH/isopropanol/ammonium acetate buffer (4:1:10mM NH4H2PO4, at
pH 2.6) and 20◦C. Ubiquinol and ubiquinone were measured in standard and samples
at 283nm and 275nm, respectively, via UV-Vis DAD-detector (UV/Vis-detector with
diodenarray G1315B). For exact identification characteristic spectra of the quinones
and the retention time were taken into account.
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A.1.9 Experimentally determined reaction rates

Depending on the maximal growth rate, reaction rates r̂j of each 4CRP were cal-
culated from experimental data sets, representing the first 0-10 to 0-15 hours of the
CRP-controlled cultivation phase. The standard deviations of all shown rates were
calculated using error propagation.
The experimentally determined biomass specific uptake and excretion rates of ex-

tracellular metabolites and the specific growth rate were calculated by

r̂j = dj

dt

1
¯̂x

(A.2)

where r̂j, j ∈ {b, s, f, for, ace,mal, pro,H2} denotes the reaction rates of biomass,
succinate, fructose, formate, acetate, malate, propionate and hydrogen and ¯̂xb refers
to the average biomass at the time interval t.
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